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It’s time to pull out the last of those cool, soft yarns and take the plunge with one 

of this issue’s gorgeous summer-inspired knits! From Jacinta Bowie’s pleasing ice-

cream shade jumper in 100% organic cotton, to Siân Brown’s two-lace T-shirt in a 

smooth lemonade-yellow bamboo mix, there’s a season-ready garment within these 

pages designed to keep you cool. Make sure you take a stroll through our Gardening 

Special on page 41 too – it’s an extravaganza of stunning designs inspired by green 

spaces. Inside you’ll find Dario Tubiana’s pretty flower border T-shirt, Amanda 

Berry’s sweet butterfly wreath, Tea Cosy Folk’s stargazer lily tea cosy and Siân 

Brown’s duo of cushions for the green-fingered. 

   Unfortunately, we end this issue’s letter on a sad note, with the heartbreaking news 

of knitting designer, Jean Greenhowe’s, recent passing. I’m sure others, as well as 

myself, will remember the happiness her amazing toys brought to many a knitter’s 

needles – the knitting world will be that little bit less bright without her. She will be 

hugely missed and we send our heartfelt condolences to her family and friends. 

Until we knit together next time… Enjoy 
Burda!
Exclusive to SK 
Burda Knitting 

magazine, packed 
with 13 extra 

patterns!

Cast on, cool off 
and celebrate the 
late-summer joy!
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The SK Team x

We’d love to hear from you.  

Write to us at Stay in Touch, Simply Knitting magazine, 

 Immediate Media Co, Eagle House, Bristol BS1 4ST 

Find us on Instagram @simplyknittingmag 

Find us on Facebook Facebook.com/simplyknitting

Email us at simplyknitting@immediate.co.uk (editorial queries only)

Subscribers visit our website www.buysubscriptions.com/contactus

GET IN TOUCH!

Turn to 
page 87
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Wishlist
Shopping Events Inspiration People Views

MAGICAL 

MIDSUMMER
Grow your love of folklore, 

and the wonderful crafts 

that accompany it, with 

this MillaMia jumper, 

taken from their new 

Midsummer Collection! 

Combining knitting and 

embroidery, it’s filled with 

many colourful stitches.  

Digital pattern £3.90 

from www.lovecrafts.

com or 01409 404 010

for more of

this collection’s 

top designs

TURN 

TO P10
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Editor’s choice

If you struggle with neat seams or knitting in 
the round when making knitted toys, this new 
collection is the book for you! It contains 25 sweet 
patterns, each made in flat pieces that are then 
felted before being sewn together. The process 
gives them a unique look with super-soft and fuzzy 
fur, and designs range from Harry the hedgehog to 
Winston the sloth, William the penguin and more!

Knit up a wardrobe full of classic Nordic patterning 
with this new release, a translation of a popular 
Norwegian knitting book. From scarves and 
mittens to jumpers and cardigans via stylish 
homewares, this collection features timeless 
motifs in an array of colourful combinations. 
Packed with colour photos and easy to follow 
charts, it’s a great introduction to Nordic design.

ADORABLE KNITTED 
ANIMALS
by Hiroko Ibuki
(£12.99, Tuttle Publishing) 

NORDIC KNITS
by Birger Berge
(£18.95, Quiller Publishing) 

You probably remember French knitting on a four-
pin ‘dolly’ from childhood, hooking loops of yarn 
to make the i-cord – and what a slow process it 
was! Nowadays, you can buy mini knitting mills to 
create the cord even faster. This fun book contains 
40 fabulous step-by-step patterns for kids (of all 
ages!) to make, from jewellery and hair accessories 
to personalised bags, cushions and clothes.

FRENCH KNITTING
by Karine Thiboult-
Demessence
(£15.99, David & Charles) 

This issue’s summer must-buys  

chosen by SK Editor, Kirstie McLeod

Pony Essentials Set

Find some of your 

best-loved knitting 

tools in this new set 

from Pony, which 

includes two stitch 

holders and a pair of 

wool needles. £13.30, 
available nationwide. 
Email groves@
stockistenquiries.
co.uk for stockists

West Yorkshire Spinners Fleece 

Riverside Collection

This collection by Sarah Hatton features 

eight luxury garments in the new yarn from 

WYS, 100% wool Fleece DK. Each design 

includes intricate cables and simple lace 

details and has its own unique style and 

shape, inspired by elegant vintage looks.  
For details, visit www.wyspinners.com

Rowan Ease Collection

Lisa Richardson combines beautiful textures with 

easy-to-wear hues in this new collection of relaxed-

fit garments for women. It’s perfect for knitters 

who like to try new techniques as they knit. Buy the 
book, £9.50, www.knitrowan.com/products/ease

Scheepjes Flamingo Vest

You’ll find this perky knit in Scheepjes Pretty Little 

Things booklet 17, filled with all things tropical. The 

vest comes with a fun Swiss embroidery flamingo 

motif too. See www.scheepjes.com for stockists

King Cole Footsie 4ply

In six shades named after juicy fruits, 

this strong acrylic sock yarn comes 

in a cocktail of variegated shades and 

is perfect for wool allergy suerers. 

£3.99 for 100g. www.kingcole.com  
or 01756 703670 for stockists

Monica Russel Fair Isle Cushion

Monica Russel has designed this pretty Fair 

Isle pattern in soft pinks and blues, but with ten 

shades of Sublime Evie to pick from you can 

change the colours to match your décor! Free 
pattern at www.gathered.how/knitting-and-
crochet/knitting/fair-isle-cushion-cover/
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WHAT IS MINDFUL MAKING?

A new DMC kit range that encourages 

people around the world to slow down 

and enjoy the moment while making 

something beautiful. A series of simple 

accompanying video tutorials (www.

dmc.com/uk/l-learn-with-dmc-12.html) 

ensure that learning a new technique 

is completely stress-free and that sun 

salutations are not the only way to find 

your flow. Unlike regular needlecraft kits, 

Mindful Making aims to simplify the 

potentially o-putting task of learning 

a new craft. You can even share your 

results with with the equally chilled 

#dmcmindfulmaking community.

WHAT’S IN THE RANGE?

Kits for knitting, embroidery, macrame, 

cross stitch, crochet and punch needle.

HOW MUCH DO ITEMS COST?

Kits start from£20. Find out more by 

visiting www.dmc.com/uk/landing-

mindful-making-1.html

introducing…

Mindful Making  
Kits from DMC
DMC is on a mission to 
make ‘stitch, breathe, repeat’ 
the new mindful mantra to 
accompany hours of soul 
soothing stitching

Top  
5

SUMMER BAGS
Run to the sun with these perfect 
patterns for shoppers and more!

Pentle Cable 
Handle Tote Bag 
This PDF pattern and 
yarn bundle is great 
value at just £5! Pull 
this practical tote 
together for the last 
few weeks of summer 
and stay beach-ready 
until October! 
Available from www.
stitchandstory.com

Rico Shopper
This quick knit in 
aran cotton comes in 
two sizes and can be 
knitted in any number 
of colour combos. 
Finish o with a pair  
of sturdy handles. 
Pattern £2.99,  
www.woolware 
house.co.uk or  
0800 505 3300

Sheep Bag
Let’s celebrate our 
favourite woolly 
animals with this 
Flock of Sheep 
bag pattern from 
iKnitDesigns. The 
front and back are 
knitted in one piece, 
with the sides and 
handles created 
separately. 
£4 from www.
lovecrafts.com or 
01409 404 010

Honey Clutch
What a charming 
evening bag for 
inspired knitters! 
Worked in one piece 
from the bottom up, 
the Honey Clutch 
sides are created 
from brioche stitch. 
The zip is neatly sewn 
in with needle and 
thread. £3.70 by 
PetiteKnit on 
www.ravelry.com

Starburst Bag
Bright, bold and 
beautiful is the best 
way to describe this 
vibrant bag from Jo 
Allport. Knitted in 
Rico Design Ceative 
Cotton Aran, it comes 
with a funky striped 
and knotted handle. 
Free pattern from 
www.deramores.
com, 0845 519 4573

81%
OF SURVEYED KNITTERS 

WITH DEPRESSION 

REPORTED FEELING HAPPY 

AFTER KNITTING

Source: The British Journal of  

Occupational Therapy

Meet Amanda, walker, bird spotter, Asterix 
book reader and Tony Hancock listener!

First job of the day? Make a stove-top coee 
(yaay!), then checking emails (boo!).

Mid-morning pick-me-up? A quick scroll 
through #catsoftwitter for some smiles and 
meows to boost the morning.

Fave lunchtime yarn squish? No yarn for me  
at lunchtime, I prefer a crumb-free stash!

Evening knitting project? It depends on 
any deadlines I have coming up, but preferably 
something easy so I can stick a few movies on  
in the background to wind down.

Crafty plans for the weekend? This weekend  

AMANDA BERRY
The designer behind 
many a top toy design

course near where I live as I would really love  
to have a go at making my own jewellery.

Discover more from Amanda @fluandfuzz 
on social media and or pop over to her 
website at www.fluandfuzz.weebly.com

See Amanda’s 
cute designs 
on Ravelry!

Check out these 
new knitted 
mood enhancers



This month we’re loving…

…MillaMia’s folksy 
Midsummer Collection
The MillaMia Midsummer Collection of jumpers and 

cardigans is dreamy combination of floral embroidery and 

Swedish summer solstice inspiration. Brimming with bright 

colours and pretty embellishments, it’s simply irresistible 

to anyone who loves a knit with a folksy vibe. Patterns cost 

£3.90 each. www.lovecrafts.com or call 01409 404 010

WHAT’S NEW
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Thursday 4 – Sunday 7 November

THE CREATIVE CRAFT SHOW

NEC, North Avenue, Marston Green, Birmingham B40 1NT 
Head to the Midlands for all your crafty needs, with the Creative Craft Show 

including stalls for knitting, stitching, jewellery-making and more. There’s 

a huge number of exhibitors and a great selection of workshops.

Tickets are available from £14 per day at www.stitchandhobby.co.uk or 
by calling 01425 277988

Thursday 11 – Sunday 14 November

VOGUE VIRTUAL KNITTING LIVE

Online 
These US-based events from Vogue Knitting magazine are now accessible 

worldwide as they’ve headed online – so get all the fun of the show from the 

comfort of your own home! The complete schedule is yet to be finalised, but 

judging by previous events you can expect a huge range of live classes from 

world-renowned experts on knitting techniques – from socks to short rows, 

and shawl skills to custom garment fitting – and lots more!

You can purchase various levels of access to the lectures, workshops  
and online marketplace at www.vogueknittinglive.com

Saturday 13 – Sunday 14 November

WINTER WOOL@J13

Lower Drayton Farm, Penkridge, Staordshire ST19 5RE 
Join in this joyous celebration of all things woolly, just o Junction 13 of the 

M6 in Staorsshire. There’s yarn, fibre, patterns and notions from wonderful 

independent businesses, plus workshops, dancing stash swapping and more!

Tickets will be available to purchase soon at www.wool-j13.uk. You can  
also call 01785 330757 or email hello@wool-j13.uk

Thursday 18 – Sunday 21 November

THE KNITTING & STITCHING SHOW

Harrogate Convention Centre, Kings Road, Harrogate HG1 5LA 
Head to Harrogate for the largest textiles event in the north of England! With 

more than 200 exhibitors selling crafty supplies we can’t wait to get our hands 

on. You’ll also find workshops, demonstrations, galleries and interactive 

features, making this a great way to return to the world of in-person shows.

Tickets will be going on sale soon at www.theknittingandstitchingshow.
com/harrogate or by calling 0844 209 7325 (calls cost 7p per minute).

Thursday 25 – Saturday 27 November

CRAFT 4 CRAFTERS

The Bath and West Showground, Shepton Mallet BA4 6QN 
Packed with Christmas crafting supplies, this super-sized show caters for 

knitters, cardmakers, papercrafters, cross stitchers, quilters and more! There 

are also daily workshops and demonstrations, many with fun festive themes.

Tickets are £10 each. For more details, visit www.craft4crafters.co.uk/
Bath or call 0345 304 0222

The events above are still planned to go ahead as SK goes to print.

GUIDE TO
NOVEMBER

Simply Knitting’s

November’s the 
month to get out 
and about!

all the 
BEST

CRAFT
events!

LAST-MIN WOrkshops!
The craft-loving gang at 
Black Sheep Wools have just 
announced a new batch of 
exciting craft workshops, to be 
run following the latest Covid 
guidelines, from their Craft Barn 
in Warrington. Starting from 
Saturday 11 September until 
Saturday 13 November, you can 
choose from shawl knitting or 
brioche with Carol Meldrum, 
hand dyeing with Miriam Ward, 
spinning with Cathy Wright, 
Fair Isle and steeking with Juliet 
Bernard and finishing with Sarah 
Hatton, plus many more. Prices 

start at £34.95 per workshop  

and more details can be found  

at www.blacksheepwools.com  

or by calling 01925 764231.

Continued 
from  

page 7

Try Fair Isle 
and steeking

Make a fab 
lace shawl

Get to grips 
with brioche



*terms & conditions apply

FREE delivery
on orders over £25

+ 15% OFF
with this code

Shop Paintbox Yarns & patterns exclusively at lovecrafts.com

KNITLC

*terms & conditions apply

FREE delivery
on orders over £25

+ 15% OFF
with this code

Inspired by the Bauhaus style, 

play with colour and techniques 

in the collection designed 

for your home!

SAY HELLO TO
TIDY HAUS BY 
PAINTBOX YARNS

 FREE
knitting
patterns
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Is it too early to be thinking 

about Christmas? Not when 

it comes to the annual Pony 

Advent Calendar! Now 

available for Christmas 2021, 

the sought-after Pony Advent 

calendar always goes down 

a treat. Complete with 24 

wonder-filled windows to open, 

you’ll discover a fabulous yarn 

crafting tool for every day in 

December until Christmas. 

The calendar even comes in 

plastic-free packaging! 

Available nationwide from craft, 
knitting and haberdashery 
suppliers for around £55. For 
stockist information, email 
groves@stockistenquiries.co.uk.

Pony Advent Calendar

1

2

4

3

5

Ò, VSHQW ëH àUVW VL[ PRQëV
RI ORFNGRZQ NQLWWLQJØ 7R EH
KRQHVW ,YH EHFRPH REVHVVHG
HYHU VLQFH ,YH WULHG WR
PDNH HYHU\ VLQJOH ëLQJ

\RX FDQ LPDJLQHÓ
Tom Daley, Olympic diving champion

5 ways to…

…help give the planet a hug!
Stylecraft ReCreate DK is a blended yarn made from recycled fibres. It adds 
beautiful stitch definition to the cable, lace or textured stitches in your projects 

1
CAST ON A FAIR ISLE CARDI

Featuring a beautiful fairisle 

design on the body and sleeves, 

you have the option of a collared 

cardigan or round-neck cardigan  

in classy neutral shades. 

2
WHIP UP A SNOOD

Designed to match the Fair Isle 

cardi in this collection, this 

snuggly snood is quick to knit and 

would make a great gift.

3
GIVE A LACE JUMPER A GO

Diamond and leaf lace intertwine 

to give this top sweater a modern 

look. Add in a cropped length and 

you’ll be bang on-trend this winter.

4
TRY A CABLE TANK TOP

Casual cables and crisp white 

yarn combine to bring you a 

slouchy multi-seasonal tank top knit 

you’ll want to wear over and over 

again! The perfect wardrobe essential 

for those chilly days in autumn.

5
TREAT YOURSELF TO  

A LACE CARDI

Lacy raglan sleeves add a 

delicate filigree touch to this sweet 

cardi, perfect for layering. Dress it up 

for a classical look or dress it  

down with your favourite jeans if  

you’re feeling in a casual mood.

Patterns £2.99 each; Stylecraft 

ReCreate Yarn, £4.25 for 100g
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Whether it’s ice cream or sunsets that make your summer, Jacinta Bowie’s
top captures the perfect colours to boost your holiday knitting mojo!

Sun, sand & seasun, sand & sea

Page 19
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CHEVRON STRIPED LACE TOP

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Stylecraft Naturals Organic 

Cotton DK (100% cotton, 

50g/105m) 

For yarn quantities and 

measurements see size table

Q A pair of 4mm needles

Q Stitch holders

TENSION

21 sts and 26 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over pattern 

using 4mm needles

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

Note If you’re having trouble 

finding the shade Ecru (7128), 

consider using Bone (7173)

CHEVRON STRIPED LACE TOP
CHEVRON LACE STRIPE
Rows 1 and 2 Using Yarn A, knit to end.

Rows 3 and 4 Using Yarn B, knit to end.

Rows 5, 7 and 9 Using Yarn B, *K1, yo, K4, sk2po, K4, yo; rep from * 

to last st, K1.

Row 6, 8 and 10 Using Yarn B, purl to end.

Rows 11 and 12 Using Yarn C, knit.

Rows 13 and 15 Using Yarn C, k2tog, K4, yo, *K1, yo, K4, sk2po, K4, 

yo; rep from * to last 7 sts, K1, yo, K4, ssk. 

Rows 14 and 16 Using Yarn C, purl.

Rows 17 and 18 Using Yarn D, knit.

Rows 19 and 21 Using Yarn D, k2tog, K4, yo, *K1, yo, K4, sk2po, K4, 

yo; rep from * to last 7 sts, K1, yo, K4, ssk. 

Rows 20 and 22 Using Yarn D, purl.

Rows 23 and 24 Using Yarn A, knit.

Rows 25 and 26 Using Yarn E, knit.

Row 27 Using Yarn B, *k2tog, yo; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 28 Using Yarn B, knit.

Row 29 Using Yarn C, *k2tog, yo; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 30 Using Yarn C, knit.

Rows 31 and 32 Using Yarn A, knit.

Rows 33 and 34 Using Yarn E, knit.

Rows 35, 37 and 39 Using Yarn E, *K1, yo, K4, sk2po, K4, yo; rep 

from * to last st, K1.

Rows 36, 38 and 40 Using Yarn E, purl.

Row 41 and 42 Using Yarn D, knit.

Rows 43, 45 and 47 Using Yarn D, k2tog, K4, yo, *K1, yo, K4, sk2po, 

K4, yo; rep from * to last 7 sts, K1, yo, K4, ssk. 

Rows 44, 46 and 48 Using Yarn D, purl.

Rows 49 and 50 Using Yarn C, knit.

Rows 51 and 52 Using Yarn A, knit.

Rows 53 and 54 Using Yarn B, knit.

Row 55 Using Yarn E, *k2tog, yo; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 56 Using Yarn E, purl.

TAKE ON A CHALLENGE

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists contact 

Stylecraft on 01484 

848435 or visit www.

stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QWool Warehouse  

0800 505 3300 or  

www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Q  Deb’s Wool Shop  

01558 328493  or  

www.debswoolshop.com
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SLEEVE

Wool Warehouse are offering 
10% off Stylecraft Naturals 

Organic Cotton DK! Quote code 
SK215 when you order on 

0800 505 3300 or at www.
woolwarehouse.co.uk. 

Offer ends 23 Sept 
2021.

Enjoy colour changes, textures
and lace when you cast on this
gorgeous summer top!
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CHEVRON STRIPED LACE TOP

BACK AND FRONT (MAKE 2) 
Cast on 97 (109: 121: 133: 145: 157) sts using 4mm needles and 

Yarn A.

Work Rows 1 to 56 of Chevron Lace pattern twice, then Rows 1 to 18 

once more.

Knit 2 rows in Yarn E, 2 rows in Yarn B, and 2 rows in Yarn A.

Cast off using Yarn A.

SLEEVES (MAKE 2)  
Cast on 73 (73: 85: 85: 97: 97) sts using 4mm needles and Yarn A.

Work Rows 1 to 56 once.

Knit 2 rows Yarn A, 2 rows Yarn B and 2 rows Yarn A.

Cast off using Yarn A.

RIGHT SHOULDER GUSSET
Cast on 7 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn B.

Rows 1 to 4 Using Yarn B, knit.

Row 5 Using Yarn E, K3, yo, pm, K1, yo, K3. [9 sts]

Rows 6 to 10 Using Yarn E, knit.

Row 11 Using Yarn C, K4, yo, K1, yo, K4. [11 sts]

Rows 12 to 16 Using Yarn C, knit.

Row 17 Using Yarn A, K5, yo, K1, yo, K5. [13 sts] 

Rows 18 to 22 Using Yarn A, knit.

Row 19 Using Yarn D, K6, yo, K1, yo, K6. [15 sts] 

Rows 20 to 24 Using Yarn D, knit.

Row 25 Using Yarn B, K7, yo, K1, yo, K7. [17 sts] 

Row 26 to 30 Using Yarn B, knit.

Row 31 Using Yarn C, K8, yo, K1, yo, K8. [19 sts]

Row 32 to 36 Using Yarn B, knit.

Row 37 Using Yarn A, K9, yo, K1, yo, K9. [21 sts] 

7KHUHV QR EHDWLQJ ëH MR\RXV QDWXUH RI
ëHPHG NQLWWHG VWULSHV DQG ëHVH LFH FUHDP
VKDGHV DUH ëH SHUIHFW FRPELQDWLRQ Iè D ODWH
VXPPHU JDUPHQW NQLWFDVW LW RQ WRGD\

KIRSTIE MCLEOD. EDITOR

   

FIND YOUR SIZE

SIZE XS S M L 1XL 2XL

TO FIT BUST
cm 81-86 90-96 101-107 111.5-117 122-125 128-137

in 32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-49 50-54

ACTUAL BUST
cm 92.5 104 115 126.5 138 149.5

in 36 41 45 49 54 59

LENGTH
cm 58.5 59 59 59.5 60 60

in 23 23 23 23 23 23

SLEEVE LENGTH
cm 21 21 21 21 21 21

in 8 8 8 8 8 8

YARN Stylecraft Naturals Organic Cotton DK (50g/105m)

Yarn A Blush (7177) 2 2 3 3 3 3

Yarn B Coral (7180) 2 2 3 3 3 3

Yarn C Ecru (7128) 2 2 2 3 3 3

Yarn D Faded Denim 

(7195)
2 2 3 3 3 3

Yarn E Buttermilk (7174) 2 2 2 3 3 3

SIZING COLOUR KEY So you can re-use this pattern, we’ve colour-coded the sizing instructions. Simply follow 
our colour-coded measurements and you’re off.

STEP-BY-STEP SK2PO SLIP 1, KNIT 2 TOG, PASS SLIPPED STITCH OVER

1 Insert the point of the right-hand 
needle into the next stitch as if to 
knit, but instead slip the stitch on to 
the right-hand needle.

2 For the next stitch, insert the 
right-hand needle into the next two 
stitches on the left-hand needle 
and knit them together.

3 Insert the point of the left-hand 
needle into the slipped stitch on the 
right-hand needle and lift 
it over the k2tog.

4 Continue knitting as directed in 
the pattern. This decrease forms a 
slant that slopes towards the left.
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CHEVRON STRIPED LACE TOP

Row 38 to 42 Using Yarn A, knit.

Row 43 Using Yarn E, K10, yo, K1, yo, K10. [23 sts] 

Row 44 to 48 Using Yarn E, knit.

Row 49 Using Yarn D, K11, yo, K1, yo, K11. [25 sts] 

Row 50 to 54 Using Yarn D, knit.

SIZES S, M, L, 1XL, AND 2XL ONLY

Row 55 Using Yarn A, K12, yo, K1, yo, K12. [27 sts] 

Row 56 to 60 Using Yarn A, knit.

SIZES M, L, 1XL, AND 2XL ONLY

Row 61 Using Yarn E, K13, yo, K1, yo, K13. [29 sts]

Row 62 to 66 Using Yarn E, knit.

SIZES L, 1XL, AND 2XL ONLY

Row 67 Using Yarn C, K14, yo, K1, yo, K14. [31 sts] 

Row 68 to 72 Using Yarn C, knit.

SIZES 1XL, AND 2XL ONLY

Row 73 Using Yarn A, K15, yo, K1, yo, K15. [33 sts] 

Row 74 to 76 Using Yarn A, knit.

SIZE 2XL ONLY

Row 77 Using Yarn A, K16, yo, K1, yo, K16. [35 sts] 

Row 78 to 82 Using Yarn B, knit.

BACK PANEL OF GUSSET 
** Slip 12 (13: 14: 15: 16: 17) sts onto a stitch holder.

Work in stripe sequence in garter stitch as foll on rem 13 (14: 15: 16:

17: 18) sts:

6 rows Yarn B.

6 rows Yarn C.

6 rows Yarn E.

SIZES L, 1XL, AND 2XL ONLY

4 rows Yarn D.

ALL SIZES

Cast off.

LEFT SHOULDER GUSSET
Work as given for the Right Shoulder Gusset to **.  

[25 (27: 29: 31: 33: 35) sts]

Using Yarn B K13 (14: 15: 16: 17: 18) sts, leave rem 12 (13: 14: 15: 16:

17) sts onto a stitch holder.

Work in stripe sequence as foll:

5 rows Yarn B.

6 rows Yarn D.

6 rows Yarn A. 

SIZES L, 1X AND 2X ONLY

4 rows Yarn C.

ALL SIZES

Cast off.

NECK TRIM
Place markers 18 (18: 18: 20: 20: 20) sts either side of the centre of 

the front panel at cast-off edge.

With RS facing using 4mm needles and Yarn A pick up and knit 18 

(18: 18: 20: 20: 20) sts along edge of neck side of left back shoulder 

gusset, knit across 12 (13: 14: 15: 16: 17) sts left on a stitch holder, 

pick up and knit 36 (36: 36: 40: 40: 40) sts between markers on 

front panel, knit across 12 (13: 14: 15: 16: 17) sts left on a stitch 

Three-quarter sleeves give you that little bit
of extra coverage just when you need it

Regimented rainbow stripes complete
the shoulders on the back of the top
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CHEVRON STRIPED LACE TOP

holder for right gusset, pick up and knit 19 (19: 19: 21: 21: 21) sts 

along neck side of right back shoulder gusset.  

[97 (99: 101: 111: 113: 115) sts] 

Next row Knit.

Next row *K2tog, yo; rep from * to last st, K1.

Next row Knit.

Cast off knitwise.

MAKING UP
Weave in all ends. Join back gusset seam and neck trim with 

mattress stitch. Sew each side of the fronts evenly to the edge of 

the gussets at front in mattresses stitch. Sew the back panel evenly 

along the back edge of the back of gussets. Sew the top of the 

Sleeves along the side seam using mattress stitch centrally from 

shoulder. Sew underarm and side seams using mattress stitch.

Block gently to measurements, following ballband instructions. 

GET THE LOOK!
Team your knit with the latest trends

Pair your newly knitted top with crisp
white or denim shorts, chiffon skirts
and cropped trousers

  For when the beach calls...   
  Homesense Ice Lolly Beach    
  Towel, £7.99  

Summer is the time to  
invest in smart and  
comfy footwear  
Crew Clothing Deck  
Shoe, £69  

  For that fresh and   
  fabulous look...  
  Primark Lip    
  Plumper, £3  

Add shimmery silver 
neckwear to catch the sun!  
Oliver Bonas Angel Fish 
Necklace, £36

  Summer essentials    
  don’t come much    
  sharper than these!  
M&Co White Linen   

  Shorts, £22.99  

NEXT MONTH
Super speedy knit alert! Siân Brown’s chunky batwing cardigan in 

next issue’s Simply Knitting is just the right kind of throw-on for when 

the weather turns cooler. Issue 216 is available from all good 

supermarkets and newsagents from Tuesday 7 September.
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STARFISH WRAP

STARFISH WRAP
Cast on 57 sts using 4mm needles 

 and Yarn A. Work 5 rows in garter st. 

PATTERN ROWS
Row 1 (RS) K4, turn, K4, turn, K4, K1, *kw2, (kw3) twice, kw2, K2; 

rep from * to last 4 sts, K4, turn, K4, turn, K4.

Row 2 K4, K to last 4 sts, dropping all extra loops from previous 

row, K4.

Row 3 K4, turn, K4, turn, K4, kw3, *kw2, K2, kw2, (kw3) twice; rep 

from * to last 4 sts, K4, turn, K4, turn, K4.

Row 4 Work as for Row 2. 

Rep these 4 rows until wrap measures approx 174cm.

Work 5 rows in garter st.

Cast off all sts. 

Take the seaside with you with
Siân Brown’s lace and starfish wrap

star 
player

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Rico Baby Cotton Soft DK  

(50% cotton, 50% acrylic, 

50g/125m) 

4 balls of Yarn A Coconut (69) 

1 ball of  Yarn B Mustard (64)

Q   A pair of 4mm needles

Q  A 4mm crochet hook

TENSION

15 sts and 12 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over main pattern 

using 4mm needles

ABBREVIATIONS

kw2 Knit next st wrapping yarn 

twice around needle

kw3 Knit next st wrapping yarn 

three times around needle

ch Crochet chain

dc Double crochet (US single 

crochet)

htr Half treble crochet (US half 

double crochet)

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

tr Treble crochet (US double 

crochet)

For a full list see page 95

MEASUREMENTS

40cm wide x 175cm long

STARFISH (MAKE 10)
Using a 4mm crochet hook and Yarn B throughout, make Starfish 

as folls:

Round 1 Make a slip knot, 5 ch, join with a sl st to the first st to form 

a ring, 10 dc into the ring. Join the 1st dc of the round with a sl st. 

Round 2 Ch1, *2dc in same st, 1 dc in next st; rep from * to the end 

of the chain, join using a sl st. 

POINTS (MAKE 5)
*Ch 7, dc in 2nd ch from hook, htr in next 2 sts, tr in next st, skip 2 

sts, sl st in 3rd st; rep from * to end.

MAKING UP
Attach five starfish to each end of the wrap using leftover yarn. Lay 

out the wrap to measurements provided and press at the edges 

under a dry cloth. Visit www.gathered.how/knitting-and-crochet/

crochet/simply-crochet-abbreviations-and-conversions/ for help 

with crochet abbreviations. 

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists visit 

Rico Design at www.

rico-design.de/en

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q Black Sheep Wools  

01925 764231 or www.

blacksheep wools.com

Q  The Spotted Sheep  

01525 376456 or www.

thespottedsheep.co.uk
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Black Sheep Wools are 
offering 10% off Rico Baby 

Cotton Soft DK! Quote code 
BSW215 when you order on 
01925 764231 or by visiting 

www.blacksheepwools.
com. Offer ends 23 

Sept 2021.
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Do you have a sizeable stash that needs investigating? 
This month we take a closer look at Fran Morgan’s  

box-tastic yarn collection. Could you be next?

Name: )UDQ 0èJDQ
Job: .QLWFURFKHW GHVLJQHU
Where: %Dë

How long have you been

knitting? I think I was about 5 or 6 

when my mum taught me. So that 

makes it 58 years.

Have you been stashing  

yarn since the start of your 

knitty life? Oh yes. At one time I 

had about four knitting machines, 

so I had a great stash of machine 

knitting yarn on cones, which 

I kept in a cupboard under the 

stairs. I remember watching 

Signourey Weaver in Aliens when 

she discovered the Alien nesting 

ground and thought, oops that’s 

the reaction she would have if she 

found my stash.

Do you have a single stash store 

or multiple stashes all over? I 
have multiple stash all over the 

house, in the sitting room and 

multiple bedrooms. I recently 

bought some big plastic boxes 

to tidy up my stash in the spare 

bedroom, sorted by weight.

Do you have regular clear outs?
I do have regular clear outs. I take 

some to the local charity shop. 

Although I find it very hard to 

part with yarn. I have the mindset 

of a ‘war baby’ and like to keep 

everything just in case.

What stash busting project 

are you most proud of? I have 

several. They are usually blankets.  

The KAL I did for Simply Knitting
is one of my favourites. You can 

make it in any colourway and it’s a 

great way to use up yarn.

Favourite stash yarn?
So many! I have some lovely 

Letilopi, a big bag of Rowan Felted 

Tweed in lots of beautiful shades. I 

work for Debbie Bliss as a pattern 

writer, so I have lots of her lovely 

yarn. Because I regularly write 

patterns for magazines, I get send 

lots of lovely yarn. I am so lucky.

Do you have any plans for 

buying more stash? Although 

I have more yarn than I can 

ever knit, I always buy more. If I 

haven’t got the right shade for a 

project, and I can’t find a suitable 

substitute in my stash, I just 

buy more. At the moment I have 

approximately ten or eleven sock 

yarns. There’s always a space for 

sock yarn!

See Fran Morgan’s designs at 

www.franmorgan.co.uk

%LJ ER[HVD \DUQ

VWDVKHUV EHVW IULHQ
G

When Fran can’t

ILQG WKH ULJ
KW VKDGH

VKH EX\V DQ
RWKHU EDOO

$ ER[ RI EHDXWLIXO EOXHV

UHDG\ WR PDNH WKHLU ZD\

LQWR D QHZ GHVLJQØ

%DJJHG XS H[SHULPHQWDO
VZDWFKHV LQILOWUDWH WKH
PDPPRWK FROOHFWLRQ

Would you like to take part?
Do you have an impressive stash you’d like to show o? Answer the 

questions above and send them in with a photo of you, and at least five 

of your stash for your chance to be featured. Contact details on p29.



  

wheely great!wheely great!wheely great!
We all know a toddler who can’t wait to get behind the steering wheel – 

they’ll be begging you to cast on Siân Brown’s adorable car jumper

GREAT
GIFT
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KID’S CAR JUMPER

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Stylecraft Bellisima  

(DK, 100% acrylic, 100g/268m)  

For yarn quantities and 

measurements see size table

Q A pair of 3.25mm needles

Q A pair of 3.75mm needles

Q A pair of 4mm needles

Q 2 stitch holders

Q 3 buttons

TENSION

22 sts and 30 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over st st using 

4mm needles

KID’S CAR JUMPER
Note Use separate balls of yarn for each area of colour and twist 

yarns on wrong side of work to avoid a hole (intarsia).

BACK
Cast on 66 (70: 74: 78: 82: 86) sts using 3.75mm needles and  

Yarn B .

Rib row 1 (RS) K2, (P2, K2) to end.

Rib row 2 P2, (K2, P2) to end.

These 2 rows form the rib.

Cut off Yarn B.

Join on Yarn A.

Work a further 4 (4: 4: 6: 6: 6) rows.

Change to 4mm needles.

Beg with a K row work 6 (6: 8: 8: 10: 10) rows in st st.

Begin Car Chart as folls:

Row 1 K7 (9: 10: 12: 13: 15) in Yarn A, knit across Row 1 of Chart, K8 

(8: 10: 10: 12: 12) in Yarn A, knit across Row 1 of Chart, K7 (9: 10: 12:

13: 15) in Yarn A.

Row 2 P7 (9: 10: 12: 13: 15) in Yarn A, purl across Row 2 of Chart, P8 

(8: 10: 10: 12: 12) in Yarn A, purl across Row 2 of Chart, P7 (9: 10: 12:

13: 15) in Yarn A.

These 2 rows set the charts.

Cont in patt as set until all 23 rows of Car Chart have been worked.

Beg with a P row, cont in st st in Yarn A only until Back meas 29 (32:

35: 39: 43: 47)cm from cast-on edge, ending with a P row.

SHAPE SHOULDERS

Next row Cast off 18 (20: 21: 23: 24: 26) sts for right shoulder, K 

until 30 (30: 32: 32: 34: 34) sts are on RH needle and leave these 

sts on a holder for back neck, K to end. 

[18 (20: 21: 23: 24: 26) sts]

BUTTON BAND

Work 4 rows st st, ending with a K row.

Cast off knitwise.

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists  

contact Stylecraft on

01484 848435 www.

stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q Black Sheep Wools  

01925 764231 or  

www.blacksheepwools,com

Q  Temptations Craft 

Boutique 01524 261868 or 

www.temptationsbentham.

co.uk.
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SLEEVE

Black Sheep Wools are 
offering 10% off Stylecraft 

Bellisima! Quote code BSW215 
when you order by calling 

01925 764231 or visit www.
blacksheepwools.com. 

Offer ends 23 Sept 
2021.

Embroider French knots
for the door handles

The car chart is worked 
across the front and the 

back of the jumper
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KID’S CAR JUMPER

FRONT
Work as given for Back until 14 rows fewer have been worked than 

on Back to shoulders.

SHAPE FRONT NECK

Next row K25 (27: 28: 30: 31: 33), turn and work on these sts for 

first side of neck.

Next row P2togtbl, P to end. [1  st dec’d]

Next row K to last 2 sts, skpo. [1 st dec’d]

Rep the last 2 rows another 2 times and the first row again. 

[18 (20: 21: 23: 24: 26) sts]

BUTTONHOLE BAND

Work 2 rows straight, ending at armhole edge.

Buttonhole row K6 (8: 8: 10: 10: 11), k2tog, yo, K5 (5: 6: 6: 7: 8), 

k2tog, yo, K3.

Purl 1 row.

Knit 3 rows.

Cast off knitwise.

With RS facing, place next 16 (16: 18: 18: 20: 20) sts on a holder, 

rejoin yarn to rem sts, knit to end.

Next row P to last 2 sts, p2tog. [1 st dec’d]

Next row K2tog, k to end. [1 st dec’d]

Rep the last 2 rows another 2 times and the first row again. 

SIZING COLOUR KEY So you can re-use this pattern, we’ve colour-coded the sizing instructions. Simply follow 

our colour-coded measurements and you’re off.

FIND YOUR SIZE

AGE 6-12m 12-18m 18-24m 2-3yrs 3-4yrs 4-5yrs

TO FIT CHEST
cm 43-45.5 45.5-48 48-53 53-56 56-58.5 58.5-61

in 17-18 18-19 19-21 21-22 22-23 23-24

ACTUAL CHEST
cm 58 62 65.5 69 73 76

in 23 24 25 27 28 30

LENGTH
cm 29 32 35 39 43 47

in 11 12 13 15 17 18

SLEEVE 

LENGTH

cm 19 22 24 26 29 32

in 7 8 9 10 11 12

YARN Stylecraft Bellisima (DK, 100g/268m)

Yarn A Single Cream 

(3921)
2 2 3 3 3 3

Plus 1 ball each of: Yarn B Toasted Almond (3922), Yarn C Bashful Blue (3930) and Yarn D Mellow Yellow (3925)
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CAR CHART SLEEVE CHART

HOW TO USE OUR CHARTS

Start at the bottom right-hand corner. Read right side rows from 

right to left and wrong side rows from left to right. A row of squares 

represents a row of knitting.

KEY

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!
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KID’S CAR JUMPER

[18 (20: 21: 23: 24: 26) sts]

Work 7 rows straight.

Cast off.

SLEEVES
Cast on 38 (38: 42: 42: 46: 46) sts using 3.75mm needles and  

Yarn D.

Row 1 K2, (P2, K2) to end.

Row 2 P2, (K2, P2) to end.

These 2 rows form the rib.

Cut off Yarn B.

Join on Yarn A.

Work a further 6 (6: 8: 8: 10: 10) rows, inc 0 (2: 0: 2: 0: 2) sts evenly 

across last row. [38 (40: 42: 44: 46: 48) sts]

Change to 4mm needles.

Beg with a K row work in st st.

Work 4 (4: 4: 6: 6: 6) rows.

Inc row K3, M1, K to last 3 sts, M1, K3. [2 sts inc’d]

Work 5 rows.

Rep the last 6 rows another 1 (1: 2: 2: 3: 3) times and the inc row 

again. [44 (46: 50: 52: 56: 58) sts]

Next row P to end.

Work from Sleeve Chart as folls:

Row 1 K3 (4: 0: 1: 3: 4) in Yarn A, (work across Row 1 of Sleeve 

Chart) 3 (3: 4: 4: 4: 4) times, K5 (6: 2: 3: 5: 6) in Yarn A.

Row 2 P5 (6: 2: 3: 5: 6) in Yarn A, (work across Row 2 of Sleeve 

Chart) 3 (3: 4: 4: 4: 4) times, P3 (4: 0: 1: 3: 4) in Yarn A.

These 2 rows set the Sleeve Chart.

Work a further 2 rows.

Inc 1 st at each end of the next row and foll 6th row, working inc sts 

in Yarn A. [48 (50: 54: 56: 60: 62) sts]

Work 3 rows. This completes the Sleeve Chart.

Cont in Yarn A only.

Work 2 rows.

Inc row K3, M1, K to last 3 sts, M1, K3. [2 sts inc’d]

Work 5 rows.

Rep the last 6 rows 0 (1: 1: 2: 2: 3) times and the inc row again. 

[52 (56: 60: 64: 68: 72) sts]

Cont straight until Sleeve measures 19 (22: 24: 26: 29: 32)cm from 

cast-on edge, ending with a P row. 

SHAPE TOP

Cast off 5 sts at beg of next 4 rows and 5 (6: 7: 8: 9: 10) sts at beg of 

foll 4 rows. [12 sts]

Cast off.

NECKBAND
Join right shoulder seam.

With RS facing, using 3.25mm needles and A pick up and knit 20 

sts down left side of front neck, knit across 16 (16: 18: 18: 20: 20) sts 

from front neck, pick up and knit 20 sts up right side of front neck, 

knit 30 (30: 32: 32: 34: 34) sts from back neck holder, pick up and 

knit 4 sts along row ends of buttonband. 

[90 (90: 94: 94: 98: 98) sts]

Row 1 K3, (P2, K2), to last 3 sts, P2, K1.

Row 2 K3, (P2, K2) to last 3 sts, P2, K1.

Buttonhole row Rib to last 5 sts, k2tog, yo, P2, K1.

Rib 1 row.

Cut off Yarn A.

Join on Yarn C.

Rib 2 rows.

Cast off in rib.

MAKING UP
Lap buttonhole band over button band and tack in place. Sew on 

the Sleeves. Using Yarn B, embroider French knots for door 

handles. Join the side and Sleeve seams. Sew on the buttons. 

NEXT MONTH
Top kid’s designer, Jane Burns, returns next issue with a super-sweet 

squirrel jumper for your little ones, designed to help bring in the 

autumn months with aplomb. Issue 216 is on sale at all good 

supermarkets and newsagents on Tuesday 7 September.

Arrows reminiscent of road
markings adorn the sleeves

Three buttons run across the
shoulder to make the jumper
easier to get on and off
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We love seeing what you’ve been doing, 
drop me a line with all your latest news

Stay in 
touch!

WE’RE SEEING DOUBLE!
I loved the lace cardigan pattern from 

issue 181 so much that I knitted two! The 

first one I knitted in the recommended 

yarn (Sirdar Dapple) in shade 

Cherry Blossom. I then knitted 

another in Stylecraft Life shade 

Cardinal Red. It really is a beautiful 

pattern and I think I would knit it 

again. I have been knitting for over 

50 years now and I knit a lot for my 

seven grandchildren. I’ve always got 

a project on the go and a list of what 

to knit next. I often knit the patterns 

from your wonderful magazine and 

look forward to my subscription 

coming every month. 

Shirley Turner, via email 

Your cardigans are both beautiful  

and we think red is just your colour! 

It’s so nice to knit for family, but 

sometimes you just need to make 

something special for yourself.

Norma isn’t 

confident with 

embroidery but was 

very pleased with 

her blanket. She’s 

thinking of backing 

it with more squares. 

Norma 

Abdullah,  

via email

“It was such fun 

to make” says 

Catherine. After 60 

years of knitting, 

Swiss darning the 

animals still gave her 

a new challenge.  

Catherine 

Thomas,  

via email

Cara swapped the 

yellow gingham 

squares for a 

chion pattern. 

She is thrilled and 

can’t wait for cooler 

weather so she can 

make another one! 

Cara George, 

via email

LEARNING 
NEW TRICKS
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STAR LETTER

...............what’s trending this month...............
We love keeping up with what you’re knitting – this month it’s the animal blanket KAL from issues 208-210...

FISHERMAN’S FRIEND
I love knitting toys and find it so rewarding. 
I have made many characters for my family 

and friends. Sam the fisherman has always 
been a favourite of mine and I wanted to 

share him with everyone. 
Jen Lawrence, via email 
Wow, Jen! Sam has possibly the most 
fabulous beard we have ever seen and we 
love all his little accessories too.

Every fisherman 
needs a cosy 
jumper and hat!

features lace stripes 
and fun bobbled cus

PERFECT PETER
Thank you for the supplement which 
included Beatrix Potter™ characters. I 

enjoyed doing these and this is my eort. 
Pat Barrett, via email 
We can just see them frolicking around 
the Lake District and getting into trouble!

SEWING
SKILLS

Our star letter writer wins a fantastic gift voucher worth 

£50 from LoveCrafts! (Please note the winner must spend 

a minimum of £10, and the voucher is not applicable for use 

on sale items, downloadable PDFs and gift cards. Only for 

use on www.lovecrafts.com)

£5O
GIFT

CARD

SPONSORED BY

Peter Rabbit, Jemima 
Puddleduck and Mrs 
Tiggy-Winkle are 
childhood staples

UNIQUE
STYLE

)LQG ëLV

pattern in
LVVXH

Jennifer May,
3URGXFWLRQ $VVLVWDQW
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YOUR KNITS

Our letter writer wins a  

gift voucher from retailer  

Black Sheep Wools worth £15!

I keep some with my current projects (UFOs and 

WIPs) some in a basket, some in a bag, others in 

drawers. I found a bunch when I cleaned up my 

bedroom recently. They’re everywhere!
Annie MacGregor, via Facebook

My straight and circular wood knitting needles 

are in fabric holders with labelled sections. The 

myriad of metal needles I’ve inherited over time 

are banded by size and stored in shoe boxes.  

My notions are organized in cosmetic bags.
GreenD, via Twitter

I keep my notions in a small chest of drawers and 

my needles in conventional holders but the ones  

I use the most are stored in Pringles cans!

Marie Smith, via Facebook

I have rather a lot so I store them all around the 

houses utilising various tins and boxes!

Sue Golding, via Facebook

My mum has a wooden box with a sliding lid made 

by her father who was a joiner in trade. I always 

coveted the box and so he made one for me. It 

reminds me of him every time I use it!

Lesley Gilmore, via Facebook

Inherited my mum’s knitting needle roll, she 

made it in the 70s using canvas from a deck chair.
Elizabeth Sharp, via Facebook

Next month…

“DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE 

CRAFTING BEVERAGE?”

Tell us your opinion of our hot topic question 

on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram! Contact 

details can be found at the bottom of the page.

MOO-VELLOUS

Here is my latest oering – a cushion cover 

for my daughter. She lives in the Lake District 

in the countryside with cows walking past 

her window, so Ermintrude is now one of her 

ladies! I love receiving your magazine every 

month and the free gifts are a welcome bonus.  

Valerie Hankin, via email 

Ermintrude’s face is full of 

character and we love how 
you used a textured yarn 
to make the clouds look 

fluy! What a fab cushion 
for a home in the country.

What do 
YOU think?

“HOW DO YOU STORE 

YOUR KNITTING 

NEEDLES?”
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We love hearing from our readers so don’t 

delay, pop up a post on Facebook, tweet us 

on Twitter, tag us on Instagram, follow us 

on Pinterest, add to our Ravelry Finished 

Projects Board, ping us an email or post us  

a letter! Here are all the details you need:

WRITE TO US Stay in Touch, Simply Knitting 

magazine, Immediate Media Co, Eagle House, 

Bristol BS1 4ST. 

EMAIL US simplyknitting@immediate.co.uk. 

For subscription queries visit our website at 

www.buysubscriptions.com/contactus

FIND US AND FOLLOW US 

 Facebook.com/simplyknitting 

 @SimplyKnitMag 

 ravelry.com/groups/simply-knitting-magazine 

 @simplyknittingmag 

 www.pinterest.com/simplyknitmag

SAY HELLO! 

SANTA BABY
This is the Santa mobile I made from an 

Alan Dart pattern. It took pride of place  

at our family Christmas! My granddaugher 

Ella loved it so much I gave it to her to 

display at her home during the festive 

season. I look forward to the latest Simply 
Knitting magazine each month to see what  

I can make next with my stash of wool.  

I love to knit, it has kept me busy for my  

76 years. I am hoping I will be knitting from 

your magazine for years to come. Keep up 

the good work, so I can continue to find lots 

of knitting projects from your magazine to 

delight my grandchildren with. 

Carole Horner-Glister, via email 

Thank you so much for your lovely email! 
Your gorgeous project is sure to become  
a beloved family heirloom.

It’s never too early 
to start knitting for 
the festive season!

FUN WITH FLECKS
This is my latest knit – the chunky cable 

cardigan from issue 212. I hope you like it! 

I used a yarn with a fleck in it which knitted 

up fine and I really enjoyed making it. I love 

the colour and I think it will be lovely to wear 

on a cool summer’s evening sitting outside. 

Diane Palmer, via email 

You’ve done a wonderful job on it, Diane! 

It’s always handy to have a garment ready 
for when the sun goes in, and this toasty 

number will mean you can spend more 
time in your garden. Heaven!

The bold 
cables make 
this cardigan 
truly modern

£15
GIFT
CARD

SUBS STARS

Every month, three subscribers win a prize as 

a thank you for their loyalty to Simply Knitting. 

This month, the winners (below) will each get a 

29-ball bundle of Stylecraft’s Moonbeam yarn 

WORTH OVER £92! You’ll receive enough yarn to 

knit both designs. Made from a blend of viscose 

and cotton, this lightweight yarn is perfect for 

summer evenings.

A Beattie, Newcastle

D Moore, Manchester

G Bell, Lincolnshire

Check your issue each month to see  
if you’re selected as a lucky winner!

KNITTING, SUBS STARS GIVEAWAY TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

Prizes were dispatched before the on sale date of this issue. 

There are no cash alternatives. Three winning entries will be 

chosen at random from all current subscribers. The draw is final 

and no correspondence will be entered into.

Valerie added daisy 
buttons and an earring 
which give a 3D eect

WORTH 
over
£92!



Enjoy your favourite magazine 
on your tablet or mobile!



  Download the latest issue of  

Simply Knitting straightaway

  Your issues won’t take up  

any storage space!

  Get 13 issues + the current issue 

in your first year

  Download it once…  

read it oine forever!

SAVE TIME AND MONEY  

WITH A DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

The digital version of the magazine does not include the cover gift that you would find on newsstand copies,  

nor does it include access to Craft Circle. Current issue included as a bonus with a subscription direct from Apple or Google Play App Stores.

Simply

To subscribe, simply visit:
www.gathered.how/digital-issues/

Instantaccessto currentissue
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A yarn lover for many years Christine Perry says 
keep it simple when you’re a newbie knitter

’

Getting started

A
re you new to knitting? Did you 

hear the siren call of yarn and 

needles during lockdown and 

realise that you were powerless to resist? 

Well, if you did, you are not alone – as 

survey figures during the last year or so 

have shown that more people than ever 

used their time to discover the delights of 

this creative and absorbing hobby. 

SMALL BEGINNINGS 

It made me think back to the time when  

I first started knitting and how it seemed to 

me that there was so much to discover and 

how little I knew. I still feel like there’s always 

something new to learn, but when I first 

started knitting seriously for myself in the 

late 1980s, the yarns and patterns available 

were generally whatever was in stock at 

your local yarn shop. It wasn’t until many 

years later, having discovered a passion for 

sock knitting and having also exhausted the 

local yarn shop’s limited supply of two or 

three shades of yarn, that I even thought of 

looking on the internet to see if there was 

anything dierent available.

A BRAVE NEW WORLD 

Wow, wow, WOW! I had absolutely no idea 

there was so much out there! Do you 

remember that moment in the film The 

Wizard of Oz where everything changes 

from black and white to colour? Well, 

that’s what it was like for me when I typed 

‘sock yarn’ into the search bar for the very 

first time! I don’t mind admitting to you, it 

completely blew my mind – and I expect 

that the experience is still very similar for 

those who are just starting out on their 

knitting journey. So many yarns, types 

of needle, stitch markers, blockers, yarn 

holders, project bags… The online choice 

now is far more than when I first started 

looking – so it’s easy to understand how 

people get overwhelmed by everything 

that’s out there and keep wondering how 

much of it they actually need.

BACK TO BASICS

Actually, you really don’t need much at all 

to get going. A set of needles and some 

yarn in a colour that you love (choosing the 

yarn that shouts loudest to you is always an 

incentive to get a project finished!) – that is 

usually enough to get you over the starting 

line – then you can build up your kit from 

there. Patterns? These are available in 

abundance these days, both to download 

and to buy in print format, and you can 

choose either depending on your preference 

and storage space. Interchangeable needle 

sets will give you a wide range of needles to 

knit with, all contained in one small package 

– and you can call anything that holds your 

yarn and knitting safely a project bag.

JOIN THE CLUB! 

The thought of being new at anything can 

be daunting at first, but becoming part of 

the knitting community is, in my view, one 

of the best things that you can ever decide 

to do. You’ll find there are so many people to 

help and oer advice, so many ways to wrap 

yarn around needles and create something 

wonderful to wear and so many beautiful 

yarns to choose from – created by people 

who love the craft too. Far from being 

overwhelmed, be amazed and inspired, and 

most of all, enjoy every minute of it. We’re so 

glad you’ve come to join us. 

Find Christine at www.winwickmum.co.uk.  

Have you got a creative story to tell us? 

See our contact details on page 29

I’M LOVING…

Getting together
Being able to meet up again with 
good friends at my local knit ’n’ natter 

groups. I’ve really missed them!

I’M SHARInG…

My sock pattern freebie
The link for this intarsia-in-the-round 

pattern – Don’t You Want Me Socks – 
is on the patterns page of my blog. 

I’M making…

A new pair of socks
How about these cute new socks? 
The rippling variegated colourway is 

Mermaid’s Tail by Stripey Cat Yarns.



A nursery  
of rainbows

PART
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Complete your colourful KAL journey with a blanket, 
bonnet and cushion. By Jane Burns and Nicola Valiji

CAST ON 
OUR KAL

Collect all three parts  
to create this gorgeous 

set filled with colour
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RAINBOW BABY SET

BONNET, BLANKET AND CUSHION
Note When carrying unused yarn up the sides of the work, make 

sure not to pull too tightly and maintain an even tension throughout.

BONNET
Cast on 74 (86) sts using 3.25mm needles and Yarn G.

BRIM RIBBING

Row 1 (RS) *K2tbl, P2; rep from * to last 2 sts, k2tbl.

Row 2 (WS) *P2tbl, K2; rep from * to last 2 sts, p2tbl.

Rows 3 to 8 Rep Rows 1 and 2 three times.

STRIPES PATT

Row 1 (RS) Knit to end, inc 4 sts evenly across. [78 (90) sts]

Row 2 (WS) Purl.

Change to Yarn F but do not break Yarn G.

Row 3 Using Yarn F, K1, *sl 2, K2; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 4 Using Yarn F, P1, *P2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn F.

Rows 5 and 6 Using Yarn G, starting with a knit row, work 2 rows in 

st st.

Change to Yarn E but do not break Yarn G.

Row 7 Using Yarn E, K1, *K2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 8 Using Yarn E, P1, *sl 2, P2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn E.

Rows 9 and 10 Using Yarn G, starting with a knit row, work 2 rows in 

st st.

Change to Yarn D but do not break Yarn G.

Row 11 Using Yarn D, K1, *sl 2, K2; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 12 Using Yarn D, P1, *P2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn D.

Rows 13 and 14 Using Yarn G, starting with a knit row, work 2 rows 

in st st.

Change to Yarn C but do not break Yarn G.

Row 15 Using Yarn C, K1, *K2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, K1.

YOU WILL NEED

Q  King Cole Big Value DK  

(100% acrylic, 50g/145m),  

1 ball each of  

Yarn A Pink (4033),  

Yarn B Orange (4028),  

Yarn C Yellow (4027),  

Yarn D Jade (4046),  

Yarn E Turquoise (4044),  

Yarn F Violet (4038),  

and 6 balls of Yarn G White 

(4020), including 4 balls for 

Blanket, 1 ball each for Nursing 

Cushion and Bonnet

For the Bonnet

Q A pair of 3.25mm 

Q A pair of 4mm needles

Q  A pair of 3.25mm double-pointed 

needles (DPNs)

Q Locking stitch markers

For the Blanket

Q A pair of 4mm needles

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

Q A 4mm circular needle,  

80cm long

For the Cushion

Q A pair of 4mm needles

Q Toy stuffing or foam

TENSION

22 sts and 28 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 4mm needles

MEASUREMENTS

Bonnet 0-12m (12-24m)

Bonnet height (top to bottom)  

18 (20.5)cm, 7 (8)in

Bonnet depth (front to back of 

head) 15 (16)cm, 6 (6)in

Blanket

78x64cm (30x25in)

Nursing Cushion

52x26x8cm (20x10x3in)

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists  

contact King Cole  

on 01756 703670  

www.kingcole.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QOh Sew Crafty  

01562 747458 or  

www.ohsewcrafty.co.uk

Q  SMD Knitting  

0800 622 6225 or  

www.knittingwool.com

The ties and neck
edging are worked
on the same piece

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!



RAINBOW BABY SET

Row 16 Using Yarn C, P1, *sl 2, P2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn C.

Rows 17 and 18 Using Yarn G, beg with a Krow, work 2 rows in st st. 

Change to Yarn B but do not break Yarn G.

Row 19 Using Yarn B, K1, *sl 2, K2; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 20 Using Yarn B, P1, *P2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn B.

Rows 21 and 22 Using Yarn G, starting with a knit row, work 2 rows 

in st st. 

Change to Yarn A but do not break Yarn G.

Row 23 Using Yarn A, K1, *K2, sl 2; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 24 Using Yarn A, P1, *sl 2, P2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Break Yarn A. 

Change to 4mm needles and Yarn G.

Dec row Knit to end, dec 7 (9) sts evenly across. [71 (81) sts]

Next row Purl.

Cont in st st until work measures 10 (11)cm from cast-on edge, 

ending after a WS row.

Place locking marker at each end of last row.

SHAPE CROWN
Row 1 K4, s2kpo, *K7, s2kpo; rep from * to last 4 sts, K4. 

[57 (65) sts]

Rows 2 to 4 Starting with a purl row, work 3 rows in st st.

Row 5 K3, s2kpo, *K5, s2kpo; rep from * to last 3 sts, K3. 

[43 (49) sts]

Rows 6 to 8 Starting with a purl row, work 3 rows in st st.

Row 9 K2, s2kpo, *K3, s2kpo; rep from * to last 2 sts, K4, 

[29 (33) sts]

Rows 10 to 12 Starting with a purl row, work 3 rows in st st.

Row 13 K1, s2kpo, *K1, s2kpo; rep from * to last st. [15 (17) sts]

Row 14 Purl.

Row 15 *S2kpo; rep from * to last 0 (2) sts, K0 (2). [5 (7) sts]

Break yarn leaving a long tail, thread through rem stitches and pull 

tight to close crown. Sew back of head seam from top of crown to 

markers.

TIES AND NECK EDGING (WORKED AS ONE PIECE)
Cast on 4 sts using 3.25mm DPNs and Yarn G. 

Work i-cord for first tie as follows: do not turn, slide these 4 sts to 

other end of needle, *pulling yarn tight across back of i-cord, K4, do 

not turn, slide these 4 sts to other end of needle; rep from * until 

cord measures 22 (25)cm, do not cast off or break yarn. 

Starting after the brim ribbing, pick up and knit 42 (45) sts around 

the neck edge of the Bonnet to work the applied i-cord as follows: 

pulling yarn tight across back of i-cord, K4 i-cord sts, *using the 

same needle pick up and knit first st from neck edge, *do not turn, 

slide sts to other end of needle, pull yarn tight across back of i-cord, 

K3, skpo; rep from * until you have picked up and worked all 42 (45) 

sts along neck edge. Cont working i-cord as for first tie on rem 4 sts 

for a further 22 (25)cm to form second tie. 

Cast off.

MAKING UP
Weave in all ends and block gently to measurements, following any 

yarn care instructions on the ball band.

BLANKET
Cast on 125 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn G.

Row 1 to 9 Knit. 

Row 10 (RS) K3, (M1, K8) 3 times, (M1, K7) 10 times, (M1, K8) 3 

times, M1, K4. [142 sts]

Row 11 Purl.

Row 12 Knit.

Change to Yarn A.

Row 13 K4, *sl 2 wyib, K4; rep from * to end. 

Row 14 P4, *sl 2 wyif, P4; rep from * to end. 

Rows 15 to 18 Rep Rows 13 and 14 twice more.

Change to Yarn G.

Row 19 K4, *sl 2 wyib, K4; rep from * to end. 

Row 20 Knit.

Row 21 Purl.

Row 22 Knit.

Change to Yarn A.

Our KAL blanket is
filled with so many
colours it’ll match
any colour scheme
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Row 23 K1, *sl 2 wyib, K4; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 2 wyib, K1. 

Row 24 P1, *sl 2 wyif, P4; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 2 wyif, P1.

Rows 25 to 28 Rep Rows 23 and 24 twice more.

Change to Yarn G.

Row 29 K1, *sl 2 wyib, K4; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 2 wyib, K1.

Row 30 Knit.

Row 31 Purl.

Row 32 Knit.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 33 to 38 Rep Rows 13 to 18. 

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 39 to 42 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 43 to 48 Rep Rows 23 to 28.

Change to Yarn G. 

Rows 49 to 52 Rep Rows 29 to 32.

Change to Yarn C. 

Rows 53 to 58 Rep Rows 13 to 18.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 59 to 62 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn C.

Rows 63 to 68 Rep Rows 23 to 28.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 69 to 72 Rep Rows 29 to 32.

Change to Yarn D.

Rows 73 to 78 Rep Rows 13 to 18.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 79 to 82 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn D.

Rows 83 to 88 Rep Rows 23 to 28.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 89 to 92 Rep Rows 29 to 32.

Change to Yarn E.

Rows 93 to 98 Rep Rows 13 to 18.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 99 to 102 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn E.

Rows 103 to 108 Rep Rows 23 to 28.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 109 to 112 Rep Rows 29 to 32.

Change to Yarn F.

Rows 113 to 118 Rep Rows 13 to 18.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 119 to 122 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn F.

Rows 123 to 128 Rep Rows 23 to 28.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 129 to 132 Rep Rows 29 to 32.

Row 133 (dec) K3, (k2tog, K7) 3 times, (k2tog, K6) 10 times, 

(k2tog, K7) 3 times, k2tog, K3. [125 sts]

Rows 134 to 154 Knit.

Change to Yarn A.

Row 155 Knit.

Row 156 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 157 and 158 Knit.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 159 Knit.

Row 160 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 161 and 162 Knit.

Change to Yarn C.

Row 163 Knit.

Row 164 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 165 and 166 Knit.

Change to Yarn D.

Row 167 Knit.

Row 168 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 169 and 170 Knit.

Change to Yarn E.

Row 171 Knit.

Row 172 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 173 and 174 Knit.

Change to Yarn F.

Row 175 Knit.

Row 176 Purl.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 177 and 178 Knit.

Rows 179 to 202 Rep Rows 155 to 178 once more.

Cont in Yarn G.

Rows 203 to 223 Knit.

Row 224 (inc) K3, (M1, K8) 3 times, (M1, K7) 10 times, (M1, K8) 3 

times, M1, K4. [142 sts]

Rows 225 to 344 Rep Rows 13 to 132.

Row 345 (dec) K3, (k2tog, K7) 3 times, (k2tog, K6) 10 times, 

(k2tog, K7) 3 times, k2tog, K3. [125 sts]

Row 346 to 354 Knit.

Cast off.

SIDE BORDERS (WORK BOTH THE SAME)
With RS facing, using 4mm circular needles and Yarn G, pick up and 

knit 178 sts.

Rows 1 to 8 Knit. 

Cast off.

FINISHING
Weave in ends and block gently to measurements, following any 

yarn care instructions on the ball band.

Master honeycomb
stitch with our KAL
rainbow blanket
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NURSING CUSHION
FRONT AND BACK (MAKE 2)
Cast on 126 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) Knit. 

Rows 2 and all WS rows Purl. 

Row 3 K30, M1, K22, M1, K22, M1, K22, M1, K30. [130 sts]

Row 5 K30, M1, K23, M1, K24, M1, K23, M1, K30. [134 sts]

Change to Yarn B.

Row 7 (RS) K30, M1, K24, M1, K26, M1, K24, M1, K30. [138 sts]

Row 9 K30, M1, K25, M1, K28, M1, K25, M1, K30. [142 sts] 

Row 11 K30, M1, K26, M1, K30, M1, K26, M1, K30. [146 sts]

Change to Yarn C.

Row 13 (RS) K30, M1, K27, M1, K32, M1, K27, M1, K30. [150 sts]

Row 15 K30, M1, K28, M1, K34, M1, K28, M1, K30. [154 sts]

Row 17 K30, M1, K29, M1, K36, M1, K29, M1, K30. [158 sts]

Change to Yarn D.

Row 19 (RS) K30, M1, K30, M1, K38, M1, K30, M1, K30. [162 sts] 

Row 21 K30, M1, K31, M1, K40, M1, K31, M1, K30. [166 sts]

Row 23 K30, M1, K32, M1, K42, M1, K32, M1, K30. [170 sts]

Change to Yarn E.

Row 25 (RS) K30, M1, K33, M1, K44, M1, K33, M1, K30. [174 sts]

Row 27 K30, M1, K34, M1, K46, M1, K34, M1, K30. [178 sts]

Row 29 K30, M1, K35, M1, K48, M1, K35, M1, K30. [182 sts]

Change to Yarn F.

Row 31 (RS) K30, M1, K36, M1, K50, M1, K36, M1, K30. [186 sts]

Row 33 K30, M1, K37, M1, K52, M1, K37, M1, K30. [190 sts]

Row 35 K30, M1, K38, M1, K54, M1, K38, M1, K30. [194 sts]

Row 36 (WS) Purl.

Cast off. 

TOP BAND OF CUSHION 
Cast on 16 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn G. 

Row 1 (RS) Purl.

Row 2 (WS) Knit.

Change to Yarn A.

Row 3 (RS) K4, (sl 2 wyib, K4) twice. 

Row 4 P4, (sl 2 wyif, P4) twice. 

Rows 5 to 8 Rep Rows 3 and 4 twice more.

Change to Yarn G.

Row 9 K4, (sl 2 wyib, K4) twice.

Row 10 Knit.

Row 11 Purl.

Row 12 Knit.

Change to Yarn B.

Row 13 K1, (sl 2 wyib, K4) twice, sl 2 wyib, K1. 

Row 14 P1, (sl 2 wyif, P4) twice, sl 2 wyif, P1.

Rows 15 to 18 Rep Rows 13 and 14 twice more.

Change to Yarn G.

Row 19 K1, (sl 2 wyib, K4) twice, sl 2 wyib, K1. 

Row 20 Knit.

Row 21 Purl.

Row 22 Knit.

Change to Yarn C.

Rows 23 to 28 Rep Rows 3 to 8. 

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 29 to 32 Rep Rows 9 to 12.

Change to Yarn D.

Rows 33 to 38 Rep Rows 13 to 18.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 39 to 42 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Change to Yarn E.

Rows 43 to 48 Rep Rows 3 to 8.

Change to Yarn G.

Rows 49 to 52 Rep Rows 9 to 12.

Change to Yarn F.

Rows 53 to 58 Rep Rows 13 to 18

Change to Yarn G. 

Rows 59 to 62 Rep Rows 19 to 22.

Rows 63 to 362 Rep Rows 3 to 62 a further five times. 

Rows 363 to 388 Rep Rows 3 to 28 once more.

Change to Yarn G.

Row 389 Rep Row 9.

Row 390 Knit.

Cast off. 

UNDERSIDE OF CUSHION 
Cast on 16 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn A.

Beg with a knit row, work in st st until piece measures 70cm, ending 

with a WS row. 

Cast off.

MAKING UP
Weave in ends and block gently, following any yarn care instructions 

on the ball band. Place the top band of the Cushion around the front 

and the back of the rainbow and sew into place. Place the underside 

to the Cushion and sew into place, stuffing firmly as you go. 

Create a nursing
cushion that’ll never

fail to make them smile

DON’T MISS IT!
Jane Burns’ and Nicola Valiji’s rainbow nursery KAL is in issues 213, 214 

and 215. If you miss any parts, order a back issue on p82, by visiting  

www.buysubscriptions.com/backissues or by calling 03330 162147.
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IMAGES: ALTHEA CROME

Althea knits in 
silk on super-fine 
steel needles 

This Nativity 
panel is destined 
for a mini jumper

Take a look at 
these exquisite 
knitted gloves!

Althea has even 
designed garments 
for the silver screen

Althea’s Andy Warhol 
homage in progress

Creative Althea 
thinks big to 

create small!

Tiny details on 
the minute Earth 
to Sky jumper

The King and 
Queen jumper

A
lthea Crome appreciates the importance of scale – as a knitter she respects the art 

of traditional technique and pattern design and as an artist she rejoices in adaptation, 

discovery and experimentation. Her unique work is in museums and private collections 

around the world and featured in many books, TV shows and articles, while on the silver screen, 

her miniature knit garments adorn the lead character of the 2009 stop-motion film, Coraline. 

Althea lives in Bloomington, Indiana – raising her four (now grown-up) children largely on her 

own in a house in the woods. Althea had a very DIY family, learning from an early age that it is 

better to learn how to make and fix things on your own, if you can. “I started knitting in earnest 

when I was a college student. I had an Irish room mate who taught me to knit the Irish way 

(with the left needle under the armpit) and more importantly, she taught me how to decipher 

the language of knitting patterns,” she says. Knitting small started when Althea began knitting 

for her small children. “How I came to knit on a micro level sprang from an innate desire to 

challenge myself to do the impossible,” she explains. “Like an Olympic high jumper, I look 

forward to seeing what new heights I can achieve; can I get 100 stitches to the inch? Can  

I depict an entire nativity scene on the back of a tiny 1in sweater?”

One of Althea’s largest influences stems from her love of medieval tapestries, antique 

beaded purses, and tiny ephemera. “The idea of creating a narrative scene within a small area 

fascinates me,” she explains. “One thing about miniatures is that they make people examine 

the image or object more closely than they might with something larger. I love the licence an 

artist can take with symbolism; art can be fantastic, magical, eerie, and open to interpretation 

or very literal. I knit at this scale because it is so satisfying and challenging for me and allows 

me the freedom to design and create objects that don’t take up too much space but can 

still eectively tell the story I wish to tell.” The first conceptual piece Althea made was the 

Earth to Sky sweater. “Like a painter creating a landscape, I used needle and thread to create 

a ‘sweaterscape’. To see it as a whole, you have to view it from many angles. Your eyes are 

meant to travel from the bottom (the earth) to the top (the sky),” says Althea. Inspired by 

Lucas Cranach’s painting The Golden Age, it is now in the permanent collection of the  

National Museum of Toys and MiniaturesTM in Kansas City.

Althea describes her process of knitting as very tactile and personal. “Knitting in miniature 

means silk threads are pulled, wrapped, draped and manipulated around extremely thin 

needles that I make from 0.015in surgical stainless steel wire,” she says. The only way to get 

the detail is by using a high-powered magnifier close to her face and by knitting very tightly. 

“Although my pictorial pieces stand alone, in a protective case when they are finished, the 

process of creating them is very hands-on and intimate.”

“I am hopeless at meditating and have stopped trying, but knitting gets me as close as  

I can to being in a peaceful and calm place,” she says. “When my children were little, I used it 

as an escape from the chaos—they would be swirling around me like Tasmanian devils. I was 

able to focus on my hands, needles and thread and it kept me sane!”

Althea is currently working on a small-scale knit based on the art of a 16th century Italian 

artist, Giuseppe Arcimboldo. She has also designed a sweater based on Van Gogh’s Starry 

Night. “These are both still in the design and pre-knitting stage where I am picking out threads 

and tweaking my pattern,” she tells us. We can’t wait to see the final results!  

www.altheacrome.com 

Written by Colette Earley

“How I came to knit on a micro level sprang from an innate 
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 “I
 I
 knit at this scale 

 because it is so satisfying
 and challenging for me”

Althea Crome is an Indiana-based artist who makes 
miniature knits – at 80 stitches per inch, her work is 
so tiny! We find out how and why it’s her passion… 

KNITTER’S  WORLD



  

all tucked awayall tucked away
Perfect for keeping all your essentials at your fingertips, this cabled  

armchair tidy has three handy pockets. By Monica Russell
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ARMCHAIR TIDY

YOU WILL NEED

Q  King Cole Comfort Aran (60% 

acrylic, 40% nylon, 100g/202m) 

2 balls of Cream (585)

Q A pair of 5mm needles

Q A cable needle (cn)

TENSION

18 sts x 24 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over pattern 

using 5mm needles

ARMCHAIR TIDY
Cast on 67 sts using 5mm needles.

Row 1 P2, K9, P2, K4, *P1, K1, P1, K3; rep from * to last 14 sts, K1, 

P2, K9, P2.

Row 2 K2, P9, K2, P5, *K1, P5; rep from * to last 13 sts, K2, P9, K2.

Row 3 P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2, K4, *P1, K1, P1, K3; rep from * to last 14 

sts, K1, P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2.

Row 4 K2, P9, K2, P5, *K1, P5; rep from * to last 13 sts, K2, P9, K2.

Row 5 P2, K9, P2, knit to last 13 sts, P2, K9, P2.

Row 6 K2, P9, K2, purl to last 13 sts, K2, P9, K2.

Row 7 P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2, K1, *P1, K1, P1, K3; rep from * to last 17 

sts, (P1, K1) twice, P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2.

Row 8 K2, P9, K2, P2, * K1, P5, rep from * to last 16 sts, K1, P2, K2, 

P9, K2.

Row 9 P2, K9, P2, K1, * P1, K1, P1, K3, rep from * to last 17 sts, (P1, 

K1) twice, P2, K9, P2.

Row 10 K2, P9, K2, P2, * K1, P5, rep from * to last 16 sts, K1, P2, K2, 

P9, K2.

Row 11 P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2, knit to last 13 sts P2, 4RC, K1, 4LC, P2.

Row 12 K2, P9, K2, purl to last 13 sts, K2, P9, K2.

Rows 1 to 12 form the pattern.

Cont in pattern until piece measures approx 60cm ending on either 

a Row 6 or a Row 12.

POCKET

Purl 3 rows. (These 3 rows mark the fold line. You will now start 

working the pattern on the WS as if it were the RS).

Work Rows 1 to 12 three times.

Cast off.

MAKING UP
Fold the pocket using the purl rows as the fold line. Mark 3 pockets 

approx 12cm apart and using backstitch sew each one down to 

bottom edge. 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

ABBREVIATIONS

4RC Slip 3 sts to cn and hold at 

back of work, K1, K3 from cn

4LC Slip 1 st to cn and hold at  

front of work, K3, K1 from cn

For a full list see page 95
Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists  

contact King Cole on

01756 703670 or visit  

www.kingcole.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q LoveCrafts 01409 404010 

or www.lovecrafts.com

Q  SMD Knitting  

0800 622 6225 or  

www.knittingwool.com

LoveCrafts are offering 15% 
off King Cole Comfort Aran! 

Quote code LOVESK27 when you 
order. To place your order call 
01409 404 010 or visit www.
lovecrafts.com. Offer ends 

21 September 2021.

Knit the pocket in one
strip then divide it

into three sections    

Practise your
 cabling with this 
decorative edge
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Bursting with eye-popping 

colours and strong 

shapes, our tea cosy is a 

teatime showstopper!

Whether you’re in 

the garden, park or 

conservatory, you’ll be 

comfy with our cushions

Spend time perfecting 

another craft with the 

delicate embroidery on  

our floral border T-shirt

Join the year-round wreath 

tribe with this gorgeous 

tribute to our favourite 

summer butterflies

Lily tea cosy 
by Tea Cosy Folk

Garden cushions 
by Siân Brown

Flower T-shirt 
by Dario Tubiana

Butterfly wreath 
by Amanda Berry

42

49

45

54

From hats to jumpers, and blankets to rugs, we’ve 

collated some of the most inspirational floral-themed 

patterns that you can buy, or download for free!

Top floral patterns by Sophie Jordan

52

Welcome to ourWelcome to ourWelcome to our

Gardening and knitting are two of our readers’ 

favourite pastimes, so what better combination 

than knits with a gardening theme! Hand-

crafted creations for gardeners make thoughtful 

gifts, and with a year spent appreciating the 

outdoors, we’ve put together a gardening 

collection to inspire you. Browsing through the 

pages of our Gardening Special you’ll find a 

stunning stargazer lily tea cosy from Tea Cosy 

Folk – knitted in those true-to-life bright shades, 

it makes a brilliant talking point. Next up, you’ll 

discover Dario Tubiana’s delicate floral T-shirt 

– it comes with a pretty flower border and is a 

great reason to try out simple embroidery. Or 

perhaps you’ll be tempted by Amanda Berry’s 

butterfly wreath, or Siân Brown’s cushions? Both 

make a cheery tribute to our love of cultivating 

(and enjoying) the fruits of our garden labour!

Wishing you lots of flower-inspired knitting 

this summer and beyond…

+HçR NQLWWHUVØ
…and welcome 
to another of our 
curated specials! 
This time we’re 
showcasing gardens 
and floral delights to 
tempt your needles

Editor
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Brew a bloomBrew a bloomBrew a bloom
Enjoy knitting a stargazer lily tea cosy by Tea Cosy Folk this month –  

a burst of colour like this will raise a multitude of smiles at breakfast time! 

Glorious floral knits 
inspired by nature’s best

      Special

GREAT
GIFT
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LILY TEA COSY

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Stylecraft Special DK  

(100% acrylic, 100g/295m)  

1 ball of each of 

Yarn A Apple (1852) 

Yarn B Cream (1005) 

Yarn C Pomegranate (1083) 

Yarn D Citron (1263)

Q A pair of 4mm needles

Q A pair of 5.5mm needles

Q Stuffing

TENSION

22 sts and 28 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 4mm needles

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

17 sts and 32 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over slip stitch 

Honeycomb pattern using 5.5mm 

needles with yarn held double

SIZE

To cover a two-pint teapot  

(holds 6 to 8 cups)

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists  

call Stylecraft on 01484 

848435 or visit www.

stylecraft-yarns.co.uk

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q LoveCrafts 01409 404010 

or www.lovecrafts.com

Q  Little Wool Shop  

01495 239416 or  

www.littlewoolshop.com

LoveCrafts are offering 15% 
off Stylecraft Special DK! 

Quote offer code LOVESK27 
when you order. To place your 

order call 01409 404010 or 
visit www.lovecrafts.com. 

Offer ends 21 Sept 
2021.

LILY TEA COSY
Notes Short rows are used on the Lilies. Divide Yarn A into two balls 

so that the yarn can be held double and knitted up as a single 

strand.

MAIN COSY (MAKE 2) 
Cast on 29 sts using 5.5mm needles and two strands of Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) *K1, P2; rep from * to last 2 sts, K1, P1.

Row 2 K1, *P1, K2; rep from * to last st, P1.

Rep last 2 rows, three more times.

Row 9 Knit.

Row 10 K1, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to end.

Row 11 Knit.

Row 12 K2, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to last st, K1.

Rep last 4 rows, seven more times.

SHAPE TOP
Row 1 (RS) Skpo, K25, k2tog. [27 sts]

Row 2 K2, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 3 Skpo, K23, k2tog. [25 sts]

Row 4 K2, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 5 Knit.

Row 6 Skpo, *K1, sl 1; rep from * to last 3 sts, K1, k2tog. [23 sts]

Row 7 Knit.

Row 8 Skpo, *K1, sl 1; rep from * to last 3 sts, K1, k2tog. [21 sts]

Row 9 Skpo, K17, k2tog. [19 sts]

Row 10 Skpo, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 1, k2tog. [17 sts]

Row 11 Skpo, K13, k2tog. [15 sts]

Row 12 Skpo, *K1, sl 1; rep from * to last 3 sts, K1, k2tog. [13 sts]

Row 13 Skpo, K9, k2tog. [11 sts]

Row 14 Skpo, *sl 1, K1; rep from * to last 3 sts, sl 1, k2tog. [9 sts]

Row 15 Skpo, K5, k2tog. [7 sts]

MAKING UP
With the main cosy parts right sides together, sew about 9cm from 

the centre top of the cosy, down the side seam towards the cast-on 

edge, on both sides. At the bottom of each side seam, sew about 

3cm upwards. The holes are left for the teapot handle and spout. 

Put this part of the tea cosy onto the teapot, it is easier to sew 

things into place when the tea cosy is on a teapot. 

LILLIES
LILY BUDS (MAKE 2) 
Cast on 6 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) *Kfb; rep from * to end. [12 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 5 rows.

Break Yarn A and join Yarn C.

Row 7 *Kfb; rep from * to end. [24 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 5 rows.

Row 13 K2, (k2tog, K4) 3 times, k2tog, K2. [20 sts]

Row 14 Purl.

Row 15 K1, (k2tog, K3) 3 times, k2tog, K2. [16 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 3 rows.

Row 19 *K2, k2tog; rep from * to end. [12 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 3 rows.

Row 23 *K2tog; rep from * to end. [6 sts]

Row 24 Purl.

MAKING UP 
With right sides together, pin and sew the row-end edges together. 

Turn right sides out and stuff. With the cast-on edge open and 

downmost, pin and sew the buds to the main cosy so that they are 

1 row away from the draw-up part on either side of the cosy.

LILY FLOWER INSIDE (MAKE 2)
Cast on 114 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn B.

Break Yarn B and join Yarn C.

The first few rows of the star are short rows. A short row is a row 

that is not fully knitted; the work is turned before reaching the end 

of the row.

Row 1 (RS) K8, k3tog, K7, w&t. [112 sts]

Row 2 P6, p3tog, P5, w&t. [110 sts]

Row 3 K4, k3tog, K3, w&t. [108 sts]
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LILY TEA COSY

Row 4 P2, p3tog, P1, w&t. [106 sts]

Row 5 K3tog, K1, turn [104 sts]

Row 6 P3tog, turn. [102 sts]**

Row 7 Sl1, K11, k3tog, K7, w&t. [100 sts]

Row 8 P6, p3tog, P5, w&t. [98 sts]

Row 9 K4, k3tog, K3, w&t. [96 sts]

Row 10 P2, p3tog, P1, w&t. [94 sts]

Row 11 K3tog, K1, turn. [92 sts]

Row 12 P3tog, turn. [90 sts]***

Rep from ** to *** four more times. [42 sts]

Row 37 Sl 1, K3, turn. [42 sts]

Row 38 P4, *lift loop between two sts and place on the left-hand 

needle, purl it together with next st, P6; rep from * to last 3 sts, lift 

loop between two sts and place on the left-hand needle and purl it 

together with next st, P2. [42 sts]

Row 39 Knit.

Row 40 Purl.

Row 41 *K5, k2tog; rep from * to end. [36 sts]

Row 42 Purl.

Row 43 *K2, k2tog; rep from * to end. [27 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 3 rows.

Row 47 *K1, k2tog; rep from * to end. [18 sts]

Row 48 Purl. 

Row 49 Knit.

Row 50 *P2tog; rep from * to end. [9 sts]

Row 51 Knit.

MAKING UP 
Bring row-end edges around to meet and using mattress stitch, 

sew the row-end edges together. Put to one side until the stamens 

are made.

STAMENS (MAKE 4) 
Cast on 18 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn D.

Row 1 (WS) Knit.

Cast off.

MAKING UP 
With the wrong sides together, fold the strip in half lengthways and 

over sew the cast-on and cast-off edge together. Now fold in half to 

bring the row-end edges together and sew the ‘bend’ at the bottom 

to the right side of the drawn-up part of the Lily Flower inside. Put to 

one side.

LILY FLOWER OUTER (MAKE 2) 
Cast on 114 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn B.

Work as given for Lily Flower Inner from start to end of Row 46.

Break Yarn C and join Yarn A.

Row 47 *K1, k2tog; rep from * to end. [18 sts]

Row 48 Purl. 

Row 49 Knit.

Row 50 *P2tog; rep from * to end. [9 sts]

Row 51 Knit.

FINISHING 
Bring row-end edges around to meet and using mattress stitch, sew 

the row-end edges together. Push the Lily Flower Inner inside the 

Lily Flower Outer so that the petals all line up. Then oversew the two 

Lily parts together. Tack the drawn-up part of the Lily Flower Outer 

to the Lily Flower Inner to hold them together. Pin and sew the Lilies 

to the main cosy so that the top of one petal reaches round to the 

top of the spout or handle opening.

LILY LEAVES (MAKE 2) 
Cast on 11 sts using 4mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) Kfb, K4, yfwd, K1, yfwd, K4, kfb. [15 sts]

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 Kfb, K6, yfwd, K1, yfwd, K6, kfb. [19 sts]

Row 4 Purl.

Row 5 Kfb, K8, yfwd, K1, yfwd, K8, kfb. [23 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 9 rows.

Row 15 K4, k2tog, skpo, K7, k2tog, skpo, K4. [19 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 3 rows.

Row 19 K3, k2tog, skpo, K5, k2tog, skpo, K3. [15 sts]

Row 20 Purl.

Row 21 K2, k2tog, skpo, K3, k2tog, skpo, K2. [11 sts]

Starting with a purl row, work in st st for 3 rows.

Row 25 K1, k2tog, skpo, K1, k2tog, skpo, K1. [7 sts]

Row 26 Purl.

Row 27 Knit.

MAKING UP 
With wrong sides together and using mattress stitch, sew the 

row-end edges together. With the seam you have just sewn running 

up the centre back of the work, sew up the centre of the leaf sewing 

the front to the back; this gives the leaf some rigidity. Put a ‘>’ 

shape bend in the cast-on edge of the leaf and pin and sew the 

cast-on edge of the leaf to the main cosy. The leaf should be behind 

the Lily Flower and below the Lily Bud. 

NEXT MONTH
Start prepping for autumn’s cooler nights with Amanda Berry’s hot 

water bottle cover in the shape of a quaint, and simply detailed, 

cottage next issue. Issue 216 is available from all good supermarkets 

and newsagents on Tuesday 7 September.

Bold colour contrasts make this
a stand out knitting project



 

floral fancy
Boost a simple raglan T-shirt with a meadow of colourful flowers  

using some basic embroidery stitches. By Dario Tubiana
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Glorious floral knits 
inspired by nature’s best

      Special



FLOWER BORDER T-SHIRT

www.gathered.how/simplyknitting46 Subscribe at

YOU WILL NEED

Q  West Yorkshire Spinners 

Colourlab DK  

(100% wool, 100g/225m)  

For yarn quantities and 

measurements see size table. 

For the embroidery you will need

Q Rowan Alpaca Classic  

(DK, 100% wool, 25g/120m),  

1 ball each of  

Yarn B Foliage Green (110) and 

Yarn D Sun Valley (113) 

Q Rowan Kidsilk Haze (lace ,70% 

mohair, 30% silk, 25g/210m),  

1 ball of Yarn C Jelly (597)  

You will also need small amounts 

in different colours as desired of 

Rowan Alpaca Classic and 

Rowan Kidsilk Haze for floral 

embroidery. Choose any colours 

you like for petals

Q  A 3.25mm circular needle, 40cm 

long for neck edging, plus longer 

circular needles for hem

Q A 4mm circular needle, 40cm 

long, plus longer circular 

FLOWER BORDER T-SHIRT
NECK EDGING
Cast on 96 (100: 104: 108: 112: 116: 120: 124: 128) sts using 

3.25mm circular needles and a stretchy method. Join to work in 

the round, taking care not to twist sts. PM for beg of round.

Rib round (K2, P2) to end.

Work another 5 rounds in 2x2 rib as set. 

Change to 4mm circular needles.

You will now place markers for raglan increases. 

Note Marker at beg of round is now mrkA.

Set-up round Slip mrkA, K12 (12: 12: 14: 14: 14: 16: 16: 16) (Left 

Sleeve), place mrkB, K36 (38: 40: 40: 42: 44: 44: 46: 48) (Back), 

place mrkC, K12 (12: 12: 14: 14: 14: 16: 16: 16) (Right Sleeve), place 

mrkD, K36 (38: 40: 40: 42: 44: 44: 46: 48) (Front).

WORK SHORT ROWS AND RAGLAN SHAPING
Note When working across wraps, work wrap together with 

wrapped st.

Row 1 (RS) Knit to 3 sts past mrkD, w&t. 

Row 2 Purl to 3 sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Row 3 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K2 (2: 2: 2: 3: 3: 3: 4: 4), w&t. 

[104 (108: 112: 116: 120: 124: 128: 132: 136) sts]

Row 4 Purl to 5 (5: 5: 5: 6: 6: 6: 7: 7) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Row 5 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K4 (4: 4: 4: 5: 5: 5: 6: 6), w&t. 

[112 (116: 120: 124: 128: 132: 136: 140: 144) sts]

Row 6 Purl to 7 (7: 7: 7: 8: 8: 8: 9: 9) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

TAKE ON A CHALLENGE

needles to use over raglan 

shaping and body

Q A set of 3.25mm double-pointed 

needles (DPNs) for sleeves

Q A set of 4mm double-pointed 

needles (DPNs) for sleeves

Q Stitch markers

Q Stitch holders

Q Chenille needle

Q 16cm diameter (or smaller) 

embroidery hoop

TENSION

19 sts and 31 rows/rounds to 

measure 10x10cm (4x4in) over 

stocking stitch using 4mm needles

Row 7 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K6 (6: 6: 6: 7: 7: 7: 8: 8), w&t. 

[120 (124: 128: 132: 136: 140: 144: 148: 152) sts]

Row 8 Purl to 9 (9: 9: 9: 10: 10: 10: 11: 11) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Row 9 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K8 (8: 8: 8: 9: 9: 9: 10: 10), w&t. 

[128 (132: 136: 140: 144: 148: 152: 156: 160) sts]

Row 10 Purl to 11 (11: 11: 11: 12: 12: 12: 13: 13) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Row 11 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K10 (10: 10: 10: 11: 11: 11: 12: 12), w&t. 

[136 (140: 144: 148: 152: 156: 160: 164: 168) sts] 

Row 12 Purl to 13 (13: 13: 13: 14: 14: 14: 15: 15) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Row 13 (Inc) *Knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR, sl SM, incL; rep 

from * another 3 times, K12 (12: 12: 12: 13: 13: 13: 14: 14), w&t. 

[144 (148: 152: 156: 160: 164: 168: 172: 176) sts]

Row 14 Purl to 15 (15: 15: 15: 16: 16: 16: 17: 17) sts past mrkA, w&t. 

Short rows are now complete. Continue working in the round from 

this point onwards. 

When working across remaining wraps, work wrap together with 

wrapped st.

RAGLAN SHAPING
Next round (Partial) Knit to mrkA.

Next round (Inc) *Sl SM, incL, knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR; 

rep from * another 3 times. [8 sts inc’d]

Next round Knit to end.

ABBREVIATIONS

incR K2tog using next 2 sts  

but don’t drop st off left needle, 

yo, K1 again in same st, drop st.  

[1 st inc’d]

incL Ssk using next 2 sts but don’t 

drop st off left needle, yo, K1 again 

in same st, drop st. [1 st inc’d]

Tutorial here www.instagram.

com/p/B4pJO1GJwkv/

For a full list see page 95

Black Sheep Wools are 
offering 10% off WYS’s Colour 
Lab DK! Quote code BSW215 

when you order by calling 
01925 764231 or visiting 
www.blacksheepwools.

com. Offer ends 23 
Sept 2021.

Turn to page XX

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!
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SLEEVE

FRONT & BACK

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists contact 

West Yorkshire Spinners on 

01535 664500 or visit 

www.wyspinners.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q Black Sheep Wools

01235 678 910 or www.

blacksheepwools.com

Q  City Knits 0121 628 3977 

or www.cityknits.co.uk
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Rep last 2 rounds another 8 (10: 12: 12: 14: 16: 14: 17: 18) times. 

[216 (236: 256: 260: 280: 300: 288: 316: 328) sts]

Rep inc round only another 2 (3: 4: 5: 5: 6: 10: 8: 10) times. 

[232 (260: 288: 300: 320: 348: 368: 380: 408) sts]

SIZE XS ONLY
Next round (Sleeve raglan inc) *sl SM, incL, knit to 2 sts before next 

mrk, incR, sl SM, knit to next mrk; rep from * once more. 

[4 sts inc’d]

Rep this round only twice more. [244 (-: -: -: -: -: -: -: -) sts]

SIZES L TO 5XL ONLY
Next round (Body raglan inc) *sl SM, knit to next mrk, sl SM, incL, 

knit to 2 sts before next mrk, incR; rep from * once more. 

[4 sts inc’d]

Rep this round only another - (-: -: 2: 4: 4: 7: 8: 9) times. 

[- (-: -: 312: 340: 368: 400: 416: 448) sts]

ALL SIZES
Raglan shaping is now complete.

You should have a total of 244 (260: 288: 312: 340: 368: 400: 416:

448) sts; 70 (78: 86: 94: 104: 112: 122: 128: 138) sts per Back/Front 

and 52 (52: 58: 62: 66: 72: 78: 80: 86) sts per Sleeve.

Knit 1 round, slipping all markers.

DIVIDE BODY FROM SLEEVES
You will now separate the Body and Sleeve sts, casting on sts 

between them for the underarm as follows:

Set-up round K52 (52: 58: 62: 66: 72: 78: 80: 86) sts for Left Sleeve 

and slip these sts to a holder, cast on 10 (12: 14: 16: 16: 18: 18: 20:

20) sts across underarm, K70 (78: 86: 94: 104: 112: 122: 128: 138) 

sts for Back, K52 (52: 58: 62: 66: 72: 78: 80: 86) sts for Right Sleeve 

and slip these sts to a holder, cast on 10 (12: 14: 16: 16: 18: 18: 20:

20) sts across underarm, K70 (78: 86: 94: 104: 112: 122: 128: 138) 

sts for Front. 

[160 (180: 200: 220: 240: 260: 280: 296: 316) sts for Body]

BODY
Knit every round until Body measures approx 27cm from underarm, 

or 3.5cm less than desired finished length.

Change to 3.25mm circular needles.

Rib round (K2, P2) to end.

Work another 10 rounds in 2x2 rib as set. 

Cast off in rib.

SLEEVES (BOTH ALIKE)
With RS facing and 4mm DPNs, pick up and knit 8 (12: 14: 14: 14:

16: 18: 20: 18) sts across the 10 (12: 14: 16: 16: 18: 18: 20: 20) sts 

cast on at underarm, knit across held 52 (52: 58: 62: 66: 72: 78:

80: 86) sts and PM for beg of round.  

[60 (64: 72: 76: 80: 88: 96: 100: 104) sts]

Knit another 0 (0: 1: 3: 3: 5: 5: 7: 7) rounds straight. 

Change to 3.25mm DPNs.

Rib round (K2, P2) to end.

Work another 7 rounds in 2x2 rib as set. 

Cast off in rib.

INTERIM FINISHING
Weave in ends, using yarn tails where you joined in yarn to close 

any holes at underarms. Block gently to measurements, following 

any yarn care instructions on the ball band.

EMBROIDERY
Embroidery is worked around the lower edge of the garment, 

above the rib hem (see image for a guide). We recommend using 

an embroidery hoop to keep the knitted fabric at an even tension, 

but take care not to stretch the garment too much because that 

might distort your embroidery. 

Trace outlines using backstitch before beginning each section 

(see image for a guide).

Work the following stitches and colours over the following 

sections, using the image as a guide:

Satin stitch, Split stitch, French knots, Backstitch.

For examples of embroidery stitches turn to page 48.

STEMS AND LEAVES
Use 1 strand of Yarns B and C together and work using split stitch.

PETALS
Satin stitch using any colours desired.

FLOWER CENTRES
Using Yarn D work French knots. 

SIZING COLOUR KEY So you can re-use this pattern, we’ve colour-coded the sizing instructions. Simply follow our 
colour-coded measurements and you’re off.

FIND YOUR SIZE

SIZE XS S M L 1XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

TO FIT BUST
cm 71-76 81-86 91-97

102-

107
112-117

122-

127

132-

137
142-147 152-157

in 28-30 32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54 56-58 60-62

ACTUAL BUST
cm 84 95 105.5 116 126.5 137 147.5 156 166.5

in 33 37 41 45 49 53 58 61 65

LENGTH
cm 48.5 49 51 53 55 57 58 60 62

in 19 19 20 20 21 22 23 23 24

SLEEVE 

LENGTH

cm 3 3 3.5 4 4 4.5 4.5 5 5

in 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

YARN West Yorkshire Spinners Colourlab DK (100g/225m)

Yarn A Silver Grey 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6
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STEP-BY-STEP BACKSTITCH

STEP-BY-STEP SATIN STITCH

STEP-BY-STEP SPLIT STITCH

STEP-BY-STEP FRENCH KNOT

Backstitch forms a neat line 
which can be used alone or 
to outline other stitches. 
Backstitch should be worked 
so that all the stitches are 
the same length with no 
gaps between them. Bring 
the needle up at 1, down at 2, 
up at 3 and so on. Continue 
stitching in this way, always 
working back on yourself.

Bring the needle up at 1, down at 2 and up at 3, working 
stitches close together. Keep stitching in this way, under 
and over, so that the back of the work looks the same as 
the front. To maintain an even tension, always take the 
needle out at the back, then back in at the front in two 
steps rather than in and out in one motion.

Bring the needle up at 1. Holding the thread with one hand, 
twist the needle around the thread twice. Insert the point 
of the needle into the fabric close to where the thread 
emerged, pull the thread to tighten the knot, then push the 
needle slowly through the fabric. Make a larger knot by 
increasing the twists.

Bring the needle up at 1, 
down at 2 and up at 3, but 
don’t pull it all the way 
through the fabric. Pull the 
needle up through the 
centre of the thread to split 
it, then carry on pulling it 
up through the fabric and 
the thread. Work the whole 
outline in this way, making 
sure you always split the 
thread in the centre to 
form even stitches.

1 3 2

3

1
2

1

2

3

1

2

The embroidery stitches used
here are simple, but take your
time if you’re new to this
particular craft
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Let friends and family know where your passions lie by casting  

on Siân Brown’s duo of green-fingered cushions

Glorious floral knits 
inspired by nature’s best
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YOU WILL NEED

Garden Tools Cushion

Q  Rico Essentials Soft Merino Aran 

(100% wool, 50g/100m) 

3 balls of Yarn A Cream (061) 

1 ball each of Yarn B Light Grey 

(020) and Yarn C Petrol (025)

Q A pair of 5mm needles

Q 5 buttons, 1.5cm diameter

Q Cushion pad, 42cm square

Watering Can Cushion

Q  Cascade Cantata (70% cotton, 

30% wool, 100g/200m) 

2 skeins of Yarn D Sand (16) 

1 skein in each of Yarn E Green 

Teal (12), Yarn F White (01) and 

Yarn G Gold (06)

Q A pair of 5.5mm needles

Q 5 buttons, 1.5cm

Q Cushion pad, 42cm square

GARDEN CUSHIONS
TOOL CUSHION
Note Wind off 2 smaller balls each of Yarns B and C, and 3 of Yarn 

A before you begin and work each section of the motifs using a 

separate ball. Cross the yarns at colour changes to prevent holes. 

Cast on 75 sts using 5mm needles and Yarn B.

Row 1 (RS) *K1, P1; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 2 *K1, P1; rep from * to last st, K1.

These 2 rows form moss st.

Rep Rows 1 and 2 once, then rep Row 1 once more.

Next row (WS) Purl.

Break Yarn B and change to Yarn A.

Starting with a RS knit row, cont in st st until work measures 

30cm, ending after a WS row.

Next row (RS, fold) Purl.

Starting on a WS purl row work 23 rows in st st.

PLACE MOTIFS

Join in yarns as required.

Row 1 (RS) K8 A, work Row 1 of Chart 1, K7 A, work Row 1 of Chart 

2, K7 A, work Row 1 of Chart 1, K8 A.

Row 2 P8 A, work Row 2 of Chart 1, P7 A, work Row 2 of Chart 2, 

P7 A, work Row 2 of Chart 1, P8 A.

These 2 rows set position of motifs.

Cont as set until Charts have been completed.

Break Yarns B and C, cont in Yarn A only.

Starting with a RS knit row work 23 rows in st st.

Next row (RS, fold) Purl.

OVERLAP

Starting with a WS purl row, work in st st for approximately 10cm 

until last row sits just above cast-on edge when work is folded 

over, ending after a RS row.

Break Yarn A and change to Yarn B.

Next row (WS) Purl.

BUTTONHOLE BAND

Row 1 (RS) *K1, P1; rep from * to last st, K1.

Row 2 *K1, P1; rep from * to last st, K1.

These 2 rows set moss st.

Row 3 (Buttonholes) Work 7 sts as set, (p2tog, yo, work 13 sts as 

set, k2tog, yo, work 13 sts as set) twice, p2tog, yo, work as set to 

end.

Work 2 more rows in moss st.

Cast off.

FINISHING

Block to measurements. Pin and sew side seams. Attach buttons to 

correspond with buttonholes. Weave in all ends.

WATERING CAN CUSHION
Note Wind off smaller balls of yarn before you begin and work each 

section of the motifs using a separate ball. Cross the yarns at colour 

changes to prevent holes. For the smaller areas of colourwork at 

the handles, strand the unused yarn loosely across the WS of the 

work.

Cast on 74 sts with 5.5mm needles and Yarn G.

Row 1 (RS) *K1, P1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 *P1, K1; rep from * to end.

These 2 rows form moss st.

Rep Rows 1 and 2 once, then rep Row 1 once more.

Next row (WS) Purl.

Change to Yarn D.

Starting with a RS knit row, cont in st st until work measures 30cm, 

ending after a RS row.

Next row (WS, fold) Knit.

Starting with a RS knit row work 12 rows in st st.

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

TENSION

Garden Tools Cushion

18 sts and 24 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 5mm needles

Watering Can Cushion

18 sts and 24 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 5.5mm needles

ABBREVIATIONS

K8 A/P8 A Knit/purl using Yarn A

For a full list see page 95

MEASUREMENTS

40x40cm (15x15in)

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists visit 

Rico at www.rico-design.

de/en/home/

Q For yarn stockists visit 

Cascade at www.

cascadeyarns.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QWool Warehouse  

0800 505 3300 or www.

woolwarehouse.co.uk

Wool Warehouse are offering 
10% off Rico Essentials Soft 

Merino Aran and Cascade 
Cantata! Quote SK215 when you 

order on 0800 505 3300 or at 
www.woolwarehouse.co.

uk. Offer ends 23 
Sept 2021.
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PLACE MOTIFS

Join in yarns as required.

Row 1 (RS) K19in Yarn D, work Row 1 of Watering Can Chart, K19 in 

Yarn D.

Row 2 P19in Yarn D, work Row 2 of Chart, P19 in Yarn D.

These 2 rows set position of motif.

Cont as set until Chart has been completed.

Break all yarns except Yarn D.

Starting with a RS knit row work 12 rows in st st.

Next row (RS, fold) Purl.

OVERLAP

Starting with a WS purl row work in st st for approximately 10cm 

until last row sits just above cast-on edge when work is folded 

over, ending after a RS row.

Break Yarn D and change to Yarn G.

Next row (WS) Purl.

BUTTONHOLE BAND

Row 1 (RS) *K1, P1; rep from * to end.

Row 2 *P1, K1; rep from * to end.

These 2 rows set moss st.

Row 3 (Buttonholes) Work 6 sts as set, (k2tog, yo, work 13 sts as 

set, p2tog, yo, work 13 sts as set) twice, k2tog, yo, work as set to 

end.

Work 2 more rows in moss st.

Cast off.

FINISHING

Block to measurements. Using Yarn E, embroider the water in 

chain stitch, using photos as a guide. Pin and sew side seams. 

Attach buttons to correspond with buttonholes. Weave in ends. 

WATERING CAN CHART CHART 1 CHART 2

CHARTS 1 AND 2 KEYWATERING CAN KEY

HOW TO USE OUR CHARTS

Start at the bottom right-hand corner. Read right side rows from right to left and 

wrong side rows from left to right. A row of squares represents a row of knitting.
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K on RS; P on WS

Yarn A

Yarn B

Yarn C

K on RS; P on WS

Yarn D

Yarn E

Yarn F

Yarn G

Buttonhole bands in robust
moss stitch help secure

your cushion in place



 

Pre al knits

GARDENING 

Floral Bouquet Mitten Gloves Cute embroidered 

mittens. Pattern £4.70, www.ravelry.com/

patterns/library/floral-bouquet-mittens-gloves

Floral Lace Rug 

Add flowers to your floor! Alena Byer’s rug pattern 

is worked in the round from the centre, starting with 

DPNs, then circular needles. Pattern £4, www.

ravelry.com/patterns/library/floral-lace-rug

Paintbox Yarns Fizzy Flower Cushion 

Bright colours make the most of Paintbox Yarn’s 

Simply Chunky range. This free cushion pattern 

from Lovecrafts is garden chair ready!  

https://bit.ly/36vhIUH or 01409 404 010

Rowan Maggie Jumper

Cast on this retro shape in contemporary colours 

and bring a super stylish look to your summer 

wardrobe. Follow the colour combination you see 

here, or opt for other great colourways from the 

Rowan range. Rowan Magazine 69, £12.50,  

from www.knitrowan.com, 01484 668200

Mantis and Flowers Cowl

Take a walk on the wild side with this cowl by Hui 

Wang Harbich. Pattern £6, www.ravelry.com/

patterns/library/mantis-and-flowers-cowl

When it comes to knits there’s rarely anything prettier than flowers. From stylish  

garments to home décor and cosy accessories, here’s our pick of the bunch!

Sirdar Flower and Butterfly Blanket 4528 

Knitted in soft Sirdar Snuggly DK, this lacy baby 

blanket comes with flower and butterfly motifs  

and would fit beautifully inside a cosy crib.  

Pattern £2.79, available at www.woolwarehouse.

co.uk or 0800 505 3300

DROPS Spring Brings Tulip Socks 

Gorgeous detail is picked out in English rib when 

you cast on this pretty pair of socks with tulip detail.

Free pattern available from www.garnstudio.

com/pattern.php?id=8957&cid=19



 

Looking for more floral inspo? 

Take look at these fab reads…

Amanda Berry’s Butterfly Wreath
Fill your home with seasonal wreaths, starting 

with this sweet colourful design from this issue. 

For the pattern, turn to page 54

MillaMia Midsummer Cardigan
Inspired by a Swedish annual celebration, this 

bold-coloured cardi with delicate embroidery is 

a wow-factor knit you’ll love creating. 

Pattern £3.99, from www.lovecrafts.com,  
or call 01409 404 010

Stitch & Story Woodlands Deer Hat
Keep baby cosy in this enchanting deer hat 

with flowers and antlers! Pattern, £5 (sizes 
0-24 months), www.stitchandstory.com

Ostara Jumper, The Knitter issue 162
Detailing includes frills, flowers and corrugated 

ribbing to brighten this feminine jumper.  

www.buysubscriptions.com/back-issues/
the-knitter-back-issues

King Cole Flora hat
Boost a baby beret with simple Fair Isle flowers 

in a pretty pale blue against a neutral beige 

background. Aran Book 3, £7.99, available 
from www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Scheepjes Greenhouse Cardigan 
No need to roll your sleeves up when you’re in 

the garden wearing this colourwork knit!  

Scheepjes Bookazine Macro Botanica 2021, 
£8.99, from www.woolwarehouse.co.uk or  
call 0800 505 3300

200 FUN THINGS TO 
KNIT: DECORATIVE 
FLOWERS, LEAVES, 
BUGS, BUTTERFLIES 
AND MORE!
£11.29 (paperback)
www.amazon.co.uk

Filled with a mix of 

gorgeous, three-

dimensional projects 

inspired by nature such as flowers, birds, bugs, 

leaves and sea creatures – as well as a collection of 

floral square motifs – you’ll have no trouble finding 

something to inspire you within these pages. Perfect 

for using up scraps of yarn, these mini projects are 

quick and easy to make, both at home and on-the-go.

ARNE & CARLOS 
KNIT-AND-CROCHET 
GARDEN
£12 (ebook)
www.trafalgarbooks.com/
product/kncrga.html

Arne and Carlos deliver 

36 patterns that evoke 

the joy of gardens in 

this ebook. Hydrangeas, 

roses, violets and insects 

are among the garden 

delights transformed 

into knit and crochet projects in this packed book, 

ranging from the small and simple to larger and 

detailed. Arne and Carlos share their burgeoning 

imagination and inspiration, with unique ideas for 

handmade décor, while ensuring every project brings 

you hours of yarny happiness.

100 FLOWERS TO 
KNIT & CROCHET BY 
LESLEY STANFIELD
£10.99 (paperback)
www.amazon.co.uk

Gift a loved one with 

knitted flowers! These 

lovely knitted-flower 

projects are sure to bring 

a big smile to the recipient – not to mention the hours 

of pleasure making them. With 100 projects to choose 

from, including simple spiral roses, pretty poppies, 

elaborate layered blooms, and fabulous felted flowers, 

you’re sure to find a favourite. Make several blooms and 

turn them into a bouquet, create a flower garland, or 

add them to brooch backs, hair slides or key rings.

5

5

3



 

SummerlifeSummerlifeSummerlife
Join the year-round wreath trend with this seasonal beauty,  

decorated with 3D butterflies and flowers. By Amanda Berry

Glorious floral knits  
inspired by nature’s best
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YOU WILL NEED

Q  Hayfield Bonus DK  

(100% acrylic, 100g/280m),  

1 ball of each 

Yarn A Grass (0825) 

Yarn B Lime (0882) 

Yarn C Ice Blue (0730) 

Yarn D Powder Blue (0960) 

Yarn E Bluebell (0969) 

Yarn F Denim (0994) 

Yarn G White (0961) 

Yarn H Aran (0993) 

Yarn I Bright Lemon (0819) 

Yarn J Punchy Pink (0728)

Q A pair of 2.75mm needles

Q A spare 2.75mm needle to work 

a three-needle bind off

Q Flat backed polystyrene wreath 

ring, 25cm diameter

BUTTERFLY WREATH
Note Unless otherwise specified, use the long-tail cast on for all 

pieces (www.gathered.how/knitting-and-crochet/knitting/

how-to-cast-on-knitting/). Use mattress stitch (p94) to sew the 

seams. Each butterfly is made from the same pattern, but with 

different colours for each breed (see notes after pattern). The 

wings are joined together as you go, so you must work in this order.

BUTTERFLY WINGS  
(2 SETS PER BUTTERFLY) 
SMALL BOTTOM RIGHT WING

Cast on 6 sts using 2.75mm needles.

Row 1 (WS) K1, P4, K1.

Row 2 K1, M1L, K4, M1R, K1. [8 sts]

Row 3 K1, P6, K1.

Row 4 K1, M1L, K6, M1R, K1. [10 sts]

Break the working yarn and slide the 10 sts to the end of the needle 

to hold them until later.

LARGE TOP RIGHT WING

Cast on 6 sts onto the needle that is holding the 10 sts. Work on the 

6 sts for the top wing and ignore the held 10 sts for the next 8 rows.

Row 1 (WS) K1, P4, K1.

Row 2 K1, M1L, K4, M1R, K1. [8 sts]

Row 3 K1, P6, K1.

Row 4 K1, M1L, K6, M1R, K1. [10 sts]

Row 5 K1, P8, K1.

Row 6 K1, M1L, K8, M1R, K1. [12 sts]

Row 7 K1, P10, K1.

Row 8 K1, k2tog, K6, ssk, K1. [10 sts]

JOIN TOP AND BOTTOM RIGHT WINGS 

You should now have two sets of 10 sts on the same needle for the 

top and bottom wings with both WS facing you. Slide the two sets of 

sts together and work across all 20 sts with the working yarn to join 

the wings on the next row.

Row 1 (WS) (K1, P8, K1) twice. [20 sts]

Row 2 K1, (k2tog, K5, ssk) twice, K1. [16 sts]

Row 3 K1, P14, K1.

Row 4 K1, (k2tog, K3, ssk) twice, K1. [12 sts]

Row 5 K1, P10, K1.

Row 6 K1, (k2tog, K1, ssk) twice, K1. [8 sts]

Break the working yarn, slip the 8 sts purl-wise onto an empty 

2.75mm needle so that the small bottom wing is nearest the tip of 

the needle. Put that needle to one side until later.

LARGE TOP LEFT WING

Cast on 6 sts using the two empty 2.75mm needles.

Rows 1 to 8 Follow the Large Top Right Wing patt Rows 1 to 8.  

[10 sts]

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

TENSION

26 sts and 32 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 2.75mm needles 

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

MEASUREMENTS

To cover a 25cm (9in) 

polystyrene wreath

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists vist 

Sirdar at www.sirdar.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QDeramores 0845 519 4573 

or www.deramores.com
Q  The Wool Factory  

www.thewoolfactory.co.uk

The different
butterfly breeds
are knitted in
varying colourways
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Break the working yarn and slide the 10 sts to the end of the 

needle to hold them until later.

SMALL BOTTOM LEFT WING
Cast on 6 sts onto the same needle that is holding the 10 sts. 

Work on the 6 sts for the bottom wing and ignore the held 10 sts 

for the next 4 rows.

Rows 1 to 4 Follow the Small Bottom Right Wing patt Rows 1 to 4. 

[10 sts] Do not break the working yarn.

JOIN TOP AND BOTTOM LEFT WINGS
You should now have two sets of 10 sts on the same needle for the 

top and bottom wings with both WS facing you. Slide the two sets 

of sts together and work across all 20 sts with the working yarn to 

join the wings on the next row.

Rows 1 to 6 Follow the Join Top and Bottom Right Wings patt rows 

1-6. [8 sts]

Do not break the working yarn.

JOIN RIGHT AND LEFT WINGS 
Hold the two knitting needles with the left and right wings parallel, 

the WS facing each other and RS facing outwards, and with the 

smaller wings together nearest the tips of the needles.

Using the spare 2.75mm needle, work a three-needle bind off.

At the end of the cast off, trim the yarn tail to 2cm long for the 

antennae. Block and weave in any other yarn tails. Place the two 

finished sets of Butterfly Wings together, WS facing, and oversew 

around the edges to sew the two together. 

Note On the wreath, from the top and working clockwise are the 

following butterfly breeds: Orange-Tip, Yellow Brimstone, Holly 

Blue, Common Blue and Cabbage White.

ORANGE-TIP
Follow the Butterfly Wings patt in the following shades:

Small Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 to 

4 in Yarn G.

Large Top Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 to 4 in 

Yarn J and Rows 5 to 8 in Yarn G.

Join Top and Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Work Rows 1 to 6 in 

Yarn G.

YELLOW BRIMSTONE
Follow the Butterfly Wings patt in Yarn I. Embroider the spots on 

the bottom wings in Yarn J in small vertical sts.

HOLLY BLUE
Follow the Butterfly Wings patt in the following shades:

Small Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 to 4 

in Yarn D.

Large Top Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 and 2 in 

Yarn F and Rows 3 to 8 in Yarn D.

Join Top and Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Work Rows 1 to 6 in 

Yarn D.

COMMON BLUE
Follow the Butterfly Wings patt in the following shades:

Small Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 and 

2 in Yarn G and Rows 3 and 4 in Yarn E.

Large Top Wings (Right and Left) Cast on and work Rows 1 and 2 in 

Yarn G and Rows 3 to 8 in Yarn E.

Join Top and Bottom Wings (Right and Left) Work Rows 1 to 6 in 

Yarn E.

CABBAGE WHITE
Follow the Butterfly Wings patt in Yarn H. Embroider the spots on 

the top wings in Yarn J in small vertical sts.

LEAVES (MAKE 2)
Cast on 3 sts using 2.75mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (WS) K1, P1, K1.

Row 2 K3.

Rows 3 and 4 Rep Rows 1 and 2.

Row 5 Rep Row 1.

Row 6 K1, M1R, K1, M1L, K1. [5 sts]

Row 7 K1, P3, K1.

Row 8 K2, M1R, K1, M1L, K2. [7 sts]

Row 9 K1, P5, K1.

Row 10 K3, M1R, K1, M1L, K3. [9 sts]

Row 11 K1, P7, K1.

Row 12 K4, M1R, K1, M1L, K4. [11 sts]

Row 13 K1, P9, K1.

Row 14 K5, M1R, K1, M1L, K5. [13 sts] 

Row 15 K1, P11, K1.

Row 16 K13.

Rows 17 to 20 Rep Rows 15 and 16 twice more.

Row 21 Rep Row 15.

Row 22 K1, k2tog, knit to last 3 sts, ssk, K1. [11 sts]

Row 23 K1, purl to last stitch, K1. 

Flowers are used to
decorate the
hanging hook at the
top of the wreath

Flowers are knitted in
four different colour

combinations 
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Rows 24 to 29 Rep Rows 22 and 23 three more times. [5 sts]

Row 30 K1, k3tog, K1. [3 sts]

Row 31 K1, P1, K1.

Row 32 Sl1, k2tog, psso. [1 st] 

Fasten off.

Block and weave in yarn tails.

FLOWERS
Make 6 with Yarn G petals and Yarn I centres.

Make 1 with Yarn I petals and Yarn G centre.

Make 3 with Yarn J petals and Yarn H centres.

Make 3 with Yarn E petals and Yarn G centres.

FLOWER PETALS (MAKE 1 PER FLOWER)
Using the knitted cast-on method, cast on 3 sts using 2.75mm 

needles.

Row 1 Cast off 2 sts. [1 st]

Row 2 Cast on 2 sts using the knitted cast on, cast off 2 sts. [1 st]

Rows 3 and 4 Repeat Row 2 twice more. [1 st]

Row 5 Cast on 2 sts, then cast off all sts.

Tie the cast-on and cast-off tails together and double knot to make 

a small circle with the five picot bump petals around the outside.  

Leave the yarn tails dangling as you can use these to sew the 

flowers onto the wreath.

FLOWER CENTRE (MAKE 1 PER FLOWER)
Cast on 5 sts using 2.75mm needles in the centre colour yarn.

Break yarn leaving 30cm tail and thread through rem sts. Pull 

tight to fasten. 

Sew the first and last cast-on sts together to make a small circle.  

Place the circle inside the picot petal ring and oversew the cast-on 

edge of the circle onto the petals.  

HOOK (MAKE 1)
Cast on 5 sts using 2.75mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (WS) K1, P3, K1.

Row 2 K5.

Rep Rows 1 and 2 until the piece meas 38cm long.

Cast off all sts.  

Block and leave yarn tails for finishing.

WREATH COVER (MAKE 1)
Cast on 38 sts using 2.75mm needles and Yarn B.

Beg on a WS purl row work in st st until the piece measures 37cm 

long.

Break Yarn B and join Yarn C.

Cont to work in st st until the piece meas 74cm long.

Cast off, sew the cast-on and cast-off edges together to make a 

ring shape.

Tip For a neater finish for the wreath cover use a provisional cast 

on instead of long-tail one, follow the patt, but instead of casting 

off break Yarn C leaving a 50cm tail. Transfer the provisional 

cast-on sts back onto the empty needle. Hold the two needles 

parallel with the RS facing outwards (take care not to twist). 

Thread the cast-off tail onto a darning needle, and use Kitchener 

stitch to graft the sts together to make a ring shape.

MAKING UP
Wreath Cover Place the wreath cover over the polystyrene ring 

and sew the side edges together at the back. Smooth out any 

wrinkles. 

Hook Wrap the hook piece around the wreath and sew the cast-on 

and cast-off edges together. Sew the hook onto the Wreath Cover 

at the top.

Leaves Sew the cast-on end of each leaf onto the top of the 

wreath over the hook.  

Butterflies Decide where you would like to position each butterfly 

and use a length of yarn in the butterfly colour to sew the cast-off 

ridge at the back of the butterfly onto the wreath.

Flowers Sew the flowers onto the wreath using a running stitch 

around the centre of the flower. 

STEP-BY-STEP SSK SLIP, SLIP, KNIT

1 Working with the yarn at the back 
of your knitting, insert the point of 
the right-hand needle into the next 
stitch as if to knit, but instead slip 
the first stitch onto the right-hand 
needle.

2 Now slip the next stitch from the 
left-hand needle onto the 
right-hand needle 
in the same way as for Step 1.

3 Push the point of the left-hand 
needle through the front of both the 
slipped stitches.

4 Bring the yarn around just as you 
would for a knit stitch and knit 
these two stitches together. You 
will now have a single stitch on the 
right-hand needle, and your two 
slipped ones will create a 
left-leaning decrease.

Sew the side edges
of the wreath cover
together at the
back of the wreath
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Just for you!
Win woolly bouquets, new books, gift vouchers, luxury 
yarn kits and more with this month’s great giveaways…

2

3

HOw to enter
Have you chosen your favourite 

giveaways? It’s easy to enter via 

our website. Simply visit  

www.gathered.how/competitions 

and click on the giveaways you’d 

like to enter. You will need to sign 

in or register on the site and answer 

a multiple choice question. 

Find terms and conditions at  

www.gathered.how/competition-

terms-and-conditions. 

Issue 215’s giveaways will close 

on Thursday 23 September 2021

1

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS

Since 1935, King Cole has always been a family 

business driven by strong traditional values and a 

dedication to crafting. The brand’s new Rosarium 

Mega Chunky is a 100% Merino, bumps-dyed yarn 

with great volume and a lovely squishy handle. It is 

available in ten soft shades which 

are suitable for warm winter 

garments, accessories and 

homewares. We’ve got an 

incredible bouquet worth 

£79.84 to give away, which 

is made up of eight balls 

of Rosarium, three pairs of 

you can cast on right away! 

Discover more 

about King Cole’s 

range at www.

kingcole.com.

THROWBACK THREADS

Discover the colourful and fun knitting patterns 

that capture the fashion zeitgeist of the 1980s 

with Sandy Black’s new book (published by The 

Crowood Press). Learn all about the influences 

on 1980s designer knitwear before delving into 

some of the iconic features including patchwork 

(modular) designs and intarsia. There are 21 

original patterns for 

you to try out with 

suggested design 

variation to aid the 

creative knitter. We 

have two copies to give 

away, worth £25 each. 

Head over to www.

crowood.com for more 

information. 

LACE WORKS

‘Something to Knit 

Together’ is a beautiful 

capsule collection of 

four designs, featuring 

lace patterns by the 

wonderful Sarah Hatton. 

With two shawls and 

hat and a cardi, these 

projects are great to knit 

with friends – they have 

the perfect combination 

of patterns simple enough to follow that you can 

easily chat with others, as well as lace details and 

features to stretch your skills. For knitters new to 

lace, the patterns will help you build your skills, 

but seasoned knitters will also find helpful tips and 

tricks. We’ve got five copies of this eBook to give 

away to our readers, worth £13.99 each! Go to 

www.shop.acknitwear.co.uk to learn more.

A TASTE OF LUXURY

Super light and cosy, this stole in Pure Douceur 

yarn is perfect for anyone in search of the warmth 

and comfort only knits can provide. This luxurious 

aran yarn is blended with 58% superkid mohair, 

37% polyamide and 5% wool which creates a soft 

and delicate feel – perfect for keeping chills at bay, 

while adding style. One reader will win this amazing 

pattern plus four balls of Pure Douceur yarn in 

Petunia to make this stunning wrap, worth a total of 

£63.20. Discover more amazing patterns and the 

full range of yarn at www.bergeredefrance.co.uk. 

A YEAR OF SURPRISES

If you’re a book lover, then this prize is going to fill you 

with joy! David and Charles are giving one extremely 

lucky reader the chance to receive a drip-feed of their 

amazing books, worth £81.95, throughout the year – so 

you’ll never be lost when it comes to choosing your next 

read! The winner will receive: Sustainable Knitting for 
Beginners and Beyond, a practical guide from blogger 

and environmentalist Epipa; French Knitting, featuring 40 

modern i-cord projects; The Gansey Knitting Sourcebook, 

which includes step-by-step instructions for these 

traditional garments; the latest instalment in the Knit like a
Latvian series, focusing on accessories; and, last but by no 

means least, the hot o the press The Sock Knitting Bible, 

which is being released on November 16. To find out more 

about the titles, visit www.davidandcharles.com.

TIME TO STOCK UP

A maker can never have too much yarn in their 

stash! Want to treat yourself to some extra squishy 

yarny goodness, plus stock up on your essential 

tools, patterns and bags? You have the chance to 

win a £50 voucher to spend at LoveCrafts – the 

incredible one-stop shop for like-minded crafters 

to gather everything they need for their making 

journey. Along with 

all the usual yarns, 

LoveCrafts are the 

exclusive stockists 

of Debbie Bliss, 

Paintbox Yarns and 

MilliaMia Yarns.  

Visit www.lovecrafts.

com to find your next 

knitting project!

AMAZING 

ESSENTIALS

Clover makes it easy to knit in 

style, with an amazing range of 

finely crafted, high-quality tools 

that appeal to everyone from 

beginners to experts. One of their 

latest gadgets is the Wonder 

Knitter – a helpful tool for making 

i-cord (otherwise known as French 

knitting) that can be used in a 

variety of ways on your projects: 

as bag straps, ties on garments or 

even limbs for toys! We have three 

amazing Clover prize packages up 

for grabs, worth £36 each. Inside 

you’ll find a Wonder Knitter, a pair 

of smooth Takumi bamboo needles 

and a knitting accessory kit packed 

full of all the most important 

notions for your knitting bag, stores 

in a compact case. To discover 

more about Clover and view the full 

range, visit www.clover-mfg.com.
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WIN
knitting goodies

£502!
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£5O
GIFT
CARD



The digital version of the magazine does not include the cover gift that you 
would find on newsstand copies.

NOW IN ITUNES

Simply Knitting App

Get every issue of Simply Knitting magazine 

delivered direct to your mobile or tablet the day  

it goes on sale with our apps! 

You can also get the issues on your PC or 

desktop through Zinio, the world’s largest online 

newsstand. Just download the Zinio app and 

search ‘Simply Knitting’ to get started. 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY  
WITH A DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

Download the latest issue straightaway

Your issues won’t take up any storage space!

Get a further 12 issues in your first year

All issues download automatically

Download it once… read it oine forever

To subscribe simply visit:
www.gathered.how/digital-

issues/ 

Discover the 
brand new 

website packed 
with crochet, 

knitting, sewing, 
papercraft 

and stitching 
projects

  1,000s of free 
patterns
Step-by-step 
tutorials
 Video guides

NEW



hooked on granny squares!
Get your hooks into this super-stylish collection of fabulous 

patterns to crochet today – makes a great gift too!

JUST
£9.99!

*

ORDER ONLINE www.buysubscriptions.com/CrochetCollection21 

OR CALL 0333 016 2138* AND QUOTE ‘Crochet Collection 2021 Print 1’

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

*UK calls will cost the same as other standard fixed line numbers (starting 01 or 02) and are included as part of any inclusive or free minutes 

allowances (if oered by your phone tari). Lines open weekdays 9am to 5pm. Overseas please call +44 (0)1604 973 746. 

Prices: EUR price £11.99, ROW price £12.99. All prices include P&P. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Oer subject to availability. 

What ’s inside
Simple squares 
& stylish projects

Easy-to-follow
patterns from top 
designers

Stunning photos 



    

Saturday vibes
If you open the curtains to sunshine reach for this super-stylish  

knit in 100% cotton. It’s a real head turner! By Rosy Tucker

Saturday vibes

KNIT
UNDER 
£10!
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CABLE-NECK VEST

YOU WILL NEED

Q  DROPS Safran (4ply,  

100% cotton; 50g/160m) 

For yarn quantities and 

measurements see size table

Q   A pair of 3mm needles

Q  A pair of 3.25mm needles

Q  Cable needle (cn)

TENSION

25 sts and 34 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over st st using 

3.25mm needles

CABLE-NECK VEST
BACK AND FRONT (BOTH ALIKE)
Cast on 113 (119: 125: 131: 137: 143) sts using 3mm needles and 

Yarn A.

Work 5 rows in garter st. 

Change to 3.25mm needles. 

Beg with a K row, work in st st throughout as folls: 

Work 14 rows. 

Dec row K7, ssk, K to last 9 sts, k2tog, K7.  

[111 (117: 123: 129: 135: 141) sts]

Work 5 rows. 

Rep the last 6 rows another 6 times, then the dec row once more. 

[97 (103: 109: 115: 121: 127) sts]

Work 15 (15: 17: 17: 19: 19) rows. 

Inc row (RS) K7, M1, K to last 7 sts, M1, K7. 

[99 (105: 111: 117: 123: 129) sts]

Work 7 rows. 

Rep the last 8 rows another 4 times, then the dec row once more. 

[109 (115: 121: 127: 133: 139) sts]

Work straight until work measures 39 (40: 40: 41: 41: 42)cm from 

cast-on edge, ending with a P row.**

SHAPE ARMHOLES

Cast off 9 (10: 11: 12: 13: 14) sts at beg of next 2 rows.  

[91 (95: 99: 103: 107: 111) sts]

Next row K2, ssk, K to last 4 sts, k2tog, K2. 

Next row P to end. 

Rep the last 2 rows another 5 times. 

[79 (83: 87: 91: 95: 99) sts]

Work straight until Back measures 50 (51: 52: 53: 54: 55)cm from 

cast-on edge, ending with a purl row.

SHAPE NECK

Next row (RS) K33 (34: 35: 36: 37: 38), turn and work on these sts 

only. Leave rem sts on a spare needle. 

Next row(WS) P1, p2tog, P to end.

Next row K to last 3 sts, k2tog, K1. 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

ABBREVIATIONS

C8F Sl next 4 sts on to a cn and 

hold to front of work, K4 then K4 

from cn. 

For a full list see page 95  

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY
Q For yarn stockists  

visit DROPS at  

www.garnstudio.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QWool Warehouse  

0800 505 3300 or  

www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

Q  Cotton Pod 

www.cottonpod.co.uk

The gorgeous
cable collar is
followed
through to the
back of the vest

With its snug finish your collar will
sit neatly on your shoulders

43 (45.5: 47.5: 50: 52.5: 55)cm

17 (18: 18: 19: 20: 21)in
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FRONT & BACK

Wool Warehouse are offering 
10% off DROPS Safran! Quote 

offer code SK215 when you 
order. To place your order call 
0800 505 3300 or visit www.

woolwarehouse.co.uk. 
Offer ends 23 Sept 

2021.



  

CABLE-NECK VEST

Rep the last 2 rows another 10 times.  

[11 (12: 13: 14: 15: 16) sts]

Next row P to end.

Cast off. 

With RS facing, slip centre 13 (15: 17: 19: 21: 23) sts on to a holder, 

rejoin yarn to rem 33 (34: 35: 36: 37: 38) sts, K to end. 

Next row (WS) P to last 3 sts, p2tog tbl, P1. 

Next row K1, ssk, K to end. 

Rep the last 2 rows 10 times more. 

[11 (12: 13: 14: 15: 16) sts]

Next row P to end.

Cast off.

NECK EDGING 
Join right shoulder seam. 

With RS facing and 3mm needles, pick up and K26 sts down left 

front neck, K across 13 (15: 17: 19: 21: 23) sts from front neck holder, 

pick up and K26 sts up right front neck, pick up and K26 sts down 

right back neck, K across 13 (15: 17: 19: 21: 23) sts from back neck 

holder, pick up and K26 sts up left back neck. 

[130 (134: 138: 142: 146: 150) sts]

Next 2 rows K to end. 

Cast off knitwise on WS. 

ARMBANDS 
Join left shoulder and neckband seam. 

With RS facing and 3mm needles, pick up and K104 (104: 108: 108:

112: 112) sts evenly around armhole edges. 

Next 2 rows K to end. 

Cast off knitwise on WS. 

COLLAR 
Cast on 36 sts using 3.25mm needles and Yarn A. 

Row 1 (RS) P3, K6, P3, K14, P3, K4, P3. 

Row 2 P to end. 

Row 3 P3, K6, P3, K14, P3, C4B, P3. 

Row 4 P to end. 

SIZING COLOUR KEY So you can re-use this pattern, we’ve colour-coded the sizing instructions. Simply follow 

our colour-coded measurements and you’re off.

FIND YOUR SIZE

SIZE 8 10 12 14 16 18

TO FIT BUST
cm 81 86 92 97 102 107

in 32 34 36 38 40 42

ACTUAL BUST
cm 86 91 95 100 105 110

in 34 35 37 39 41 43

LENGTH
cm 57 58 59 60 61 62

in 22 22 23 23 24 24

YARN DROPS Safran (4ply, 50g/160m)

Yarn A Red Clay (59) 7 7 8 8 8 8

Row 5 P3, C6F, P3, C8F, C6B, P3, K4, P3. 

Row 6 P to end. 

Rows 7 and 8 P3, K6, turn, slip 1 purlwise, P to end. 

Rows 9 and 10 P3, K6, P3, K8, turn, slip 1 purlwise, P to end. 

Row 11 P3, C6F, P3, K14, P3, C4B, P3. 

Row 12 P to end. 

These 12 rows form the patt. 

Rep 12 patt rows another 32 (32: 33: 33: 34: 34) times. 

Cast off.

MAKING UP
Join side seams. Sew cast-on and cast-off edges of Collar together. 

With WS of Collar to RS of Body and Collar seam to one shoulder 

seam, sew shorter edge of Collar in place to neck edging, easing to 

fit. 

Combining this stunning cable
collar with stocking stitch allows
the details to make a huge impact 
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Write to our accomplished Q&A experts and have your tricky  
knitting queries and questions answered in no time!

ASK THE EXPERTS

Rachael Prest
Technical Editor

Detail obsessed and a numerical 

master, Rachael welcomes your 

tricky knitting questions.

Jen Bartlett
Deputy Technical Editor

Stitch expert and technical whizz, 

Jen likes to tackle the trickiest  

of knitting problems.

Sophie Jordan 
Deputy Editor

Product expert and Fair Isle fanatic, 

Sophie loves talking about the latest 

trends and cool colour combos. 

Debbie Bliss
Knitwear Designer

Famed for her eortlessly stylish 

knit creations and extensive 

knowledge of knitting.  

COOL CROP TOP

Q
My teenage daughter keeps asking 

me to knit her a crop top but we 

can’t find a pattern that she likes – she’s 

after something really unique and funky. 

Do you have any suggestions? 

Rachel Trigg, Buttermere 

It can be tricky finding patterns for 

teenagers, but we’ve got two that we hope 

she’ll like! There’s a fun crop from issue 

148 of SK that has just gone up on our 

website as a free pattern. It has a pretty 

cable design as well as trendy tassels and 

crossover straps. You could knit it in a 

self-striping yarn or work the tassels and 

straps in a dierent colour for an even more 

distinctive look! You can find the pattern 

here: www.gathered.how/knitting-and-

crochet/knitting/knit-crop-top-pattern. 

Alternatively, Paintbox Yarns (exclusive 

CONTACT US!Got a question for our experts? Then email us at simplyknitting@immediate.co.uk or write to us at Simply Knitting, Eagle House, Bristol BS1 4ST.

KNIT
guru

to LoveCrafts) have a lovely modern 

colourblock crop top available as a free 

downloadable pattern www.lovecrafts.com/

en-gb/p/torrey-pines-top-free-knitting-

pattern-for-women-in-paintbox-yarns-

cotton-dk-and-metallics-dk. Sophie

TROUBLE WITH ROVING

Q
I’m currently working with a roving-

style yarn that splits and breaks 

quite easily while knitting and I’m worried 

about it breaking while I’m sewing my 

jumper up. Should I use a dierent yarn 

for this? I don’t want it to show through 

the seams and not have a tidy finish. 

Moira Thompson, via Facebook 

It’s very dicult to sew neatly with unspun 

yarn, especially as, like you say, it may break 

if you pull too tightly on it. If you are really 

concerned about a slightly dierent shade 

showing through, you could sew up with 

the same yarn you are knitting in – but only 

do small sections at a time and cut short 

lengths of wool, so that if it does snap, you 

don’t have too much to take back. The more 

practical option is to find a sturdier yarn in 

a very similar shade to sew with – you need 

to make sure that the yarns have the same 

fibre content and washing instructions first 

though, so you don’t get a nasty shock later 

on! If you don’t already have something 

suitable in your stash, King Cole’s Merino 

DK is often handy for this, as it’s 100% wool 

(like most roving), comes in a large range  

of colours and can be purchased in 50g 

balls, so you don’t end up with a lot left  

over afterwards. Good luck! Rachael

QUESTION OF  
THE MONTH

The pattern for this
fashionable top is now

available for free!

Tightly spun
wool is best for
sewing up

Use contrasting bold
shades to really stand 

out from the crowd
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GEEKY GIFT

Q
I’m looking for a gift for an 

intermediate knitter who loves 

learning new skills (and Harry Potter). Is 

there anything you think she might like?  

Tina Kay, Wiltshire 

Kits are always a lovely gift as all the 

materials and instructions are included, 

so the recipient doesn’t have to purchase 

anything else and can get stuck in right 

away. Hero Collector released some 

magical Harry Potter kits earlier this year 

which she would love if she’s a big fan. 

There are simple projects like scarves and 

handwarmers, as well as more complicated 

knits (a Hogwarts’ Express draught excluder 

and reversible backpacks). We think the 

best one for an intermediate knitter would 

be the tea cosy and egg cosy kit, with the 

opportunity to practise colourwork and 

making garments on a smaller scale while 

producing fun and practical finished items!

Check it out here: www.shop.eaglemoss.

com/hero-collector/wizarding-world/tea-

cosy-and-egg-cosy-knitting-kit Sophie

WHEN TO BLOCK?

Q
I’ve never blocked a finished 

project. Are there certain kinds of 

projects where this would really help? 

Fiona Green, via Twitter

As knitting is elastic, you may find there 

is a variation in the measurements 

of your pieces to those quoted in the 

pattern. Blocking can then help achieve 

the measurements you need. Lace in 

a fine yarn may also need blocking to 

stretch out the pattern. Debbie

CURVY CABLES 

Q
I’ve always used a straight cable 

needle, but I’ve seen a curved one 

in my local yarn shop. Does it make any 

difference, or can I keep using mine?  

William Swift, via email

A curved cable needle is a good choice 

for beginners as it makes it almost 

impossible to drop your stitches while 

working the cable. More experienced 

knitters will probably be happy to use  

a straight cable needle. Debbie Bliss

If you’re making a pair of 
socks and aren’t sure if you will 
have enough wool for both, try 

knitting them toe-up at the same 
time so that if you run out you can 

just have a shorter leg rather 
than missing a whole section 

of the foot!

Did you 
know...?

Debbie Bliss patterns, books and yarns 

are available from www.lovecrafts.com

DEBBIE 
BLISS…

YOU ASKED

Make a tea cosy Mrs Weasley would be proud of!

PESKY PICKING UP

Q
Hi there! I’m new to your magazine 

and really enjoying it. My skill level 

isn’t great and one thing that’s holding me 

back from lots of projects is not knowing 

how to pick up stitches around necks and 

edges on cardigans. Can you help please? 

Elaine Wall, via email 

Of course we can – picking up stitches, 

like a lot of knitting techniques, can seem 

daunting at first, but is quite simple when 

you get the hang of it. Before you start 

picking them up, you want to make sure that 

they will be evenly spaced. There’s nothing 

worse than getting to the end of a long row 

and not having the right number of stitches 

on your needles! You generally pick up a 

stitch for every cast o stitch or row, but it 

can vary depending on the pattern. 

The easiest way to be sure is to split the 

edge you’re picking up from into quarters 

(or eighths, depending on how many 

stitches you have to pick up), separating 

each section with pins or locking stitch 

markers. Once you’ve done this, you can 

work out how many stitches you need to 

pick up from each part and you know you’ll 

have the right number at the end. If you are 

picking up stitches for a neck (where you are 

working from cast-o stitches), you will see 

that each stitch looks like a little ‘V’ – your 

edge will be tidiest if you put your needle 

directly into the centre of the ‘v’ just below 

the cast o stitch. Similarly, when picking up 

stitches from rows (such as along the front 

of a cardigan for button bands), you will get 

the neatest finish by working in between the 

two stitches closest to the edge of the work. 

With all that prep out of the way, it’s time to 

get down to picking up some stitches:  

1 Holding the piece of knitting you are going 

to pick the stitches up from in your left 

hand, and starting at the top-right corner, 

insert the right-hand needle between the 

first two stitches of the row.  

2 Wind your yarn around the needle and 

‘knit’ the first stitch...  

3 ...and pull the new stitch through between 

the two stitches.  

4 Continue to work like this along the row 

or until you have picked up the necessary 

amount of stitches. Jen

U-shaped cable
needles mean fewer
dropped stitches
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 yarn patterns & books needles & hooks

No minimum order. £2.95 delivery charge for UK orders under £25.

Order online:  www.woolwarehouse.co.uk     

FREE UK 

DELIVERY

on orders 
over £25

Drops Wish Super Chunky
50% Alpaca, 33% Cotton, 17% Wool

£4.60
per 50g ball

Stylecraft Special DK
100% Acrylic

£1.99
per 100g ball

King Cole Baby Stripe DK
100% Acrylic

£3.69
per 100g ball

Sirdar Snuggly Cashmere Merino Silk 
4 Ply| 75% Wool, 20% Silk, 5% Cashmere

£5.79
per 50g ball

A huge range of knitting needles, 
from just £1.00!

Friday! Look out for updates 
on our Facebook page:

www.facebook.com/woolwarehouse

Rowan Baby Cashsoft Merino 4 Ply

57% Wool, 33% Acrylic, 10% Cashmere

£5.99
per 50g ball

Cascade 220 Superwash Wave
100% Wool

£8.99
per 100g skein

DMC Nova Vita No. 4 Ombré
80% Cotton, 20% Polyester

£9.99
per 250g ball

100

Shades 

available!



All the knitting supplies you’ll ever need...all under one roof! 

knit & crochet accessories          fabric          haberdashery & accessories          buttons         ribbons

* Discount code not valid on yarn packs, sale items, Scheepjes products and Lopi products.

Call us:  01926 882818 or 0800 505 3300  |  Email us:  hello@woolwarehouse.co.uk

We’re proud to stock all these leading brands 
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Rowan Cotton Wool DK
60% Cotton, 40% Wool

£9.79
per 50g ball

Get

10%
OFF EVERYTHING!*

Discount code:
SK215

Rico Essentials Organic Cotton Aran

100% Cotton

£2.19
per 50g ball

Stylecraft Naturals Organic 
Cotton DK | 100% Cotton

£2.29
per 50g ball

Scheepjes Downtown
75% Wool, 25% Nylon

£5.99
per 50g ball

Peter Pan 4 Ply
55% Nylon, 45% Acrylic

£2.99
per 50g ball

Drops Soft Tweed DK
 50% Wool, 25% Alpaca, 25% Viscose

£3.85
per 50g ball
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YARN REVIEWS

Hot new yarns!

There’s always the promise of super softness 

when you cast on with a Debbie Bliss yarn, 

and this new addition to the fold is no 

dierent. Strong but squishy, Rialto Aran 

has the signature Rialto twist which in turn 

creates a confident, defined stitch – every 

row will leave you with a neat, refined fabric 

for your chosen project. As it’s 100% Merino 

wool, you can be assured of quality, and 

there’s a definite air of luxury surrounding 

this go-to aran yarn. As always, Debbie’s 

clever way with colour delivers a 16-shade 

palette that’s great for classic, everyday knits. 

The yarn we swatched with is called Ginger.

RRP £6 WEIGHT Aran  BALL 50g/78m  

NEEDLE 5mm  CONTENT 100% wool 

CARE Hand wash only

Available at www.lovecrafts.com or by 

calling 01409 404010

As the name might suggest, King Cole Subtle 

Drifter Chunky comes in a gentle two-tone 

eect, which helps to bring depth to your 

knitted fabric. It’s a soft blend of acrylic and 

cotton and knits up into versatile, practical 

winter garments and accessories you’ll be 

proud to wear. Subtle Drifter comes in eight 

muted tones, from Mustard (above) to pretty 

pink Rose and rich Midnight, and is made with 

a similar process to King Cole Drifter Chunky, 

meaning you can mix and match these two 

ranges with ease when knitted on nice-and-

speedy 6mm needles.

RRP £4.20 WEIGHT DK  BALL 100g/150m  

NEEDLE 6mm  CONTENT 60% acrylic, 

40% cotton  CARE Machine wash at 40°C

www.kingcole.com for stockists or you 

could visit www.woolwarehouse.co.uk or 

call 0800 505 3300

Colour-eect yarns are forever popular, with 

speckled yarns often hitting the top spot, 

especially for baby wear. Dotti DK, makes a 

refreshing addition to this trend with a lovely 

mix of spotty colourways, each one on a o-

white background. We’ve swatched in yellow 

and brown spotted 06, but you can choose 

from spots in purple and pink, navy and aqua 

and orange and grey. Spun from a blend of 

cotton and acrylic, this strong, smooth yarn 

has a pleasing light sheen and creates a 

wonderfully cool fabric that would be perfect 

for summer rompers and cardigans.

RRP £2.25 WEIGHT DK  BALL 50g/95m  

NEEDLE 4mm  CONTENT 50% cotton,  

50% acrylic  CARE Machine wash at 30°C

www.jamescbrett.co.uk for stockists or 

you could visit www.blacksheepwools.

com or call 01925 764231

JAMES C BRETT

DOTTIE DK
DEBBIE BLISS

RIALTO ARAN

KING COLE

SUBTLE DRIFTER 

CHUNKY

31

2

Looking for an exciting new yarn experience? These bold  
delights are ready and waiting for your needles

1 32

Two-tone 

effect
Delightful 

for baby

super-soft merino
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YARN REVIEWS

Many of you will already be familiar with the 

top quality Signature 4ply range from West 

Yorkshire Spinners. Its Bluefaced Leicester 

wool and nylon blend makes it a luxurious 

4ply yarn which is perfect for knitting socks, 

and anything else you fancy casting on. This 

time the WYS team have collaborated with 

top sock designer, Winwick Mum, to create a 

collection of four new variegated colourways 

inspired by the changing shades of the 

season. We’ve knitted our swatch in Autumn 

Leaves, but you can choose from Spring 

Green, Summer Sunset and Winter Icicle too. 

RRP £7.25 WEIGHT 4ply 

BALL 100g/400m  NEEDLE 3.25mm  

CONTENT 75% wool, 25% nylon 

CARE Machine wash at 30°C

Available from www.deramores.com or 

call 0845 519 4573

PAINTBOX

COTTON 4PLY

RICO CREATIVE

SO COOL + SO SOFT 

COTTON CHUNKY

4

5
6

There’s little more exciting in knitting than a 

new yarn with an extensive colour range, and  

new Paintbox Cotton 4ply promises buckets 

of versatility and fun with its 25 eye-popping 

shades. From super-fresh Bright Mint to 

sunshiny Dandelion Yellow (above) you’ll find 

Paintbox Cotton 4ply yarn is good for both 

knitting or crochet, shawls or amigarumi, 

each time producing a sharp, defined stitch 

and a fabric that’s soft and pleasingly 

fluid. When cast on, Cotton 4ply moves as 

smoothly as butter from needle to needle, 

making knitting it an enjoyable experience.

RRP £2.75 WEIGHT 4ply 

BALL 50g/170m  NEEDLE 3.25mm  

CONTENT 100% cotton 

CARE Machine wash at 40°C

Available from www.lovecrafts.com or by 

calling 01409 404 010

If plush and plump is what you’re after then 

you’re looking at the right yarn ball for your 

chunky knits! So Cool + So Soft from Rico 

is made with two twisted plys, one thick and 

one thin, which creates an unusual ricrac 

texture for your knitted items. We think you’ll 

be happy with the soft, flowing drape this 

attractive yarn creates. It’s also made from 

100% cotton leaving it beautifully breathable 

too, and making your oversized cardigans 

and jumpers super comfy to wear. Consider 

impactful stripes in two of the strong colours 

from the range for garments or homewares 

that’ll stand out and stand the test of time. 

RRP £5.10 WEIGHT Chunky   

BALL 100g/100m  NEEDLE 7mm  

CONTENT 100% cotton  CARE Hand wash only

Available from www.lovecrafts.com or by 

calling 01409 404010

WEST YORKSHIRE SPINNERS

SIGNATURE 4PLY  

WINWICK MUM SEASONS

4 5 6

25 fabulous 

colours

Sock knit superstar

Perfectly plump

MORE FAB NEW YARNS
Check out more yarn 

additions in our news
section on page 7
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Take a break

What’s the word?

Sudoku time!

Pop the kettle on and take a moment to relax  
with our fun prize puzzles this month!

WIN PRIZES!
We love a good puzzle here at 

Simply Knitting HQ! We have five 

£10 gift vouchers up for grabs as 

crossword prizes, which can be 

spent at www.woolwarehouse.

co.uk. If you prefer sudoku, 

you have the chance to win one 

of five copies of Mag Number

41: Basics, courtesy of www.

bergeredefrance.com. Once 

you’ve completed our puzzles, 

head to www.gathered.how/

simplyknitting and follow the links 

to the giveaways. You will need to 

sign in or register on the site and 

answer a multiple choice question 

to enter the giveaways. Then, enter 

either the prize word or numbers 

from the shaded squares in the 

blank space, along with your name 

and address. Find terms and 

conditions at www.gathered.how/

competition-terms-and-conditions. 

Competitions close on Thursday 

23 September 2021 

Prizes will be sent  

out as soon as 

possible. 

ACROSS:

1 --- jelly, old-fashioned blackberry jam (7)

5 Leafy green vegetable (7)

9 Earth’s path around the sun (5)

10  --- seam, discreet join in two pieces of 

knitting (9)

11 Costa del ---, Spanish holiday region (3)

12 Hard outer covering of sea creatures (5)

13 Errol ---, legendary Hollywood actor (5)

14  Fleshy yellow-orange fruit used in  

chutney (5)

16 Tooth covering (6)

18 Small hole for a button (6)

19 Sailing boat (5)

22 Chalet-style building (5)

24 Large mass of insects (5)

26 Tool for piercing a hole in fabric (3)

27 Long ribbons of pasta (9)

29 Swimming aid (5)

30 Refuse collector (7)

31 Fit and well (7)

DOWN:

1 Flowers that appear on a tree before fruit (7)

2 Emergency vehicle (9)

3 Sore spots left by mosquitoes (5)

4 Banished from one’s native country (6)

5 Courteous and polite (5)

6 Mode of public transport (3)

7 Downton ---, period TV drama (5)

8 Everlasting (7)

13  French ---, dainty sponge with vanilla 

topping (5)

15 Pacific or Atlantic? (5)

17 Fool around (slang) (4,5)

18 Forgiven (7)

20 Leo ---, War and Peace novelist (7)

21 Disappear (6)

23 Full of ---, energetic (5)

24 Silky fabric (5)

25 Criminal organisation (5)

28 Pork product (3)

ISSUE 213 

SOLUTION

5 copies 
to win!

gift 
vouchers 

to win!

5 

8

6 5 7 1

6 7 9 2 5

2 3 1 6

7 1 2 8

5 7 1 3

1 2 3 9 7

9 5 7 4

3

659174382

147328965

238956147

471269538

386715294

592843716

915482673

764531829

823697451

ISSUE 213 SOLUTIONS Across  1 Compass, 5 Symptom, 9 Ounce, 10 Energetic, 11 Tea, 12 Spain, 13 Theme,  
14 Dated, 16 Swatch, 18 Tennis, 19 Roast, 22 Nasty, 24 Beano, 26 Inn, 27 Identical, 29 Friar, 30 Nonagon,  
31 Acronym.
Down 1 Clotted, 2 Manhattan, 3 Abets, 4 Seesaw, 5 Skein, 6 Mug, 7 Title, 8 Macbeth, 13 Tower, 15 Daisy,  
17 Tradition, 18 Tension, 20 Tantrum, 21 Paella, 23 Stern, 24 Bacon, 25 Oer, 28 Tag.
Prize word STRAWBERRY



    

fizzy lemonade
Shake up your lace knitting with this two-pattern option by Siân Brown.

Light and cool, it’ll help your outfit take shape with a refreshing pop!
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LACE T-SHIRT

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Sirdar Snuggly Baby Bamboo 

(DK, 80% bamboo,  

20% wool, 50g/95m) 

For yarn quantities and 

measurements see size table

Q A pair of 3.25mm needles

Q A pair of 3.75mm needles

Q A 3.75mm circular needle,  

80cm long

TENSION

22 sts and 28 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over st st using 

3.75mm needles

25 sts and 30 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over patt using 

3.75mm needles

LACE T-SHIRT
BACK
Cast on 123 (133: 153: 163: 183) sts using 3.25mm needles.

Knit 3 rows.

Change to 3.75mm needles.

Work in patt as follows: 

Row 1 (RS) K2, (yo, K3, p3tog, K3, yo, K1) to last st, K1.

Row 2 P6, (K1, P9) to last 7 sts, K1, P6.

Row 3 K3, (yo, K2, p3tog, K2, yo, K3) to end.

Row 4 As Row 2.

Row 5 K4, (yo, K1, p3tog, K1, yo, K5) to last 9 sts, yo, K1, p3tog, K1, 

yo, K4.

Row 6 Purl.

Row 7 K1, p2tog, (K3, yo, K1, yo, K3, p3tog) to last 10 sts, K3, yo, K1, 

yo, K3, p2tog, K1.

Row 8 P11, (K1, P9) to last 12 sts, K1, P11.

Row 9 K1, p2tog, (K2, yo, K3, yo, K2, p3tog) to last 10 sts, (K2, yo, 

K3, yo, K2, p2tog, K1.

Row 10 As Row 8.

Row 11 K1, p2tog, (K1, yo, K5, yo, K1, p3tog) to last 10 sts, K1, yo, 

K5, yo, K1, p2tog, K1.

Row 12 Purl.

Cont in patt until Back measures approx 29 (29: 30: 30: 31)cm from 

cast-on edge, ending after a Row 6 or 12 of pattern, and making a 

note of which row you ended on.

Change to 3.25mm needles.

Knit 4 rows.

Change to 3.75mm needles.

Work in patt as follows for 12 rows, starting from Row 7 and ending 

with Row 6 if you ended last section with a Row 6, and starting from 

Row 1 and working through to Row 12 if you ended last section with 

a Row 12: 

Row 1 K1, skpo, (K1, yo, K5, yo, K1, s2kpo) to last 10 sts, K1, yo, K5, 

yo, K1, k2tog, K1.

TAKE ON A CHALLENGE

ABBREVIATIONS

Cluster 3 With yarn at front, slip 

next 3 ts onto right hand needle, 

take yarn to back, slip same 3 sts 

back onto left hand needle, bring 

yarn to front and P3

S2kpo Slip 2 stitches together as if 

to knit 2 together, knit one stitch, 

pass two slipped stitches over

For a full list see page 95

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists visit 

Sirdar at www.sirdar.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

Q Black Sheep Wools  

01925 764231 or www.

blacksheep wools.com

Q  Zarela 01283 712185 or 

www.zarela.co.uk

48.5 (52.5: 60.5: 64.5: 72.5)cm

19 (20: 23: 25: 28)in
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FRONT & BACK

The T-shirt’s front and
back pieces are made
up of two different
lace patterns

Black Sheep Wools are 
offering 10% off Sirdar Snuggly 
Baby Bamboo DK! Quote code 

BSW215 when you order on 
01925 764231 or by visiting 

www.blacksheepwools.
com. Offer ends 23 

Sept 2021.
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LACE T-SHIRT

Row 2 Purl.

Rows 3 and 4 Rep Rows 1 and 2.

Row 5 As Row 1.

Row 6 P10, (cluster 3, P7) to last 13 sts, cluster 3, P10.

Row 7 K4, (yo, K1, s2kpo, K1, yo, K5) to last 9 sts, yo, K1, s2kpo, K1, 

yo, K4.

Row 8 Purl.

Rows 9 and 10 Rep Rows 7 and 8.

Row 11 As Row 7.

Row 12 P5, (cluster 3, P7) to last 8 sts, cluster 3, P5.

These 12 rows form the patt.

Change to 3.75mm circular needle. DO NOT JOIN TO WORK IN THE 

ROUND. Continue working patt back and forth in rows and shape 

Sleeves as follows: 

SHAPE SLEEVES

Cast on 10 sts at beg of next 6 rows, taking new sts into patt. 

[183 (193: 213: 223: 243) sts]

Work straight in patt until Back measures 51 (52: 53: 54: 55)cm 

from cast-on edge, ending after a WS row.

SHAPE SHOULDERS

Cast off 10 sts at beg of next 8 (8: 10: 10: 12) rows and 23 (28: 28:

33: 33) sts at beg of foll 2 rows.

Leave rem 57 sts on a spare needle.

"I’m not a natural lace knitter but when I 

Væ JDUPHQWV OLNH ëLV , JDëHU P\ VWLWFK
PDUNHUV DQG VZRW XS RQ KRZ WR LQFèSèDWH

DQ HVVHQWLDO OLIHOLQH LPPHGLDWHO\
SOPHIE JORDAN, DEPUTY EDITOR

FIND YOUR SIZE

SIZING COLOUR KEY So you can re-use this pattern, we’ve colour-coded the sizing instructions. Simply follow 
our colour-coded measurements and you’re off.

SIZE 8-10 12-14 16-18 20-22 24-26

TO FIT BUST
cm 81-86 91-97 102-107 112-117 122-127

in 32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-50

ACTUAL BUST
cm 97 105 121 129 145

in 38 41 47 50 57

LENGTH TO SIDE 

NECK

cm 54 55 57 58 60

in 21 21 22 22 23

SLEEVE LENGTH
cm 15 15 15 15 15

in 6 6 6 6 6

YARN Sirdar Snuggly Baby Bamboo (DK, 50g/95m)

Lemonade (116) 9 10 11 12 13

Divide the two diferent
lace patterns with four
knitted rows

The sleeves are
integrated into the
front and back pieces
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LACE T-SHIRT

FRONT
Work as for Back until 12 rows fewer have been worked than on 

Back to beg of shoulder shaping, ending after a WS row. 

[183 (193: 213: 223: 243) sts]

SHAPE FRONT NECK

Next row (RS) Patt 63 (68: 78: 83: 93) sts, turn and work on these 

sts for first side of front neck.

Work 11 rows straight, ending after a WS row.

SHAPE SHOULDERS

Cast off 10 sts at beg of next row and 3 (3: 4: 4: 5) foll RS rows. 

[23 (28: 28: 33: 33) sts]

Work 1 row straight.

Cast off rem sts.

With RS facing place centre 57 sts on a stitch holder, rejoin yarn to 

rem 63 (68: 78: 83: 93) sts, patt to end.

Work 10 rows straight, ending after a RS row.

SHAPE UPPER ARMS AND SHOULDERS

Cast off 10 sts at beg of next and 3 (3: 4: 4: 5) foll WS rows. 

[23 (28: 28: 33: 33) sts]

Work 1 row straight.

Cast off rem sts.

MAKING UP
NECKBAND

Join right shoulder seam.

With RS facing and using 3.25mm needles, pick up and knit 16 (16:

18: 18: 20) sts down left side of front neck, K57 sts from front neck 

holder, decreasing 12 sts across these 57 sts by working [K1, k2tog, 

K2, (k2tog, K3) 9 times, k2tog, K2, k2tog, k1], pick up and K16 (16:

18: 18: 20) sts up right side of front neck, K57 sts from back neck 

holder, decreasing 12 sts across these 57 sts as before. 

[122 (122: 126: 126: 130) sts]

Row 1 (WS) K59 (59: 61: 61: 63), skpo, k2tog, K41, skpo, k2tog, K14 

(14: 16: 16: 18). [118 (118: 122: 122: 126) sts]

Knit 1 row.

Cast off, decreasing at corners as before.

ARMBANDS

Join shoulder left shoulder seam and neckband.

With RS facing and using 3.25mm needles, pick up and knit 72 (77:

82: 87: 92) sts around around sleeve edge.

Knit 2 rows.

Cast off. 

If Lemonade yellow isn’t for you
Sirdar Snuggly Baby Bamboo
comes in 16 attractive shades

NEXT MONTH
Let mellow yellow flood your 

wardrobe this autumn with this 

chunky cotton V-neck by knit 

design genuis, Pat Menchini. 

Created in Rico Creative So Cool 

+ So Soft Cotton Chunky it’s 

super-quick to knit and cool and 

comfy to wear. Issue 216 is 

available at all good 

supermarkets and newsagents 

from Tuesday 7 September.
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,

Cheshire

Welcome to our community section where we take  
a closer look at what’s going on knitwise near you!  

In association with the Keep Yarn on our Streets campaign

Knit Together!

W
e are so excited 

for the added 

freedom and 

hope that this summer 

brings, but we understand 

the caution many are still 

feeling, so this month 

we’ve rounded up a bit of everything to 

suit everyone. If you’re itching for 

adventure, look no further than our guide 

to Cheshire (right), our quick chat with the 

owner of Caledonian Wool Co in the 

Scottish Highlands and ideas for how to 

make the most out of your knitting group 

(page 79). Would you rather join in from 

the safety of your own home? You can 

always work up some sunglasses cases 

from our copyright-free pattern, knit some 

clothes to help the children in Syria (page 

80), or join the online community of the 

Big Rainbow Knit (page 81). Don’t forget to 

tell us about any club or charity news you 

have, and remember to send in your 

community stories and pictures. We can’t 

wait to hear from you!

SEND PHOTOS OF YOUR CHARITY KNITS 

TO US AT Knit Together, Simply Knitting

magazine, Immediate Media, Eagle House, 

Bristol BS1 4ST.

EMAIL US AT simplyknitting@immediate.co.uk

SAY HELLO! 

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR 

YOUR LOCAL YARN SHOP?
UK Hand Knitting is a not-for-profit organisation 

dedicated to promoting hand knitting and 

associated yarn crafts, shops and groups. 

They have an extensive searchable list of local 

yarn shops which you can find here at www.
ukhandknitting.com/finding-a-yarn-shop.

Production Assistant

Located in the North West, Cheshire 
is a largely rural county which 
is famous for the production of 
gorgeous cheese, salt and silk as well 
as its beautiful open spaces...

CRAFTY STITCHES 

Saturday to Tuesday 9am-5pm,  
Wednesday to Friday 9:45am-5pm
48 Witton Street, Northwich CW9 5AG
Your go-to shop for scrumptious yarns, 

accessories and craft kits for all ages! The team 

are hoping to start running their knitting group 

and popular crochet classes again by the end 

of 2021. For those unable to visit the shop, local 

delivery and postal services are still available.  

Visit www.craftystitchesonline.co.uk or call 
01606 43187 for more information. 

HOUSEHOLD STORES 

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 
9am-4pm, Wednesday 9am-12:30pm, 
Saturday 9am-2pm
42 Langdale Road, Runcorn WA7 5PU
This charming shop is packed full of budget 

friendly yarns and patterns from King Cole, 

Stylecraft and James C Brett, as well as bedding 

plants, baskets, tubs and bird food to meet all your 

gardening and crafting needs! The helpful sta are 

always happy to advise and answer queries. 

To learn more, call 01928 574463 or view their 
Facebook page @householdstoreswoolshop. 

CRAFTY CORNER

Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5pm, 
Sunday 11am-3pm
81 Mill Street, Macclesfield SK11 6NN
Lynda’s shop has recently moved to a new 

premises, where she continues to be the largest 

yarn and haberdashery stockist in Macclesfield, 

oering everything from cheap baby yarns right 

through to hand-dyed silk blends. Experienced 

sta are always on hand to guide your colour 

choices and help with substituting if necessary.

Visit their website www.craftycornermacc.
co.uk, or call the shop on 01625 404195.

STITCH 

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday 9:30am-5pm, Wednesday 
10am-5pm
3 Mill Street, Nantwich CW5 5ST
A family run sewing and knitting shop, Stitch is 

a proud stockist of Liberty fabrics, Annie Sloan 

chalk paints, gifts and kits. Knitters will be 

thrilled by the wide array of luxury yarns from 

Rowan, West Yorkshire Spinners and Adriafil. 

The studio above the shop is used for workshops 

and is also available to hire for local artists. 

Call Stitch on 01270 625318 or head to their 
website www.stitch-lifestyle.com for updates.

This information is correct at the time of 
print. Please refer to local restrictions, and 
check with individual stores for updates on 
their hours and services before you visit.

A knitter’s guidE to...
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WE WANT 
TO KNOW…

Tell us about your local 
shop, group or charity! 
Contact details on p80
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Source: www.guinnessworldrecords.com

DID YOU KNOW?

getting back into it

5HYDPS \RXU JURXS

We are thrilled to be able to meet up with our knitty friends, so we’ve 
rounded up our top tips of how to make the most out of your group...

The Caledonian Wool Co. 

Who’s in charge? It’s just me, Jam.

Where can we find you? In the Scottish Highlands, on the shores of Loch Linnhe.

When did your doors first open? November 2019.

What is your shop like? Friendly and squishy. The walls are stacked full of yarn, fibre, 

Popular products? My handspun landscapes fly o the shelves as soon as I spin them. I 

blend, then spin each hank of British wool here in my shop. I design them so that when you 

knit it the landscape appears without changing yarns or doing any colour work.

Who shops at your shop?
locals to yarn lovers visiting from the other side of the world.

Top shopping tip? Enjoy the squishies, if the right yarn is here it will pick you! Also sign 

up to my newsletter for woolly tips, new products and great discounts.

68 High Street, Fort William PH33 6AD. Call 07432 388903 or visit www.caledonianwool.com.  

You can also follow the shop on Facebook, Instagram Twitter and Youtube for regular updates.

We  yarn shops 
selling handknits

Shop of the month

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WANT TO SEE YOUR CLUB HERE?Let us know about your knitting meet-ups at simplyknitting
@immediate.co.uk!

Every month we explore one of our favourite UK yarn shops!

Annie’s Out Of House Wool Shop
Clearway Garage House, Salisbury SP4 6DT

A small independent shop run by a husband 

and wife team, Len and Anne, selling yarn, 

needles, notions, handknitted garments and 

crochet blankets. For more details, head to www.

anniesoutofhouse.co.uk or call 07919 522791.

Wensleydale Longwool Sheep Shop
2 Kelberdale Court, Leyburn DL8 5AW

Pure 100% Wensleydale wool is spun, dyed and 

finished in Yorkshire. It can be purchased by the 

ball, or as a handcrafted garment made by a local 

knitter. Head to www.wensleydalelongwool.co.uk 

or call 01969 623558 to learn more and order.

Happy Dayz Wool Shop & Haberdashery
207 Park Road, Blackpool FY1 5LN

Shiela has been knitting and crocheting for over 

30 years! As well as owning a yarn shop, she also 

makes baby clothes to order. Visit her Facebook 

page @HappyDayzHandKnittingCrochet or call 

07708 755859 to find out more.

Here are some of our favourite shops 

oering a handknitting service...
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There’s much light at the end of the pandemic 

tunnel now, but it’s been a very long year and 

a half, with a lot of anxiety and isolation for 

everyone. Crafting has been a great solace during 

this dicult time, but knitting alone in your own 

home just isn’t the same doing so alongside 

friends at your local knit and natter, with a cup 

of tea, a cheeky slice of cake and a good dollop 

of gossip. Now that we are able to safely attend 

knitting groups again, we have some ideas about 

how to make your group the best it can be.

1 INCLUDE EVERYONE

Some of your members may be older, more 

vulnerable or too nervous to get out and about 

just yet, so even if you are hosting regular in-

person sessions indoors, try to also occasionally 

meet in an outside space or online using a video 

conferencing platform, so that everyone can join 

in the fun – especially those who are likely to be 

feeling a little lonely and need the company.

2 ORGANISE ADVENTURES

Yarn shows and events are beginning to take 

place again, mostly on a slightly smaller scale so 

that social distancing can be adhered to, but that 

doesn’t mean they’ll be any less fun than usual! 

Why not plan to meet up with some of your group 

at an event near you so that you can stock up on 

goodies and have a good catch up? You can find a 

helpful list of craft events on page 10.

3 ENCOURAGE COMMUNITY SPIRIT

Yarn bombing really brings everyone together, 

and not just the people who work on it! Seeing 

all that colourful wool is sure to bring a smile 

to everyone’s face, and the knitting itself often 

involves interesting challenges that can help 

improve your skills. If you are planning to yarn 

bomb, make sure you have the permission of 

whoever owns the property (or the council) first.

4 LEARN FROM EACH OTHER

Knitters very rarely only partake in one craft, so 

there are probably members of your group who 

are excellent crocheters, weavers, sewers, card 

makers or painters. Find out what you are all 

skilled at and teach each other – who knows, you 

might find your new favourite craft!

Want to know more? If you have a knitting 

group you want featured, get in touch at 

Brighten up your 
town with a bit of 
yarn bombing!

Arranging group 
meetings outdoors 
means more 
members can join

The rainbow rows of neatly 
stacked yarns are making us 
go all heart-eyed and drooly!
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SEND PHOTOS OF YOUR CHARITY KNITS TO 

US AT Knit Together, Simply Knitting magazine, 

Immediate Media, Eagle House, Bristol BS1 4ST. 

EMAIL US AT simplyknitting@immediate.co.uk

FOR ALL SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES VISIT 

www.buysubscriptions.com/contactus

SAY HELLO!
FIND US AND FOLLOW US 

 Facebook.com/simplyknitting 

 @SimplyKnitMag 

 ravelry.com/groups/simply-knitting-magazine 

 @simplyknittingmag 

 www.pinterest.com/simplyknitmag

Each issue we find out more about one  
of the good causes you could help out  

with your knitting…

Charity

month
Holiday
Essential
Keep your shades safe this 

summer with Kirstie McLeod’s 

bright textured glasses case!

YOU WILL NEED
Q  Stylecraft Special DK  

(100% acrylic, 100g/295m) 

Yarn A Aspen (1422) 

Yarn B Spring Green (1316) 

Yarn C Shrimp (1132) 

Yarn D Saffron (1081)

Q A pair of 3.75mm needles

TENSION
25 sts and 48 rows to measure  

10x10cm (4x4in) over pattern  

using 3.75mm needles

ABBREVIATIONS
For a full list see page 95

Yarn B – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows. 

Yarn D – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows.

Cast on 41 sts using 3.75mm needles 

and Yarn A.

Row 1 Purl.

Row 2 P1, (K1, P1) to end of row. 

Row 3 K1, (P1, K1) to end of row. 

Rep Rows 2 and 3, 2 times more.

STITCHPATTERN
Change yarn colour.

Row 1 Knit.

Row 2 Knit.

Row 3 K1, (sl1, K1) to end of row. 

Row 4 P1, (wyif sl1, P1) to end of row.

Change yarn colour.

Row 5 Knit.

Row 6 Knit.

Row 7 K2, (sl1, K1) to last st, K1. 

Row 8 P2, (wyif sl1, P1) to last st, P1.

Repeat the stitch pattern 8 times in 

total, using the stripe pattern for colour 

changes.

Cast o.

MAKINGUP
With right sides facing, sew together the 

side and base seams. Turn the right way 

out. Weave in all loose ends. 

The fun, rainbow shades of Stylecraft 

DK are sure to cheer you up every 

time you pull this handy case from 

your handbag. You don’t just have to 

use them for sunglasses either – you 

could store spare specs, tissues or 

even hand sanitiser inside, so you can 

always find them easily.

GLASSES CASE 
STRIPE PATTERN 
Yarn B – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows. 

Yarn D – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows. 

Yarn B – 4 rows. 

Yarn A – 4 rows. 

Yarn B – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows. 

Yarn D – 4 rows. 

Yarn C – 4 rows. 

Yarn B – 4 rows. 

Yarn A – 4 rows. 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

Leena Sahloul, 
Media, Advocacy and 
Fundraising Ocer UK

Charity Hand in Hand for 

Aid and Development  

Established 2011

What do you do?

Established by a group 
of British-Syrians, the charity has grown to 

become one of the leading humanitarian actors 
that serves the Syrian communities both within 
Syria and in neighbouring countries. Day after 

day, we’re working on the ground in Syria’s 
hardest-hit areas. But what we do goes well 

beyond life-saving provision – the crisis has led 
to a catastrophic destruction of the country’s 
infrastructure, especially in health care, 

education and employment. Much of our focus 
is on helping Syrian communities to regain the 

skills, confidence and dignity to rebuild their 
own lives. We support families to recover from 
this disastrous situation, creating opportunities 

for sustainable long-term livelihoods with 
a focus on the most vulnerable: including 

children, the disabled and elderly.

What can we do to help? We are looking 

for knitted and crocheted items to give to 
internally displaced people and children in 

hospitals. We regularly transport these to 
Syria where they are distributed according 
to seasonal need. You can knit or crochet any 

garment or blanket in any colours you like. 
All items should be in a brand-new unworn 

condition with no loose strings or pieces that 
could be a hazard to young children.

Contact details 

Phone 0121 246 9402

Address Hand in Hand for Aid and 
Development, 15 Auckland Road, Sparkbrook, 
Birmingham B11 1RH

Email info@hihfad. org 
Website www.hihfad.org  

Social media Follow us on Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter @HIHFADUK.

Copyright 
IUæ Iè
charity!

Help the children 
of Syria by knitting 
clothes, blankets or 
teddy bears 
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Tell us about 
Felt Fusion...
My company is 
just me, Shadow, 
mum of three 
teenage boys, 
dyeing in my 
kitchen and doing pretty much everything 
single-handedly. I find inspiration for 
colourways everywhere – from pictures, 
videos, music, as well as the Dyer’s challenges 
that I run in my Facebook group. Towards 
the end of 2020 I opened a second yarn 
business, Fae Folk Fibres, which focuses on 
more luxurious protein fibre blends, with lots 
of silk, cashmere, yak and camel. All of the 
colourways are exclusive, single batch dyes 
and the inspiration for those is drawn from 
myths, legends and history of the British Isles 
and beyond, as the whim takes me.

What can knitters find at your shop?
Hand-dyed yarns in every weight, fibre and 
style imaginable! I love colour and you’ll find 
lots of bright and deep colourways, but also 
occasional pastels too. You can purchase full 
skeins, mini skein sets, yarn blanks and yarn 
bundles or sign up to one of my yarn clubs. 
Looking for the perfect skein? You can request 
a custom colourway for something unique!

What will be your highlights for 2021?
I don’t tend to plan too far ahead, but am 
looking forward to hopefully vending later 
in the year at yarn shows, and I’m also busy 
playing with cellulose fibres, so hope to 
include more of those in my shop soon. There 
will of course be a 2021 Advent Calendar and 
this year is focussing on semi-solid colours 
that can be used individually in dierent 
projects, or all together as a set.

Where can we find out more?
Visit my websites www.feltfusion.co.uk 
and www.faefolkfibres.com to view all my 
colourways, or follow me on Instagram and 
Facebook @feltfushion for updates.

FELT FUSION

Shadow Gilboa-Way

PLQXWHV ZLëget involved
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W
OVEN in Kirklees is a biennial 

celebration of the innovation 

in textiles across the borough 

in West Yorkshire, connecting a strong 

heritage with today’s developments 

and technology. The event features a 

programme of demonstrations, talks, 

exhibitions, family activities, trails, 

performances, workshops, panel 

discussions and open studios.

SURPASSING EXPECTATIONS

The organisers of WOVEN had big plans 

for 2021 – a rainbow yarn bombing of 

Huddersfield train station. The project 

began in the first lockdown of 2020, 

when a Facebook group named ‘The Big 

Rainbow Knitters’ was set up to recruit 

volunteers to make multi-coloured 

squares for the installation. The initial 

target was 5,000 squares which was 

smashed within the first few months, 

with contributions coming in from 

Germany, Finland, Italy, New Zealand 

and Australia as well as throughout the 

UK. The online community that sprang 

up around this project was a lifeline 

to many throughout the subsequent 

lockdowns, giving them something to 

focus on and look forward to.

GRAND OPENING

Former Great British Sewing Bee star, 

Stuart Hillard, ocially unveiled the yarn 

bombing and opened WOVEN on the 5 

June 2021. It was on display throughout 

the festival, and is currently in the 

process of being made into blankets to 

be donated to local charities.

RAINBOWS EVERYWHERE!

Villages across Kirklees wanted to get 

involved, so they created their own 

yarn bombs for the event in Shepley, 

Slaithwaite, Flockton, 

Lindley, Holmfirth, 

Meltham, Denby Dale, 

Bradley and Batley.

HOW CAN I JOIN IN? 

The Facebook group is still 

running, with members 

sharing their projects 

and thinking about what 

to do for 2023’s WOVEN: 

www.facebook.com/

groups/357709348852865.

The Big Rainbow Knit 
15,000 brightly coloured knitted and crocheted squares were made by crafters all 
over the world to adorn Huddersfield’s train station during the WOVEN festival 

D
orset Horns are one of Britian’s oldest 

sheep, although the breed wasn’t ocially 

established until 1891. Their wool is of 

exceptionally high quality – very white and dense 

– which makes it sought after for luxury bedding 

products. This adaptable sheep will breed out of 

season and can lamb three times in two years. Both 

sexes are horned, with rams sporting distinctive 

heavy spirals. The related Poll Dorset (poll meaning 

‘without horns’) was bred from Australian Dorset 

Horn rams. Discover more interesting British 

sheep breeds at www.britishwool.org.uk. 

Mostly found in the South West, specialist flocks of Dorset Horns are located throughout the UK…

Over 1,000 volunteers 
helped to make this  

incredible yarn bomb

The installation covered 
six grand pillars of the 

station as well as other 
markers in the square
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the mane eventThe mane eventThe mane event
Sophie Jordan’s unique unicorn is giving us serious outfit envy! With striped  
sleeves, cute dungarees and a hairdo to die for, this one’s not just for the kids
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UNICORN TOY
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LoveCrafts are offering 15% 
off Paintbox Yarns Cotton 4ply! 

Quote code LOVESK27 when 
you order by calling 01409 

404010 or visiting www.
lovecrafts.com. Offer 

ends 21 September 
2021.

HOW TO USE 

OUR CHARTS

Start at the bottom right-hand 

corner. Read right-side rows from 

right to left and wrong-side rows 

from left to right. A row of squares 

represents a row of knitting.

When working the stripes 

for the arms and legs, you 

don’t have to break the yarns 

when changing colour. If you 

carry them up the side you’ll 

have fewer ends to 

weave in!

TOP TIP

YOU WILL NEED

Q  Paintbox Yarns Cotton 4ply 

(100% cotton, 50g/170m) 

1 ball of each 

Yarn A Banana Yoghurt (02) 

Yarn B Flamingo (08) 

Yarn C Coffee Cream (03) 

Yarn D Lake Blue (22) 

Yarn E Granite Grey (18)

Q Oddments of DK yarn in a variety 

of colours for mane and tail

Q A pair of 3mm needles

Q A 3mm crochet hook

Q Toy filling

Q 2 buttons, 1cm diameter

UNICORN TOY
LEGS, BODY AND HEAD (MAKE 2)
FIRST HIND LEG

**Cast on 18 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn E.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Rows 2 to 4 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 5 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [16 sts]

Rows 6 to 10 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 11 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [14 sts]

Rows 12 to 18 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 19 to 22 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Change to Yarn C.

Rows 23 to 26 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 27 to 42 Rep Rows 19 to 26 twice.

Rows 43 to 46 Rep Rows 19 to 22.***

Break yarns but leave sts on the needle.

SECOND HIND LEG

Rep First Hind Leg from ** to ***.

BODY

Break Yarn B and join in Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) Knit across sts of second leg and then across sts of first 

leg. [28 sts]

Rows 2 to 4 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 5 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. [2 sts inc’d]

Rows 6 to 8 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Rows 9 to 16 Rep Rows 5 to 8 twice. [34 sts]

Rows 17 to 36 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Row 37 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Rows 38 to 40 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Rows 41 to 44 Rep Rows 37 to 40. [30 sts]

Row 45 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [28 sts]

Row 46 Purl.

Row 47 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Rows 48 to 51 Rep Rows 46 to 47 twice. [22 sts]

Rows 52 to 54 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

HEAD

Row 1 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. [24 sts]

Rows 2 to 4 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 5 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. [2 sts inc’d]

Row 6 Purl.

Rows 7 to 12 Rep Rows 5 and 6 three times. [32 sts]

Rows 13 to 18 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Row 19 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Row 20 Purl.

Rows 21 to 36 Rep Rows 19 and 20 eight times. [14 sts]

Cast off.

FIRST FORELEG

With RS facing, Yarn B and starting at neck indent, pick up and knit 

13 sts working downwards towards the hind leg.

***Rows 2 to 4 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Change to Yarn C.

Rows 5 to 8 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Change to Yarn B.

Rows 9 to 12 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Rows 13 to 28 Rep Rows 5 to 12 twice.

HOOF

Change to Yarn E.

Rows 29 to 34 Starting on a RS knit row work in st st.

Row 35 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. [2 sts inc’d]

Rows 36 to 40 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

EASY TO KNIT

Q A tapestry needle

TENSION

27 sts and 34 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over stocking 

stitch using 3mm needles

MEASUREMENTS

45cm tall, 32cm wide

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

Not suitable for children under the age of three 

years due to small parts. Consider sewing the 

straps in place instead of using buttons

WHERE TO BUY

Q LoveCrafts 01409 404010 

or www.lovecrafts.com

The horn isn’t stuffed, but rolled up
before being attached to the head
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EAR SWISS DARNING CHART KEY

Rows 41 to 46 Rep Rows 35 to 40. [17 sts]

Cast off leaving a 20cm yarn tail for making up.***

SECOND FORELEG

With RS facing, Yarn B and counting 13 rows down from the neck 

indent pick up and knit 13 sts working upwards towards the neck 

indent.

Work as given for First Foreleg from *** to ***.

MAKING UP
Tighten any loose sts where the Hind Legs were joined. With RS 

together, place the two pieces together. Pin in place and sew 

around the edges using matching yarn colours for each section and 

leaving a 5cm turning space between the legs. Turn the right way 

out, stuff carefully, making sure you get adequate stuffing to the 

ends of the hoofs and head. Sew up the turning hole neatly.

EARS (MAKE 4)
Cast on 16 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn A.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Row 4 Purl.

Rows 5 to 14 Rep Rows 3 and 4 five times. [4 sts]

Row 15 (K2tog) twice. [2 sts]

Row 16 Purl.

Cast off.

Working from the cast-on edge upwards, Swiss darn triangles onto 

the RS of two Ear pieces in Yarn B and following the Ear Chart. With 

Yarn A, sew one plain and one Swiss-darned ear piece together 

working around the outside of two sides and leaving the cast-on 

edge unsewn. Repeat using the other two ear pieces. Sew the ears 

onto the top of the head with the Swiss-darned section facing 

forward and leaving 5cm between each Ear.

SNOUT (MAKE 2)
Cast on 20 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn C.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Row 2 Purl

Row 3 Kfb, knit to last st, kfb. [2 sts inc’d]

Row 4 Purl.

Rows 5 to 8 Rep Rows 3 and 4 twice. [26 sts]

Row 9 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Row 10 Purl.

Rows 11 to 14 Rep Rows 9 and 10 twice. [20 sts]

Cast off.

MAKING UP
With RS facing, sew around the perimeter of the Snout piece 

leaving a small gap for turning. Turn RS out and stuff lightly. Sew up 

the gap neatly. Swiss darn two groups of 4-sts onto the Snout for 

nostrils, using photos as a guide and making sure they are evenly 

spaced. Use Yarn C to attach the Snout to the front of the Head, 

squeezing the short edges slightly to make it more prominent as 

you sew it in place.

, QHYHU TXLWH JUHZ RXW RI P\ XQLFèQ SKDVH
VR LWV DOZD\V H[FLWLQJ WR Væ RQH LQ ëH PDJ
HVSHFLDç\ RQH VSèWLQJ RQH RI P\ IDYRXULWH

JDUPHQWV Í GXQJDUæVÓ
JENNIFER MAY, PRODUCTION ASSISTANT

Yarn A

Swiss darn using Yarn B

This would be a great project for
stashbusting – why not make a 
rainbow unicorn from leftovers?

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!



UNICORN TOY

HORN
Cast on 15 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn C.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Row 2 Purl.

Row 3 K2tog, knit to last 2 sts, k2tog. [2 sts dec’d]

Rows 4 to 15 Rep Rows 2 and 3 six times. [1 st]

Fasten off.

With RS facing outwards, roll up the piece and sew to form a cone. 

Attach Horn to front of Head using Yarn C.

FRINGE
Cut various colours of DK yarn into 15cm lengths. Fold the lengths 

in half. Push a 3mm crochet hook under two threads of a single 

stitch on the head near the outside edge of the ear. Catch the bend 

in the DK yarn length with the crochet hook and pull under the 

stitch leaving the ends on the other side of the stitch. Release the 

hook and thread the ends through the looped end of the length of 

thread, pull the loop tight to the head. Repeat this process along 

the top edge of the head alternating with different coloured yarn, 

and working below the horn, until you reach the outside edge of the 

other ear. Optional: Split each thread to make the hair fluffy. Trim 

Fringe to length.

MANE
Work in the same way as for Fringe but this time finding the middle 

column of sts at the back of the head and working down this column 

to nape of neck. Vary the yarn colour for each stitch as you work 

downwards. Repeat this process at the top back of the head, each 

side of the central mane. Optional: Split each thread to make the 

hair fluffy. Trim if necessary.

DUNGAREES FRONT
Cast on 36 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn D.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Rows 2 to 18 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 19 K18, turn and work on these 18 sts only for first leg, leaving 

rem 18 sts on hold

Rows 20 to 31 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Cast off these 18 sts purlwise.

With RS facing, rejoin yarn to rem 18 sts for second leg.

Row 19 Knit.

Rows 20 to 31 Starting on a WS purl row, work 11 rows in st st.

Cast off purlwise.

DUNGAREES BACK
Cast on 36 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn D.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Rows 2 to 8 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 9 (Tail gap) K14, cast off 8 sts, knit to end. [28 sts]

Row 10 P14, turn, cast on 8 sts, turn, purl to end. [36 sts]

Row 11 K13, (K1 tbl) 10 times, knit to end.

Rows 12 to 18 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Row 19 K18, turn and work on these 18 sts only for first leg, leaving 

rem 18 sts on hold.

Rows 20 to 30 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Cast off.

With RS facing, rejoin Yarn D to rem 18 sts for second leg.

Row 19 Knit.

Rows 20 to 31 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Cast off.

STRAPS (MAKE 2)
Cast on 40 sts using 3mm needles and Yarn D.

Row 1 (RS) *K1 tbl; rep from * to end.

Row 2 (K1 tbl) twice, cast off 3 sts for buttonhole, *K1 tbl; rep from 

* to end. [37 sts]

Row 3 (K1 tbl) 35 times, turn, cast on 3 sts, turn, (K1 tbl) twice.  

[40 sts]

Cast off, knitting all sts tbl.

BIB
With the RS of the Dungarees Front piece facing, Yarn D and 

working from right to left, count 7 sts in from edge, then pick up and 

knit 24 sts.

Rows 1 to 15 Starting on a WS purl row work in st st.

Cast off knitwise.

MAKING UP
With RS together and Yarn D, sew side and crotch seam. Sew the 

end of each strap WITHOUT the buttonhole to the top edge of the 

Back Trousers, equally spaced. Attach buttons to upper corners of 

Bib.

TAIL
Worked in a similar way to Fringe and Mane. Dress the Unicorn in 

the Dungarees and, working through the tail gap in the dungarees 

for placement, add a few lengths of spare DK yarn to small area on 

the Unicorn body. Optional: Split each thread to make the hair 

fluffy. Trim if necessary. 

Separate the strands of yarn for  
a curlier hairstyle

NEXT MONTH
Cat fanatics will be thrilled to hear that Amanda Berry has delivered a 

super cute collection of cat designs that’ll sit neatly in your pocket 

next month. Issue 216 is available from all good supermarkets and 

newsagents from Tuesday 7 September.



Things may have changed. There’s social distancing, hand sanitisers and face masks. But rest 
assured your local yarn shop will be working hard to keep you safe and still provide the 
personal service that you’ve always loved.

You can chat about a project. Pick up some useful advice. Join your shops virtual craft 
group. Invest in a stash for the future and much, much more.

Visit www.ukhandknitting.comQG \RXU ORFDO VKRS DQG HQMR\ D UHDO JRRG \DUQ

YOUR LOCAL YARN SHOP IS STILL HERE FOR YOU.

And things you just can’t 
put a price on

Always helpful and 
expert advice

Some things may have changed 
at your local yarn shop. 

With thanks to: Emma Varnam for the welcoming rabbit from Cute Crocheted Animals. The listening ear shell is from a crochet pattern by Anna Sakhno. 
The wise owl is by Marken of The Hat & I and the heart is by Tatyana Grigoryan.

There’ll always be a 
warm welcome

someone who listens 
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OVER
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EVERY ISSUE!

Europe & Rest of world readers
Europe: 106 for a 1-year subscription (13 issues) by debit/credit card

Rest of World: $146 for a 1-year subscription (13 issues) by debit/credit card

Order online at www.buysubscriptions.com/skPOS21 
or call +44 16O4 973 755 and quote SKPOS21

Terms and conditions: *All savings are calculated as a percentage of Basic Annual Rate. The Basic annual rate is $198.87 which includes any event issues (issues charged at higher than standard 
cover price) published in a 12 month period. Payment is taken in US$. If you subscribe by 3-monthly continuous credit card payments, you will be charged every 3 months until you cancel. This 
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flock of socks
Pretty in pink, our feathered friends are leading a merry dance  
around these colourwork socks in cool denim blue. By DROPS

KNIT
UNDER 
£15!
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FLAMINGO SOCKS

YOU WILL NEED

Q  DROPS Flora (65% wool,  

35% alpaca, 50g/210m) 

1 (2: 2) balls of  

Yarn A Denim Blue (13),  

1 ball of each 

Yarn B Off White (01) 

Yarn C Indigo (10) 

Yarn D Pistachio (16) 

Yarn E Red (18) 

Yarn F Coral (19)

Q  1 set of 2.5mm double-pointed 

needles (DPNs) or a 2.5mm 

circular needle, 60-80cm long, 

for Magic Loop

Q Stitch markers

Q Stitch holder or spare needle

TENSION

26 sts and 34 rows to measure 

10x10cm (4x4in) over st st using 

2.5mm needles

FLAMINGO SOCKS (MAKE TWO)
Note 1 Work charts in st st (knit every round), stranding unused 

colour loosely along wrong side of work, making sure not to pull  

too tightly. Check your tension and change your needles as needed 

to keep the tension for the chart and plain st st the same. 

Note 2 When working the heel flap, you can work with 2 strands for 

a stronger fabric following this method: use both ends of the ball 

and alternate which strand you use on each stitch, stranding the 

unused end loosely along wrong side of work as if you are doing 

stranded colourwork. 

CUFF
Cast on 72 (72: 80) sts using Yarn A and 2.5mm needles and join  

to work in the round, taking care not to twist stitches. PM to mark 

beg of round.

Next round Knit.

Rib round *K2, P2; rep from * to end of round.

Cont in rib until cuff meas 3cm.

Dec round Knit to end, decreasing 6 (6: 3) sts evenly around. 

[66 (66: 77) sts]

LEG
Stranding yarn not in use loosely behind work and continuing in  

st st throughout, work as follows:

Next round Work Row 1 of Chart A 6 (6: 7) times.

This round sets Chart A. Work a further 35 rounds to complete 

Chart A.

Dec round With Yarn D, knit to end, decreasing 10 (2: 5) sts evenly 

around. [56 (64: 72) sts]

Next round Work Row 1 of Chart B 7 (8: 9) times.

This round sets Chart B. Work a further 6 rounds to complete  

TAKE ON A CHALLENGE

ABBREVIATIONS

For a full list see page 95

MEASUREMENTS

S (M: L)

To fit foot circumference

21 (22.5: 24)cm, 8 (9: 9)in

Actual foot circumference

20 (21.5: 23)cm, 8 (8: 9)in

Length from cuff to bottom of 

the heel 23 (24.5: 26)cm,  

9 (9: 10)in

Length from heel to toe

Adjustable

Turn to page 87

SHOP SMART
SHOP 

LOCAL!

WHERE TO BUY

Q For yarn stockists  

visit DROPS at  

www.garnstudio.com

OR YOU COULD TRY…

QWool Warehouse  

0800 505 3300 or www.

woolwarehouse.co.uk

Q  Purple Sheep Yarns  

01695 570199 or www.

purplesheepyarns.co.uk

CHART A

CHART B

CHART C
KEY

Remember to keep 
checking that your 
stitches aren’t twisted
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Wool Warehouse are offering 
10% off DROPS Flora! Quote 
offer code SK215 when you 

order. To place your order call 
0800 505 3300 or visit www.

woolwarehouse.co.uk. 
Offer ends 23 Sept 

2021.
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FLAMINGO SOCKS

Chart B.

Dec round With Yarn D, knit to end, decreasing 2 (4: 6) sts evenly 

around. [54 (60: 66) sts]

Next round Work Row 1 of Chart C 9 (10: 11) times.

This round sets Chart C. Work a further 4 rounds to complete  

Chart C.

Dec round With Yarn A, knit to end, decreasing 0 (2: 4) sts evenly 

around. [54 (58: 62 sts]

Break all other yarns and complete sock using Yarn A.

Cont straight in st st until sock meas 18 (19: 20) cm or preferred 

length from cast-on edge.

HEEL FLAP
Set up round K13 (14: 15), turn, P26 (28: 30) sts, turn.

The heel flap is worked over these 26 (28: 30) sts, turn at end of 

each row, leaving rem 28 (30: 32) sts on holder or spare needle.

Starting with a knit row, cont in st st until heel flap meas 5 (5.5: 6) 

cm, ending after a WS row.

Insert a locking marker in the middle of last row, marker should  

be used later to measure the length of foot.

TURN HEEL
Row 1 (RS) Knit to last 7 (8: 8) sts, skpo, turn. 

Row 2 (WS) Purl to last 7 (8: 8) sts, ssp, turn.

Row 3 Knit to last 6 (7: 7) sts, skpo, turn.

Row 4 Purl to last 6 (7: 7) sts, ssp, turn.

Cont in this way, working 1 st less before each dec until you have  

14 (14: 16) heel sts, ending after a WS row.

GUSSET
Resume working in the round.

Next round With RS facing, knit to end of heel sts, pick up and knit 

13 (14: 16) sts along side of the heel flap, PM, knit across 28 (30: 32) 

instep sts, PM, pick up and knit 13 (14: 16) sts along side of the heel 

flap, K7 (7: 8) to centre of heel. PM for new beg of round. 

[68 (72: 80) sts]

Dec round Knit to 2 sts before SM, K2tog, sl SM, knit to SM, sl SM, 

ssk, knit to end. [2 sts dec’d]

Next round Knit to end, slipping mrks. 

Rep these 2 rounds until 52 (56: 60) sts remain. Knit to next SM, 

this is now the beg of round mrk. Remove all other mrks.

FOOT
Cont straight in st st until foot meas 4 (5: 6)cm less than desired 

foot length.

TOE
Set up round K26 (28: 30), PM, K26 (28: 30).

Dec round (K1, ssk, knit to 3 sts before SM, k2tog, K1, sl SM) twice. 

[4 sts dec’d]

Next round Knit.

Rep these 2 rounds a further 3 (6: 8) times. [36 (28: 24) sts]

Rep only dec round 6 (3: 2) times. [12 (16: 16) sts]

Next round (K2tog) 6 (8: 8) times. [6 (8: 8) sts] 

FINISHING
Break off yarn and pull tail through rem sts and secure. Weave in 

ends. Block gently to measurements, following any yarn care 

instructions on the ball band. 

Experiment with colours by using
some sock yarn from your stash 

Colourwork can affect 
knitting tension so make 
sure you knit a square first
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If you’re new to knitting, or just need a little refresher, our knitting 
guide is here to make sure you get it right first time, every time

cable CAST-ON method Use it for a firm edge, and when adding stitches to your work

Make a slip knot. Insert right-hand needle 

into the stitch as if to knit. Wrap the 

yarn around the point and pull through, 

slipping the stitch on to the left-hand needle. 

Push the point of the right-hand needle 

between the first and second stitches. Wrap 

the yarn anti-clockwise around the point of 

the right-hand needle.

Pull the loop out with the right-hand needle, 

then slip it over the tip of the left-hand 

needle. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until you have 

the number of stitches you require.

1 2 3

Make a slip knot and place it 

on a needle, leaving a long tail. 

The tail length depends on the 

number of stitches you wish to 

cast on. Try a length about 3 

times the width of the project. 

Hold the tail in your left hand 

with your thumb sticking up. 

Make a circle anti-clockwise with 

your thumb. You should end up 

with a cross on the front of your 

thumb.

Push the needle tip along the 

outside of your thumb so it 

passes through the loop. Wrap 

the working yarn as if to knit.

Draw the yarn through the 

thumb loop and then between 

the arms of the cross. Slip your 

thumb out and pull to tighten the 

stitch. Repeat from Step 2.

thumb CAST-ON method A great all rounder, use it to cast on stitches quickly and easily

1 2 3 4

Hold the needle with the stitches 

on it in your left hand. Keeping 

the yarn in your right hand and 

at the back of your work, insert 

the point of the right-hand 

needle up into the front loop of 

the first stitch, as shown.

Now wind the yarn anti-

clockwise around the point of 

the right-hand needle using your 

index finger. It’s important to 

keep the yarn in your right hand 

relatively taut to maintain an 

even tension as you go.

Bring the right-hand needle 

down through the loop, making 

sure that you catch the yarn you 

wound around the needle. This 

creates the stitch. Don’t pull the 

free yarn too tightly, let out some 

slack.

Push the point of the right needle 

further through the stitch you 

created, then gently pull the right 

needle up and to your left, taking 

the original loop with it. You’ve 

now created one knit stitch. 

Repeat Steps 1 to 4 across the 

row.

Knit Follow our simple steps to make the most important stitch you’ll learn

1 2 3 4
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Start by knitting the first 

two stitches of the row as 

normal, but don’t go any further 

along as you usually would.

Insert the left-hand needle 

through the first stitch,  

as shown. Lift this stitch over the 

other stitch on the right-hand 

needle and over the needle 

point.

Knit another stitch so you have 

two on the right needle. Lift the 

first stitch over the second, then 

repeat Steps 1 to 3.

When you get to the last stitch, 

cut the yarn about 15cm (6in) 

away, feed it through the loop 

and pull through firmly to fasten 

o.

Cast off Finish o your knitting with this straightforward cast-o technique

1 2 3 4

Insert the tip of the right-hand 

needle into the front of the stitch 

and knit as normal, but don’t 

drop it from the left-hand needle.

Then take the right-hand needle 

behind the left and insert the tip 

of the needle down through the 

back of the stitch on the  

left-hand needle.

Wrap the yarn around the  

tip of the right-hand needle to 

knit the stitch. Bring the needle 

through to make the stitch, 

keeping it on the right-hand 

needle.

Take the stitch o the left-hand 

needle. You will have increased 

one stitch by knitting twice into 

the original stitch, first at the 

front, then at the back.

kfb Increase 1 stitch by knitting into the front and back of an existing stitch

1 2 3 4

Insert the point of the right-hand 

needle through the loops of the 

next two stitches as if to knit.

Wind the yarn around the tip 

of the right-hand needle and 

pull the yarn through the two 

stitches, knitting them  

both together.

Drop the two stitches from  

the left-hand needle and keep 

the new stitch on the right-hand 

needle.

Knitting two stitches together 

decreases your stitch count by 

one, and the decrease stitch 

leans to the right. This is how a 

series looks.

K2TOG Knit two stitches together to give a right-leaning decrease 

1 2 3 4

Purl To make purl stitches, just reverse the action of plain knit stitches

Holding the needle with all the 

stitches on in your left hand, and 

ensuring that the yarn is at the 

front of your work, insert the 

right-hand needle up through 

the front loop of your first stitch 

as shown.

Wind the yarn around the tip 

of the right-hand needle from 

right to left, in an anti-clockwise 

motion, constantly keeping a 

slight tension on the yarn.

Now slip the right-hand needle 

back through the stitch, 

ensuring that you catch the 

yarn that you’ve already wound 

around the needle. This creates 

a stitch on your right-hand 

needle.

Pushing the point of the right-

hand needle a little further 

through the stitch, pull the 

original loop up and o the left-

hand needle. That’s your first 

purl stitch! Repeat Steps 1 to 4 

across the row.

1 2 3 4
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You may see these great finishing touches in our patterns!

duplicate stitch/Swiss darning Chain stitch Perfect for hanging loops

Swiss darning or duplicate 

stitch is a great way to add small 

details to your knitting, covering 

the stitch with an embroidery 

stitch the same shape as the 

stitch beneath it. Work from 

bottom to top, bringing the

needle out at the base of the 

stitch at 1 . Take the needle 

behind the top of the ‘V’, in at 2

and out at 3 . Take the needle 

down at 1 and bring it up at 4 , 

at the base of the stitch above. 

Continue in this way up the line 

of knitted stitches.

Make a loop on your crochet 

hook. With the hook in your right 

hand, hold the knot between 

thumb and finger of the left 

hand. Move the hook under and 

over the yarn.

Pull hook and yarn back through 

the loop (1st chain). Repeat 

Steps 1 and 2 until you’ve 

formed a chain of the required 

length. Insert the thread end 

through the last loop and pull 

tight to secure.

1 2

kitchener stitch The best way to graft your sock toes together 

Arrange your stitches so that

the ones for the top of the foot

are on one needle, and those

for the bottom of the foot are

on the other, with both needle

tips pointing to the right. Cut

a 40cm (15in) tail of yarn and

thread onto a tapestry needle.

Using your needle, thread the 

tail purlwise through the first 

stitch on the front needle, 

and then knitwise through the 

first stitch on the back needle. 

*Thread tail knitwise through 

the first stitch on the front 

needle and drop o the needle.

Thread the tail purlwise through 

the new first stitch on the needle 

closest to you. Thread the tail 

purlwise through the first stitch 

on the needle furthest away 

from you and drop that stitch o 

the needle.

Thread the tail knitwise through

the new first stitch on the

needle furthest away from you.

Repeat from * to Step 4 until 

you’ve worked all your toe 

stitches.

1 2 3 4

GET PROFESSIONAL RESULTS! “Don’t rush
ëH VHZLQJÓ

MATTRESS STITCH
Place your knitted pieces RS up side by side. Thread your yarn on 

to a needle, anchor the end and weave along an edge to your start 

point. Working from back to front, push your needle up between 

the first and second stitches of the left piece’s edge, then insert 

the needle down between the first two stitches of the right piece’s 

edge (on the equivalent row). Moving upwards, bring the needle 

back up on the right piece, scooping up the bar that lies at the 

back of the stitch. Return to the opposite piece and repeat.

BACKSTITCH
Pin your two pieces together and secure your sewing yarn tail a 

stitch length to the right of where you are starting. Now working 

from right to left, bring the needle up a couple of stitches away at 
1 . Take the needle down at 2  and up again at 3  and down at 4 . 

Repeat this motion, keeping the stitches regular and ensuring you 

put the needle through the middle of each knitted stitch to avoid 

splitting the fabric.

MORE STITCHES TO MASTER

1 23

Use our easy-to-follow hints and tips for the perfect finish

3 2

1

4
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alt alternate

approx  approximately

beg  beginning

b&t (break and tighten) break o the 

yarn and thread the end through 

the st(s) left on the needle. Pull 

the end of the yarn to tighten the 

st(s) together

C2B slip next stitch to cn and 

hold at back, K1;  

K1 from cn

C2F slip next stitch to cn and 

hold at front, K1;  

K1 from cn

C4B  slip next 2 stitches to cn and hold 

at back, K2; K2 from cn

C4F slip next 2 stitches to cn and hold 

at front, K2; K2 from cn

C6B  slip next 3 stitches to cn and hold 

at back, K3; K3 from cn

C6F slip next 3 stitches to cn and hold 

at front, K3; K3 from cn

cb cable back

CC contrast colour

cf cable forward

cn cable needle

co cast on

cont continue

dec decrease(ing) (by working two 

stitches together)

est established

DK double knitting 

DPNs double-pointed needles

foll/s following/follows

g st garter stitch (knit every row)

inc increase (usually knit into same 

stitch twice)

K/k knit

kfb knit into front and back of stitch

kwise  knitwise; by knitting the stitch

k2tog  knit the next two stitches 

together

k(1)tbl knit (1) into back loop

LH left hand

LT left twist

meas measure(s) 

M1 make one stitch by knitting into 

back of loop between two stitches 

(increase 1 stitch) 

M1L ( left leaning increase) with left 

needle tip, lift strand between 

needles from front to back. Knit 

lifted loop through back of loop 

M1R  (right leaning increase) with left 

needle tip, lift strand between 

needles from back to front. Knit 

lifted loop through front of loop

M1P  make one purlwise by purling into 

back of loop between two stitches 

(increase 1 stitch)

MB make a bobble

MC main colour

mrk marker 

P/p purl

patt(s) pattern(s)

PB place bead

pfb purl into front and back of stitch

PM place marker

P2tog  purl 2 stitches together (1 stitch 

decreased)

P3tog  purl 3 stitches together (2 

stitches decreased)

prev previous

psso  pass slipped stitch(es) over

p(1)tbl purl (1) into back of the loop

pwise  (purlwise) by purling the stitch

rem remain/remaining

rep(s) repeat(s)

rev st st reverse stocking stitch

RH right hand

rib2tog  either k2tog or p2tog 

dep on what next stitch 

in ribbing should be  

(keeps ribbing looking  

neat on buttonholes)

rnd(s)  round(s) (on a circular needle/

DPNs)

RS right side

RT right twist

skpo  slip 1 stitch, knit 1 stitch, pass 

slipped stitch over (1 stitch 

decreased)

sk2po  slip 1 stitch, knit 2 stitches 

together, pass slipped stitch over 

(2 stitches decreased)

sl slip

slm slip marker 

sl st slip stitch

SM stitch marker

ssk slip 2 stitches one at a time, knit 2 

slipped stitches together  

(1 stitch decreased)

sssk  slip 3 stitches one at a time, knit 3 

slipped stitches together (two 

stitches decreased)

ssp slip 2 stitches one at a time, purl 2 

slipped stitches together through 

back loops (1 stitch decreased)

st(s) stitch(es)

st st stocking stitch

tbl through the back of the loop

T2B slip next stitch to cn and

hold at back, K1;  P1 from cn

T2F slip next stitch to cn and 

hold at front, P1;  K1 from cn

tog together

W3 (wrap 3 stitches) with  

yarn held at back of work, slip 

next 3 sts to cn and hold at front 

of work. Wrap yarn 3 times  

around these 3 sts, being careful 

not to pull it too tight and ending 

up with yarn at back of work. Slip 

the 3 sts to right needle without 

knitting them

WS wrong side

w&t (wrap and turn) slip next st 

from LH to RH needle, take yarn 

between needles to other side of 

work, slip st back to LH needle, 

take yarn between needles to its 

starting point, then turn. 

On next row, knit or purl the 

wrapped stitch together with the 

strand wrapping around it

wyib with yarn in back

wyif with yarn in front

ybk yarn to the back

yfwd yarn forward

yo yarn over 

yrn yarn round needle

yon yarn over needle

* work instructions immediately 

following *, then repeat as 

directed
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Yarn weights
Choose the right yarns to knit with

1, 2 and 3ply Knit on 2 to 3.5mm needles. Use for delicate lace 

knitting and baby garments. Good for socks and gloves.

4ply Knit on 3 to 4mm needles.  

Great for baby clothes, heavier socks and lightweight tops.

Double knitting (DK) Knit on 3.5 to 4.5mm needles. Usually double 

the weight of 4ply, this is the most widely used weight. Suitable for 

most garments and quick to knit up.

 14 2mm 0

 13 2.25mm 1

 – 2.5mm –

 12 2.75mm 2

 11 3mm –

 10 3.25mm 3

 – 3.5mm 4

 9 3.75mm 5

 8 4mm 6

 7 4.5mm 7

 6 5mm 8

 5 5.5mm 9

 4 6mm 10

 3 6.5mm 10

 2 7mm –

 1 7.5mm –

 0 8mm 11

 00 9mm 13

 000 10mm 15

 – 12mm 17

 – 15mm 19

 – 20mm 36

 – 25mm 50

UK METRIC US

Needle sizes

 14 2mm B/1

 13 2.25mm –

 12 2.5mm C/2

 11 3mm –

 10 3.25mm D/3

 9 3.5mm E/4

 8 4mm G/6

 7 4.5mm 7

 6 5mm H/8

 5 5.5mm I/9

 4 6mm J/10

 3 6.5mm K/10

 2 7mm –

 0 8mm –

 00 9mm –

 000 10mm –

UK METRIC US

Hook sizes

Aran Knit on 4 to 5.5mm needles. Originally created for fishermen’s 

jumpers. Use when DK isn’t heavy enough, and chunky is too bulky. 

Perfect for outdoor or warm clothing.

Chunky Knit on 5.5 to 7mm needles. Associated with outdoor wear 

and winter jumpers, great for oversized garments.

Super chunky Knit on 7 to 12mm needles. A great weight for 

beginners, as it produces quick results. Good for furnishings.

Big Knit on 9 to 20mm needles. Perfect for eye-catching scarves 

and coats, as well as cosy cushions and throws.

Yarn weight UK/US conversion

4ply Sport

Double knitting Light worsted

Aran Fisherman/Worsted

Chunky Bulky

Super chunky Extra bulky
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MEET THE TEAM WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT AUTUMN?

“It’s my favourite – 
watching the colours 

change, seeing new yarn shades 
and knitting by the fire.”

Kirstie McLeod
Editor

Jen Bartlett 
Deputy Tech Editor

“After all the sun I 
always need a little 

snuggling down (under a cosy new 
blanket make from my stash!)”

“All those oranges, 
reds and browns get 

my brain whirring with exciting 
new combos to try out.”

Jennifer May
Production Assistant

Sophie Jordan
Deputy Editor

“I love planning my 
next cosy cardi, and 

dreaming of settling in on the sofa 
during the autumn evenings!”

By Amanda Berry
Cat fanatics will love our  
gang of teeny tiny kitties

Get ready for 
autumn with our 

cosy creations!

KNIT YOUR OWN 

POCKET PUSS

all the  
family!
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EXPAND YOUR SKILLS

L triangle pattern, filled with straight lines and eyelets, for 

a lovely summer wrap or beach cover up this season.

Cast on a multiple of 12 sts, plus 2 (try 38 sts).

Row 1 (RS) P1, yo, sl1, K1, psso, K6, P1. (10 sts)

Row 2 (WS) K1, P6, K1, P1, K1. 

Row 3 P1, yo, P1, sl1, K1, psso, K5, P1. 

Row 4 K1, P5, K2, P1, K1. 

Row 5 P1, yo, P2, sl1, K1, psso, K4, P1. 

Row 6 K1, P4, K3, P1, K1. 

Row 7 P1, yo, P3, sl1, K1, psso, K3, P1. 

Row 8 K1, P3, K4, P1, K1. 

Row 9 P1, yo, P4, sl1, K1, psso, K2, P1. 

Row 10 K1, P2, K5, P1, K1. 

Row 11  P1, yo, P5, sl1, K1, psso, K1, P1. 

Row 12 K1, P1, K6, P1, K1. 

Row 13 P1, yo, P6, sl1, K1, psso, P1. 

Row 14 K1, P8, K1. 

geometric 
triangles
geometric 
triangles

Row 15 P1, K6, k2tog, yo, P1. 

Row 16 K1, P1, K1, P6, K1. 

Row 17 P1, K5, k2tog, P1, yo, P1. 

Row 18 K1, P1, K2, P5, K1. 

Row 19 P1, K4, k2tog, P2, yo, P1. 

Row 20 K1, P1, K3, P4, K1. 

Row 21 P1, K3, k2tog, P3, yo, P1. 

Row 22 K1, P1, K4, P3, K1. 

Row 23 P1, K2, k2tog, P4, yo, P1. 

Row 24 K1, P1, K5, P2, K1. 

Row 25 P1, K1, k2tog, P5, yo, P1. 

Row 26 K1, P1, K6, P1, K1.  

Row 27 P1, k2tog, P6, yo, P1. 

Row 28  K1, P8, K1. 

STITCH  

mon
th

This issue we bring you another exciting  
Stitch of the Month feature with Bernat

Knitted in Bernat
Satin Teal (04203)

WHERE TO BUY
Q Readicut www.readicut.co.uk or 0116 2713759

QWool Warehouse www.woolwarehouse.co.uk or 0800 505 3300

SPONSORED BY



01756 703 670

enquiries@kingcole.com

kingcole.comTen gorgeous new 

shades available from 

all good yarn retailers

Available from all good yarn retailers

SWEATER 
& JACKET

PATTERN 5788
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BACK ISSUES

MISSED AN ISSUE?
Catch up on what you’ve missed in Simply Knitting by downloading  

a recent issue or rediscover one of our earlier issues

ISSUE 214

SEPTEMBER
 Lucinda T-shirt 

Watermelon cushion 
Kid’s Fair Isle cardigan 
Zigzag blanket  Rainbow 
nursery KAL (part 2) 
Cable and lace vest top 
Phone cushion  Men’s 
jumper  Climate canary 

 Seal toy  Eyelet ankle 
socks  Textured cardi
PLUS! Exclusive Burda 
Knitting magazine.

BUY IT NOW!
RETURN TO THE

APP TO BUY BACKISSUES

ISSUE 210

MAY
 Faux wrap jumper 

Baby gansey  Spotty 
clutch bag  Cat bed socks 

 Mesh-stitch scarf  Kid’s 
cow jumper  London tube 
train  Animal Blanket 
KAL (part 3)  Men’s cable 
cardigan  Mock braids 
jumper  Tumbling blocks 
cushion 
PLUS! Burda Knitting 
magazine.

ISSUE 211

JUNE
 Faux wrap jumper 

Baby gansey  Spotty 
clutch bag  Cat bed socks 

 Mesh-stitch scarf  Kid’s 
cow jumper  London tube 
train  Animal Blanket 
KAL (part 3)  Men’s cable 
cardigan  Mock braids 
jumper  Tumbling blocks 
cushion 
PLUS! Burda Knitting 
magazine.

ISSUE 212

JULY
 Lattice jumper  Flask 

cover  Kid’s zebra jumper 
 Fruit and veg basket 

Textured men’s jumper 
 Polka dot sweater 

Doggy blanket  Pig baby 
jumper  Scroll lace scarf 

 Men’s cabled socks 
 Aeroplane tea cosy 

Cable cardigan
PLUS! The latest Burda 
Knitting magazine.

ISSUE 213

AUGUST
 Lace cardigan  Peacock 

purse  Kid’s pirate jumper 
 Cable tunic  Wedding 

bouquet  Eyelet socks 
Men’s dog jumper  Lace 
bridal wrap  Rainbow 
nursery KAL (part 1) 
Heart cushion  Wedding 
cake
PLUS! Dress-up doll 
pattern booklet and Burda 
magazine.



 
RETURN TO THE APP FOR EARLIER BACK ISSUES

ISSUE 202

OCTOBER
 Beach hut homeware 

set  Slip-stitch 
cardigan  Preemie 
baby set  Bobble 
spray scarf  Summer 
T-shirt  3D floral 
cushion  Kid’s veggie 
tank top  Cosy jacket 
and snood  Neck-knot 
gillet  Chevron socks 
PLUS! how to master 
stretchy cast os

ISSUE 203

NOVEMBER
 Floral intarsia jumper 
 Haunted house kid’s 

jumper  Cute dog 
blanket  Lace cardigan 

 Beaded headband 
 Zigzag T-shirt 

Halloween tea cosy 
 Monster toy  Hot 

air balloon cushion 
Circle pattern pop socks 
PLUS! How to improve 
your beading skills

ISSUE 204

CHRISTMAS
 Christmas tree jumper 
 Festive Bunting 
 Eyelet cardigan 

Holly hat  Snowman 
toy  Christmas pud 
baby jumper  Fair 
Isle blanket KAL (pt1) 

 Polo-neck sweater 
 Poinsettia brooch 
 Festive bottle bags 

PLUS! Bumper giveaway 
feature 

ISSUE 205

DECEMBER
 Snowflake cardigan 

Kid’s Christmas jumper 
 Garter stitch shawl 

Men’s reindeer sweater 
 Gingerbread house 

decoration  Scandi 
jumper tea cosy  Fair 
Isle KAL (pt2)  Kid’s 
holly hat  V-neck cardi 

 Pet stockings PLUS! 
Winter Woodland animal 
pattern booklet

ISSUE 206

JANUARY
 Lace jumper  Kid’s 

dachshund cardi  Fair 
Isle KAL (pt3)  Zigzag 
striped scarf  Reindeer 
hat  Festive finger 
puppets  Gingerbread 
house cushion 
Charisma jumper 
Striped baby set  Bright 
striped socks PLUS! 
Festive Winter Knits 
pattern booklet

ISSUE 207

FEBRUARY
 Cable jumper  Baby 

cardi  Fair Isle KAL (final 
part)  Tablet bean bag

 Basketweave cardi 
Polar bear toy  Textured 
poncho  Fun fox scarf 

 Geometric cushion 
Rowan reverse blanket 

 Striped kid’s jumper 
 Variegated bobble hat 

PLUS! Winter Essentials 
pattern booklet

ISSUE 208

MARCH
 Heart jumper 

Cottage toy  Llama 
jumper & bag  Moss 
stitch cardi  Chevron 
hat  Lace scarf  Baby 
blanket KAL  Men’s 
cable jumper  Pocket 
bag  Hot water bottle 
cover  Baby bootees 
Colour block cardi  
PLUS! Burda Knitting 
mag & Baby Knits booklet

ISSUE 209

APRIL
 Stripes and flags  

jumper  Woven wrap 
 Kid’s bunny jumper 
 Bright chevron bag 
 Tree dining set  Loop 

stitch cardigan  Fair Isle 
cushion  Kid’s pencil 
case  Laptop bag  

 Baby’s lamb hat 
Animal bootees  

 Easter eggs 
PLUS! Burda Knitting mag!
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Here comes 

the sun
– Welcome to our  

summer magazine

We produce our magazines months in  

advance so there was not much in the  

way of long, sunny evenings when we took  

photos of all the lovely knits you can see  

on the following pages. In fact, the first  

snow of the Danish winter fell during the  

photo shoots for the magazine.  

We used special effects to create a  

summery atmosphere in the pictures. As  

you read this, the summer will have come.  

Time to wear summer knits! Tops and  

blouses in pretty pastels, designs in pink,  

this season's hottest colour, light and airy  

lacy patterns, a series of adorable models  

for you – and much, much more…

Enjoy! 

For all pattern queries email  

Burda Knitting at help@burdanordic.com

Our thanks to Hotel SP34 brochner-hotels.com/
hotel-sp34/ and Restaurant Vækst cofoco.dk/
restauranter/vaekst for the loan of their premises.
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34-46
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• • •

TEXTURED PATTERN TOP

Say hello to summer in this cute top. It really 

pops in a lovely shade of peach. The top has a 

decadent textured pattern and ribbed edges. 

The straps are broad enough to cover your bra 

straps. The top is knitted in a soft cotton yarn.

Yarn: Soft Cotton

A fresh  
summer  
GLOW

08/214



A fresh  
summer  
GLOW34-48

9

• • • • •

TEXTURED PATTERN CARDIGAN

Wear together or as separates. This cardigan 

is worked in the same textured pattern as 

the top on the previous page. A short and 

elegant model, this works just as well as part 

of a twin set as it does on its own with  

a relaxed T-shirt and a stylish skirt.

Yarn: Soft Cotton

08/21 5



A fresh  
summer  
GLOW

RIB-KNIT TOP

A really lovely summer top. It is light 

and vibrant, worked in a pretty, soft 

and luxurious melange yarn made 

of cashmere and cotton. The top is 

worked in rib with fine side panels 

with garter stitch stripes that extend 

to form the straps.

34-46

11

• • 

Yarn: Lotus

08/216



34-48
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• • • • •

BLOUSE

Check this out! Boxy blouses are back in 

fashion! This one has a lovely bat-wing 

shape. It is worked in a unique effect 

yarn that is matte and glossy all at once. 

Simply stunning! And we leave it entirely 

up to you to decide if you wear this blouse 

on its own or with a top underneath.

Yarn: Janet

08/21 7



A fresh  
summer  
GLOW

34-48
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• • 

LACY PATTERN BLOUSE

Yet another trendy short-length blouse! 

This one has an airy lacy pattern that 

gives it a very casual look. The simple 

design is easy to knit. The trumpet 

sleeves and pretty melange yarn made 

of cashmere and cotton are sure to get 

you noticed!

Yarn: Lotus

08/218



A fresh  
summer  
GLOW

34-48

13

• • •

FISHERMAN’S RIB SWEATER

Show off sun-kissed shoulders in 

this beautiful sweater. It is worked 

in a lovely soft blend of cotton and 

viscose in a cool shade of turquoise. 

This sweater is worked in  

fisherman's rib with ribbed edges.

Yarn: Tivoli

instagram.com/burdaknittingmag

08/21 9



knitting

Ea

36-46

5

• 

SWEATER IN PATTERN

If you love easy projects, we’ve designed 

a series of models especially for you: quick 

and easy to make... and stunning too! Take 

a good look at this pretty striped sweater.

It is knitted in garter stitch using a ribbon 

yarn in lovely pastel colours.

Yarn: Fashion Cotton Ribbon chunky

08/2110
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34-48
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• •

SUMMER SWEATER

This casual, over-sized sweater is sure to 

make a splash this summer. It is easy to 

knit. Bands of long stitches create a pretty 

striped texture. This project scores high on 

the sustainability scale as the yarn is made 

of recycled cotton and PET plastic bottles.

Yarn: KARMA Cotton

instagram.com/burdaknittingmag

08/21 11
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Ea

DIAGONAL STRIPED SHAWL

Another fast and easy project with wow  

factor. This triangular shawl is knitted in 

diagonal stripes of a pretty colour- 

gradient yarn in cool shades of sky  

blue. The long edge is decorated with  

a fine band of lacy holes.

12

• •

Yarn: Merinella

08/2112
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• • •

TOP-DOWN CARDIGAN  

This cardigan is not for beginners. However, 

if you are an experienced knitter, this is an 

ideal project for you. A sleek cardigan 

worked top-down. The top-down method is 

popular because you can easily regulate 

body and sleeve lengths. This model has 

raglan sleeves and is made in a 80%  

recycled cotton blend.

Yarn: Cotton Touch Recycled

knitting

Simple

08/21 13
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• • •

TOP-DOWN JUMPER

This pattern is not suitable for a beginner. 

However, if you are an experienced knitter, 

this project will be relatively easy for you.  

The jumper is worked in fisherman’s rib. It 

has raglan sleeves and a pretty boat neck. 

This simple jumper is worked from the top 

down. This method is becoming popular for 

number of reasons, including easy finishing: 

There are no long seams to sew!

Yarn: Cotton Touch Recycled

instagram.com/burdaknittingmag

knitting

Simple

08/2114



ADORABLE
LACY
patterns

6

• •

SCARF 

A lovely scarf in the prettiest shade of 

rose pink. The scarf is knitted with a 

lace-look pattern that works perfectly 

in this rosy shade and in a soft cash-

mere/wool blend yarn. Easy to knit.

Yarn: Lotus

08/21 15
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36-50

• • •

PATTERNED WAISTCOAT

A cool, country-style waistcoat. Worked in a 

ribbon yarn, the pretty lacy patterns give this 

waistcoat an ultra feminine look. The ribbon 

yarn has an outstanding spray-painted effect 

that makes the garment a real eye-opener!

Yarn: Fashion Jersey Print.

4

08/21 17
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Top-down jumper 

• • • • •
From page 14

Size:

36-38 (40-42) 44-46

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 108 (116) 124 cm

Length: 68 (69) 70 cm

Inner sleeve length: 25 (25) 25 cm

Material:

Austermann, Cotton Touch 

Recycled. 

Content: 95 % cotton, 5 % other 

fibers.

50 g = 125 m.

7 (8) 9 balls – col 11 jeans

Knitting needles:

Circular needles size 3 and 4 mm 

(40 and 60 cm)  

Tension:

Tension 16 sts and 28 rows in basic 

pattern = 10 x 10 cm

Be sure to get the tension! (Change 

needle size if necessary)

The jumper is worked from the 

neckline downwards in one piece.

Border pattern:

Using needles size 3 mm, k1, p1 

in alternation.

Basic pattern:

Half-brioche st with knit-below st 

using 4 mm needles.

In rounds:

Round 1: *k1, p1*.

Round 2: *k1, inserting the needle 

into the st below (k1b), p1*.

In rows:

Row 1: selvedge st, *k1, inserting 

the needle into the st below, p1*, 

selvedge st.

Row 2: selvedge st, *k1, p1*, 

selvedge st. Repeat from * to *.

Repeat rounds/rows 1 and 2 for 

pattern. Raglan increase:

The marked st is a knit-below st; in 

every other rnd, work a yo on each 

side of this st. In the following rnd, 

work the yarnovers in the pattern 

(alternating k and p st).

Garter st in rnds:

Knit 1 rnd, purl 1 rnd in alternation.

Using the 3 mm circular needle, 

cast on 92 st and join to work in the 

round. Work 8 rnds in the border 

pattern. Change to the 4 mm 

circular needle and work in garter st 

for 6 rnds. Then continue working in 

the basic pattern. After 1 rnd, mark 

the raglan st as follows: k1 = raglan 

st, work 13 sts for the left sleeve, k1 

= raglan st, work 31 sts for the 

back, k1 = raglan st, work 13 sts for 

the right sleeve, k1 = raglan st, work 

31 sts for the front. In the following 

rnd, work the first raglan inc as 

described above; then work raglan 

increases every other following rnd 

25x (29x) 33x more = 300 (332) 364 

sts. After working the last inc, work 

1 more rnd without increasing. Then 

divide your work as follows: 66 (74) 

82 sts for the left sleeve, 84 (92) 100 

sts for the back, 66 (74) 82 sts for 

the right sleeve, 84 (92) 100 sts for 

the front. First continue working the 

sleeves in rows.

Work for 20 cm in the main pattern. 

Then change to the 3 mm needles 

and continue working in the border 

pattern. When you have worked the 

border pattern for 5 cm, bind off all 

sts loosely in pattern. Work the 2nd 

sleeve in the same way.

Now continue working the front and 

back sts in rounds in the main 

pattern = 168 (184) 200 sts total. 

When you have worked for 30 (29) 

28,5 cm, change to the 3 mm 

circular needle and continue 

working in the border pattern. When 

you have worked the border pattern 

for 5 cm, bind off all st loosely in 

pattern.

Finishing

Dampen and block the pieces 

according to the measurements 

shown in the schematics; allow to 

dry. Sew the arm seams using the 

mattress st.

Design: Austermann

02

Top-down cardigan 

• • • • •
From page 13

Size:

36-38 (40) 42 (44-46) 48-50

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 104 (109) 118 

(124) 138 cm 

Length: 65 (65) 65 (65) 65 cm  

Inner sleeve length: 45 (43) 41 (39) 

37 cm

Material:

Austermann, Cotton Touch 

Recycled

Content: 95 % cotton, 5 % other 

fibers

50 g = ca 125 m

9 (10) 11 (12) 13 balls – col 18 reed

Other supplies:

5 buttons, 22 mm 

Knitting needles:

Size 3 and 4 mm  

Tension:

Garter stitch (RS and WS: knit) 

using size 4 mm needle. 18 sts and 

30 rows = 10 x 10 cm.

Be sure to get the tension! (Change 

needle size if necessary)

Border pattern:

Stockinette stitch (RS: knit, WS: 

purl) using size 3 mm needle.

I-cord edging - front:

RS row: k the first and last 3 st.

WS row: slip the first and last 3 st 

purlwise with the yarn in front of 

your work.

Raglan increases:

Knit the marked st as k1b (insert the 

needle into the stitch below); in each 

RS row, work 1 yarnover on each 

side of that st.

Bind-off edge:

* k2, slip 1 st knitwise, k1, pass the 

slipped st over the knitted st. Slide 

these 3 sts onto the left needle, 

repeat from *.

Sew the last 3 sts together with the 

sts from the I-cord edge using the 

mattress st.

Stockinette stitch: RS: knit, WS 

purl.

The cardigan is worked from the 

neck opening downwards.

Using the 4 mm needles, cast on 4 

sts and work in stockinette st, 

beginning with a WS row. Work

64 r. Do not turn your work. Instead, 

pick up 64 sts from the left edge 

and 4 sts from the cast-on edge = 

72 sts total. In the WS r, work the 

I-cord edging on each side; knit all 

other sts. (rest of piece is worked in 

garter stitch). Now mark the raglan 

sts as follows: 3 sts of the I-cord 

edging, 1 st of the right front 

section, 1 raglan st, 15 sts of the 

right sleeve, 1 raglan st, 30 sts of 

the back, 1 raglan st, 15 sts of the 

left sleeve, 1 raglan st, 1 st of the 

left front, 3 sts of the I-cord edging. 

Now, in every following RS r, inc 1 st 

on each side of the raglan st 30x 

(33x) 36x (39x) 42x. 

At the same time, beginning in the 

next RS r, and in every foll 4th r, at 

the front edge next to the I-cord 

edging, inc 1 st through the bar 

between the two sts, 20x = 352 

(376) 400 (424) 448 sts.

When the piece measures 20 (22) 

33 (37) 41
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24 (26) 28 cm, divide the work. 

Place the 202 (214) 226 (238) 250 

sts from the back and front sections 

as well as the 75 (81) 87 (93) 99 sts 

from the left sleeve on a holder. 

Continue working with the 75 (81) 87 

(93) 99 sts from the right sleeve.  

In the first r, for the edge st, k 1 st at 

each edge through the bar between 

two sts and continue working in the 

main pattern = 77 (83) 89 (95) 101 sts.

Sleeve shaping: dec 1 st at each 

edge in every following 8th r 16x (in 

every foll 6th r 19x) in  every foll 4th r 

11x,  then in every foll 6th r 11x (in 

every foll 4th r 20x, then in every foll 

6th r 5x) in every foll 2nd r 2x then in 

every foll 4th r 26x = 45 sts. When 

the sleeve measures 65 cm from the 

cast-on edge, work the bind-off 

edge as described, but bind off the 

last 3 sts. 

Work the left sleeve in the same 

way. 

Now continue working the sts from 

the front and back sections in one 

piece; in the 1st r work the raglan st 

that appear side-by-side as k2tog = 

200 (212) 224 (236) 248 sts. In the 

right front section, when you have 

worked 32 cm from the border, 

work the 1st buttonhole as follows: 

work 6 sts, slip 2 sts one after the 

other knitwise, return them to the 

left needle and knit together, work 2 

yarnovers, k2tog, work the 

remaining sts in the r. In the WS 

row, knit the 2 yarnovers one after 

the other through the back loop. 

Work other 4 buttonholes in the 

same way, 5 cm apart. When the 

piece measures 65 cm from the 

border, work the bind-off row as 

described above.

Finishing

Dampen and block the pieces 

according to the measurements 

shown in the schematics; allow to 

dry. Sew the arm seams using the 

mattress sts.

Design: Austermann
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03

Summer sweater  

• • • • •
From page 11

Size:

34-36 (38-40) 42-44 (46-48)     

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 112 (116) 120 

(124) cm

Length: 51 (53) 56 (58) cm

Inner sleeve length: 12 (13) 13 (14) cm

Material:

Kremke Soul Wool, KARMA Cotton.

Content: 70 % cotton, 30 % polyester. 

50 g = 105 m.

7 (7) 8 (9) balls – col 14 baby blue 

Knitting needles:

Size 4 mm

Circular needle size 3 mm (40 cm)

Stitch markers

Tension:

17 stitches and 20 rows in stocki-

nette stitch = 10 x 10 cm.

Stockinette stitch:

Row 1: Knit.

Row 2: Purl.

Garter stitch:

Row 1: Knit.

Row 2: Knit.

Drop stitch:

Row 1: *k1, 1 yarn over*, rep from * 

to *. End with k1.

Row 2: *p1, drop 1 yarn over *, rep 

from * to *. End with p1.

Notes:

This is a simple, easy going loose 

sweater, fast to knit. It is worked flat, 

work front bottom up, increase for 

sleeves, decrease for front neckline, 

increase for back neckline, decrease 

sleeves and work back top down.

Front

Cast on 96 (100) 104 (108) stitches 

with needles size 4 mm. 

Work garter stitch rows 1 & 2 twice, 

then continue as follows:

Row 1: Knit.

Row 2: Purl.

Row 3: Knit.

Row 4: Purl.

Now the drop stitch rows:

Row 5: *k1, 1 yarn over*, rep from 

* to *. End with k1.

Row 6: *p1, drop 1 yarn over *, rep 

from * to *. End with p1.

Rep these 6 rows.

When work measures 32 (34) 36 

(38) cm (after the 2 drop stitches 

rows), increase for sleeves.

Sleeve increases

Cast off each side for sleeves every 

2nd row 9 (10) 10 (11) stitches twice 

= 132 (140) 144 (152) stitches.

Continue straight working the 6 

rows pattern.

Neckline

When work measures 51 (53) 56 

(58) cm (after the 2 drop stitches 

rows), decrease for neckline as 

follows:

Knit 36 (40) 41 (45) stitches, bind off 

60 (60) 62 (62) stitches, knit 36 (40) 

41 (45) stitches.

Back

On the next row, purl 36 (40) 41 (45) 

stitches, cast on 60 (60) 62 (62) 

stitches, purl 36 (40) 41 (45) 

stitches.

When work measures 70 (72) 76 

(78) cm (after the 2 drop stitches 

rows), decrease for sleeves.

Sleeve decreases

Cast off each side for sleeves every 

2nd row 9 (10) 10 (11) stitches twice = 

96 (100) 104 (108) stitches. Continue 

straight working the 6 rows pattern 

for another 31 (33) 35 (37) cm. Work 

garter stitch rows 1 & 2 twice.

Bind off loosely.

Finishing

Neckline: With circular needle size 3 

mm, pick up and knit approx. 50 (50) 

52 (52) stitches around the neck, place 

marker, then pick up and knit another 

approx. 50 (50) 52 (52) stitches around 

the neck, place marker.

Knit 6 rounds and simultaneously 

decrease on each round before and 

after each marker as follows:

Before marker: when you have 2 

stitches left before marker, slip 1 

stitch, knit 1 and pass slipped stitch 

over knitted stitch (psso).

After marker: Knit 2 stitches 

together. 24 stitches decreased.

Bind off stitches loosely after the 

last round.

Sew side seams and under the 

sleeves.

Sleeve border

With circular needle size 3 mm, 

pick up and knit approx. 42 (42) 46 

(46) stitches along the sleeve edge, 

then work as follows: * knit 1 round, 

purl 1 round * twice and bind 

stitches off loosely after the last 

round. 

Work border on the second sleeve 

the same way.

Design: Kremke Soul Wool

08/2120
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04

Patterned waistcoat  

• • • • •
From page 17

Sizes:

36 (40-42) 46 (48) 50

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 96 (104) 112 

(120) 136 cm

Length: 56 (58) 60 (62) 64 cm

Materials:

Rico Fashion Jersey Print.

Content: 64 % cotton, 36 % polyamide.

50 g = 72 m.

9 (10) 12 (13) 15 balls– col 001 red 

spray

Knitting needles:

Size 6 and 7 mm

Coloured stitch markers

Tension:

15 sts and 20 rs in pattern on 

needle size 7 mm = 10 x 10 cm.

Left front shaping: Work to 1 st 

before stitch marker (sm), move sm 

to last st worked, k2tog, work to end.

Right front shaping: Work 7 sts, 

remove sm, sl 1, k1, psso (slip 1, 

knit 1, pass slipped stitch over the 

knitted stitch), set sm, work to end.

Pattern A

Follow the pattern chart.

Work pattern rows 1-20 once, then 

work pattern rows 13-20 1 (2) 2 (2) 2 

times. 

For size 36 only: work pattern rows 

13-16 once more.

Pattern B

Row 1: k1, * k2tog, yarn over needle 

(yon), k1, yon, sl 1, k1, psso, k1 *, 

repeat from * to *.

WS rows: Purl all sts and yons.

Row 3: k2tog, yon, * k3, yon, sl 2, 

k1, psso (slip 2, knit 1, pass both 

slipped stitches over the knitted 

stitch), yon *. Repeat from * to * until 

last 5 sts in the row: k3, yon, sl 1, 

k1, psso.

Row 5: k1, * yon, sl 1, k1, psso, k1, 

k2tog, yon, k1 *. Repeat from * to *.

Row 7: k2, * yon, sl 2, k1, psso, k2 

*. Repeat from * to * until last 5 sts 

in the row: yon, sl 2, k1, psso, yon, 

k2.

Row 8: Purl all sts and yons.

Work pattern rows 1-8 3 times, then 

work pattern rows 1-4 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 

time.

Pattern C

Row 1: * k2tog, yon *. Repeat from 

* to *.

Rows 2 - 4: k to end.

Row 5: k2tog, yon, k3, * yon, k3tog 

(slip 1, k2tog, pass slipped stitch 

over the stitches knitted together), 

yon, k3 *. Repeat from * to * until 

last 2 sts in the row: yon, s1, k1, 

psso.

Row 6: p to end.

Row 7: k2, yon, k3tog, yon * k3, 

yon, k3tog, yon *. Repeat from * to * 

until last 2 sts in the row: k2.

Row 8: P to end.

Work pattern rows 1-8 once, then 

work pattern rows 5-8 4 (4) 5 (5) 5 

times.

Pattern, left front edge

RS rows: k3, yon, k2tog, k3.

WS rows: sl 1, p2, k1, yon, k2tog, 

p2.

Pattern, right front edge

RS rows: Sl 1, k3, yon, k2tog, k2.

WS rows: p2, k1, yon, k2tog, p3.

Back

Using needles size 6 mm, cast on 

73 (79) 85 (91) 103 sts and then 

follow pattern A from the chart.

After 4th row, switch to needles size 

7 mm. 

When work measures 16 (18) 18 (18) 

18 cm (and after last row of chart A), 

work pattern B. Then work 4 rs: k to 

end. To continue, work pattern C. 

Then work 4 rs: k to end.

Work next r as follows: * k2tog, 

yon *. Repeat from * to * until last st, 

k1. Work 3 rs: k to end.

The remainder of the piece is 

worked as rows 13-20 of Pattern A.

Shoulder shaping: When the work 

measures 54 (56) 58 (60) 62 cm, on 

alternate rs cast off 1x 8 and then 

2x 9 (2x 9 and then 1x 10) 2x 10 and 

then 1x 11 (3x 11) 3x 13 sts. Cast off 

the remaining 21 (23) 23 (25) 25 sts.

Left front

Using needles size 6 mm, cast on 

39 (39) 45 (45) 51 sts and subdivide 

sts as follows: 31 (31) 37 (37) 43 sts 

in pattern A (follow the chart), set a 

sm, 8 sts in pattern for left front 

edge. Continue with sts divided as 

described above.

After 4th row, switch to needles size 

7 mm.

When the work measures 30 (30) 30 

(31) 31 cm, decrease 1 (as de-

scribed above: left front and right 

front shaping) on the next and every 

10th (20th) 10th (16th) 16th r 5 (3) 6 

(4) 4 times = 34 (36) 39 (41) 47 sts.

Cast off at shoulder at the same 

measurement and in the same way 

as for the back. Next WS row, cast 

on 1 st at end of row = 9 sts.

Work a further 7 (7,5) 7,5 (8,5) 8,5 

cm in the pattern and cast off.

Right front

Work as left front but reverse the 

shaping and work the pattern for 

right front edge. 

Finishing

Sew shoulder seams.

Measure 21 (23) 25 (26) 27 cm from 

the shoulder seam on the back and 

fronts. Set stitch markers. Using 

needles size 6 mm, pick up 53 

(59) 65 (67) 71 sts evenly between 

the markers. Work 3 rs: k to end. 

Work next r as follows: 

* k2tog, yon *. Repeat from * to * 

until last st, k1. Next 2 rs: k to end. 

Cast off on next row.

Sew neck edge together and sew it 

to the back neck.

Sew armhole border and side 

seams.

Design: Rico 

 = k on RS, p on WS

 = p on WS, k on WS

 = k2tog

 =  sl 1, k1, psso (slip 1 st, knit 1 st, pass the slipped st over the knitted st)

 = yon (yarn over needle)

 =  1 double decrease (slip 1, k2tog, pass the slipped st over the sts 

knitted tog)

ʆʆ
repeat
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05

Sweater in garter stitch 

pattern  

• • • • •
From page 10

Size:

36-38 (40-42) 44-46

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 90 (100) 110 cm

Length: 56 (56) 56 cm

Inner sleeve length: 42 (42) 42 cm

Material:

Rico Fashion Cotton Ribbon 

chunky.

Content: 100 % cotton.

50 g = 75 m.

4 (5) 5 balls – col 005 lilac (A)

4 (5) 5 balls – col 002 pastel yellow (B)

5 (6) 6 balls – col 004 powder (C)

3 (4) 4 balls – col 003 pink (D)

Knitting needles:

Size 7 mm

Tension:

32 rows to 10 cm over garter stitch 

on 7 mm needles.

Check your tension – if less stitches 

use thinner needles, if more use 

thicker needles.

It is essential to work to the stated 

tension to achieve the correct size 

of garment.

Notes

Where only one figure is given this 

applies to all sizes.

Where the figure 0 appears, no sts, 

times or rows are worked for this 

size.

Stripe sequence

Work 44 rows in A, 44 rows in B, 44 

rows in C and 44 rows in D.

Back and front

(both alike)

Using 7 mm needles cast on 72 (80) 

88 sts.

1st Row. Knit.

This row sets g-st (garter stitch).

Working in g-st (throughout) and 

commencing with 2nd row of stripe 

sequence, work stripe sequence 

once.

Cast off.

Sleeves (both alike)

Using 7 mm needles and thumb 

method cast on 32 (38) 42 sts.

Working in g-st (throughout) and 

stripe sequence inc 1 st at each end 

of 7th and every foll 8th row to 60 

(66) 70 sts.

Work 21 rows more without 

shaping. Cast off.

Finishing

Join shoulder seams leaving 20 (22) 

24 cm free at centre for neck 

opening. 

Fold sleeves in half lengthways, then 

placing folds to shoulder seams, 

sew sleeves in position for approxi-

mately 19 (20,5) 22 cm down from 

beg of shoulder shaping. 

Join side and sleeve seams.

Block out garment to the measure-

ment given and place under damp 

cloths and leave until dry. 

Design: Rico

06

Scarf  

• • • • •
From page 15

Size:

Approx. 34 x 195 cm 

Material:

Langyarns, Lotus.

Content: 60 % cotton, 

40 % cashmere.

25 g = 200 m. 

4 balls – col 1071.0009 soft pink

Knitting needles:

Size 3 mm 

Tension:

Pattern I, 3 mm needles: 29 sts = 

10 cm wide. 32 rows = 10 cm long.

Pattern I: 3 mm needles: eyelet 

pattern, according to chart, st no. 

divisible by 14 + 2 + 2 edge sts. 

The chart shows both RS and WS. 

Repeat rows 1 – 12.

Cast on 102 sts with 3 mm needles. 

Knit in pattern I: after the edge st, 

begin with the st before the pattern 

repeat, rep pattern 7 times across 

and finish with the st after the 

pattern repeat, before the edge st. 

At approx. 195 cm from the cast-on 

(after a 12th row of pattern), loosely 

cast off all sts, pattern-wise.

Design: Langyarns

07

Top  

• • • • •
From page 4

Size:

34-36 (38-44) 46 

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 80 (94) 108 cm 

Length: 44 (46) 48 cm

Materials:

Langyarns, Soft cotton. 

Content: 100 % cotton.

50 g = 120 m.

4 (5) 6 balls – col 1018.0030 salmon

Knitting needles:

Size 4 and 4 mm

Circular needle size 4 mm (40 cm)

Tension:

Pattern III, 4 mm needles:

20 sts = 10 cm wide. 40 rows = 10 

cm long.

Pattern I:

4 mm needles k1 edge st, *p2, k1*, 

rep from * to *, ending with p2, k1 

edge st. On foll rows knit the sts as 

they appear. 

In the rnd = p2, k1 rib.

Pattern II:

4 mm needles: garter st = RS and 

WS k.

Pattern III:

4 mm needles: fan pattern, 

according to chart. Both RS and 

WS are shown. 

Knit rows 1 – 21 once, then repeat 

rows 2 – 21.

Pattern IV:

4 + 4 mm needles: stocking st = 

RS k, WS p.

Tip 1: Knit the edge sts in pattern 

as set or as described, when 

making up sew seams just half a 

stitch in from the edge.
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05 Schematics

 = RS: k1, WS: p1

– = RS: p1, WS: k1

O = yo

/ = RS: k2 tog, WS: p2 tog

 =  RS: k2 tog twisted k-wise, 

WS: p2 tog twisted k-wise

 = WS: ptbl

ʆʆ

repeat 14 sts

06 Pattern I
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Sweater

• • • • •
From page 7

Size:

34-40 (42-48)

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 140 (150) cm

Length: 40 (43) cm

Inner sleeve length: 30 (30) cm

Material:

Langyarns, Janet.

Content: 50 % cotton, 50 % nylon.

50 g = 120 m.

8 (10) balls – col 1033.0058 mint

Knitting needles:

Size 5 and 6 mm 

Circular needle size 5 mm (40 cm)

Tension:

Pattern II, 6 mm needles:

17 sts = 10 cm wide. 24 rows = 10 

cm long.

Pattern I:  5 mm needles: k1, p1.

Pattern II: 6 mm needles: stocking 

st = RS k, WS p.

Tip 1: Work the edge sts in pattern 

as set, when making up sew seams 

just half a stitch in from the edge.

Tip 2: Fully fashioned dec: Right 

edge = 1 edge st, k2tog. Left edge 

= sl1, k1, psso, 1 edge st.

Back

Cast on 121 (129) sts with 5 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I, beginning 

with a purl st. After 4 rows change 

to 6 mm needles and knit in pattern 

II. 

Shoulders: At a length of 27 (29) 

cm cast off alt (3 sts once and 2 sts 

once = a total of 40 sts) at each end 

of every other row and cast off 3 sts 

1 (2) times. 

Neck: At the same time, when 

back measures 36 (39) cm cast off 

the middle 23 (25) sts, then at neck 

edge either side, cast off on every 

other row, another 3 sts once and 2 

sts once and work fully fashioned 

dec after 4 rows, dec 1 st once (see 

tip 2).

Front

Knit as for back. 

Neck: When front measures 30 (33) 

cm cast off the middle 15 (17) sts, 

then at neck edge either side, cast 

off on every other row, another 3 sts 

once and 2 sts once, then work fully 

fashioned dec, dec 1 st on every 

other row 4 times and after 4 rows 

once.

Sleeves

Cast on 46 (52) sts with 5 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I. After 4 

rows change to 6 mm needles and 

knit in pattern II. For shaping, inc 1 

st at each end of every 6th row 5 

times, then every 4th row 4 times 

and every other row 5 times, cast 

on 2 sts at each end of every other 

row 5 times = 94 (100) sts. 

Sleeve cap: When sleeve measures 

30 cm cast off at each end of every 

other row, as foll: 7 sts 4 times + 9 

sts once (6 sts 3 times + 7 sts 3 

times). Loosely cast off the rem sts 

Tip 2: After decreasing or before 

casting off only begin pattern III 

where 7 sts can be knitted for 10 

rows, otherwise knit the sts in 

pattern II.

Tip 3: Fully fashioned dec (every 

row):

At the beginning of a RS row = k1 

edge st, sl1, k1, psso. 

At the end of a RS row = k2tog, k1 

edge st. 

At the beginning of a WS row = p1 

edge st, p2tog. At the end of a WS 

row = p2tog tbl, p1 edge st.

Tip 4: Try the top on to determine 

the correct length for the straps.

Back

Cast on 79 (94) 106 sts with 4 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I. After 4 cm 

change to 4 mm needles and knit 

in pattern II, increasing 2 (1) 3 sts 

evenly over the first row = 81 (95) 

109 sts. 

After 2 rows knit with foll distribution 

of pattern: k1 edge st, 1 st pattern 

II, 77 (91) 105 sts pattern III 

(beginning at arrow A, rep pattern 5 

(6) 7 times across and finish at 

arrow a), 1 st pattern II, k1 edge st 

(see tip 2). 

Armholes: At 24 cm from the 

cast-on (measured hanging) work 

fully fashioned dec, dec 1 st at each 

end of every row 9 (11) 13 times and 

then every other row 5 times (see tip 

3). 

Neck: At the same time, on the 9th 

(11th) 13th dec, leave the centre st 

on hold and continue knitting each 

side separately. Work fully fashioned 

dec in the centre for neck shaping,

dec 1 st on every row 17 (20) 23 

times = 9 (11) 13 sts remaining each 

side. Now leave the sts. 

Neckband: For the neckband, pick 

up 1 st from each edge st along the 

neckline and also the centre st left 

on hold = 37 (43) 49 sts, now knit 

up the sts left on hold for the straps 

= 55 (65) 75 sts. 

Knit with foll distribution of pattern: 

k1 edge st, 1 st pattern IV, 5 (7) 9 

sts pattern II, 2 sts pattern IV, 37 

(43) 49 sts pattern I, working the 

centre st in k and either side p3, k1, 

p2, 2 sts pattern IV, 5 (7) 9 sts 

pattern II, 1 st pattern IV, k1 edge st. 

At the same time, on the first row 

work a double dec over the 3 centre 

sts (= sl2 k-wise, k1, psso). Rep dec 

in this way again once after 3 rows. 

When the neckband measures 4 cm 

cast off the middle 33 (39) 45 sts, 

pattern-wise. Continue knitting the 

rem 9 (11) 13 sts in pattern as set. 

Leave sts when armhole measures 

approx. 20 (22) 24 cm.

Front

Knit as for back.

Finishing

Join the sts left for the straps using 

Kitchener stitch (see tip 4). Close 

the rest of the seams. 

Armhole edging: with 4 mm short 

circular needles: from the WS, 

inserting the needle in every 2nd 

edge st pick up 72 (78) 84 sts 

around each armhole. Now knit 

pattern I in the rnd for 2cm, then 

cast off all sts loosely, pattern-wise.

Design: Langyarns

 = k1

 = 1 st in garter st (RS and WS k)

/  = k2tog

8 = yo

\ = sl 1, k1, psso

 = sl 1 p-wise, with yarn at back of work

 =  insert needle under the 5 cross-wise strands into the yo on the 

7th (17th) row of the pattern repeat, k1 and allow the st from the 

11th (21st) row to drop as you do so
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when sleeve cap reaches a length 

of 4 (5) cm.

Finishing

Close seams, sewing the sleeves to 

all of the side seam (incl. rib border). 

Neckband: With circular needles, 

pick up 74 (78) sts (back = 28 (30) 

sts, front = 46 (48) sts). Work 

pattern I in the rnd for 3 rows, then 

loosely cast off all sts.

Design: Langyarns

09

Cardigan 

• • • • •
From page 5

Size:

34-36 (38-44) 46-48

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 92 (106) 

120 cm 

Length: 51 (53) 55 cm

Inner sleeve length: 38 (38) 38 cm 

Material:

Langyarns, Soft cotton.

Content: 100 % pure cotton.

50 g = 120 m.

9 (11) 13 balls – col 1018.0030 

salmon

Other supplies:

3 buttons 23 mm

Knitting needles:

Size 4 and 4 mm 

Circular needles size 3 and 4 mm 

(80-100 cm)

Tension:

Pattern III, 4 mm needles:

20 sts = 10 cm wide. 40 rows = 10 

cm long.

Pattern I: 4 mm needles: k1 edge 

st, *p2, k1*, rep from * to *, ending 

with p2, k1 edge st. On subsequent 

rows knit the sts as they appear.

Pattern II: 4 mm needles: garter 

st = RS and WS k.

Pattern III:  4 mm needles: fan 

pattern, according to chart. The 

chart shows the RS and

WS rows. 

Knit rows 1 – 21 once, then repeat 

rows 2 – 21.

Tip 1: Knit the edge sts in pattern 

as set or as described, when 

making up sew seams just half a 

stitch in from the edge.

Tip 2: After decreasing or before 

casting off only begin pattern III if it 

is possible to knit 7 sts for 10 rows, 

otherwise knit the sts in pattern II.

Tip 3: Fully fashioned dec: Right 

edge = k1 edge st, sl1, k1, psso. 

Left edge = k2tog, k1 edge st.

Back

Cast on 94 (106) 124 sts with 4 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I. After 7 cm 

change to 4 mm needles and knit 

in pattern II, for sizes 34-36 (38-44)

inc 1 (3) sts evenly over the first row 

and for size 46-48 dec 1 st on the 

first row = 95 (109) 123 sts. After 4 

rows distribute pattern as foll: k1 

edge st, 1 st pattern II, 91 (105) 119 

sts pattern III (beginning at arrow A,

rep pattern 6 (7) 8 times across and 

finish at arrow a), 1 st pattern II, k1 

edge st. 

Armholes: At 28 cm from the 

cast-on (measured hanging) place a 

marker at each end of the row and 

from now on work the edge sts plus 

1 st in stocking st (= RS k, WS p). 

Shoulders: At 20 (22) 24 cm from 

markers, cast off at armhole edge 

on every other row: 7 sts 5 times (8 

sts 5 times) 9 sts 5 times. 

Neck: At the same time, when 

back measures 49 (51) 53 cm cast 

off the middle 11 (15) 19 sts, then 

cast off at neck edge either side on 

every other row, another 3 sts once, 

2 sts once and 1 st twice. 

Left front

Cast on 47 (53) 62 sts with 4 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I, ending the 

row with k1, k1 edge st. After 7 cm 

change to 4 mm needles and knit 

in pattern II, for sizes 38-44 inc 1 st 

on the first row and for size 46-48

dec 1 st on the first row = 47 (54) 61 

sts. After 4 rows distribute pattern 

as foll: k1 edge st, 1 st pattern II, 42 

(49) 56 sts pattern III, thereby knit 

from arrow B - arrow a 3 times 

(arrow B – arrow a 3 times and 

from arrow B – arrow b once) 

arrow B – arrow a 4 times, p1, k1 

(on foll rows knit these sts as they 

appear), k1 edge st. 

Armholes: At 28 cm from the 

cast-on, place a marker at the right 

edge and from now on work the 

edge st plus 1 st in stocking st (= 

RS k, WS p). 

Neck: At the same time, work fully 

fashioned dec at the left edge for 

neck shaping, dec 1 st once (see 

tips 2 and 3). Rep dec in this way on 

every 8th row (alt every 6th + 8th 

row) alt every 6th + 8th row 11 (13) 

15 times. 

Shape shoulder at the right edge to 

match the back.

Right front

Knit to mirror the left front.

Sleeves

Cast on 52 (58) 64 sts with 4 mm 

needles. Knit in pattern I. After 10 

cm change to 4 mm needles and 

knit in pattern II, increasing 15 (16) 

17 sts evenly over the first row = 67 

(74) 81 sts. After 4 rows distribute

pattern as foll: k1 edge st, 1 st 

pattern II, 63 (70) 77 sts pattern III 

(beginning at arrow A, rep pattern 4 

(5) 5 times across and finish at 

arrow a (b) a), 1 st pattern II, k1 

edge st. To shape sides, inc 1 st at 

each end of every 14th (12th) 12th 

row 6 (7) 8 times = 79 (88) 97 sts. 

Incorporate the new sts into pattern 

II. Loosely cast off all sts when 

sleeve measures 36 cm.

Finishing

Close seams, joining side seams up 

to the markers. 

Closing band: With the circular 

needle 4 mm pick up 214 (223) 232 
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sts, hold a second circular needle at 

the back and make a yo on this 

needle after each st (= inside sts) 

leaving out every 2nd edge st (from 

lower edge to neck shaping 50 sts 

each side, neck shaping 42 (45) 48 

sts each side, back 30 (33) 36 sts). 

On the outer sts work 3 rows of 

stocking st (RS k, WS p) and then 

leave the sts. Then on the inner sts 

work 2 rows of stocking st, then on 

the RS, knit tog sts from both 

needles. Continue knitting in pattern 

I, on the 3rd row make 3 button-

holes in the right closing band, as 

foll: starting at the lower edge knit 

16 sts, cast off the next 3 sts 

without working the yarn and 

immediately cast on 3 sts in their 

place. Rep buttonhole in this way 

twice with 12 sts in between. Knit to 

the end of the row. When band 

measures 3 cm cast off all sts 

loosely, k-wise. 

Set in sleeves between markers. 

Sew on buttons.

Design: Langyarns

10

Lace sweater  

• • • • •
From page 8

Size:

34-36 (38-40) 42-44 (46-48)

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 100 (108) 118 

(126) cm 

Length: 44 (45) 46 (48) cm 

Inner sleeve length: 40 (40) 40 cm

Material:

Langyarns, Lotus.

Content: 60 % cotton, 

40 % cashmere.

25 g = 200 m.

5 (6) 7 (8) balls – col 1071.0013 

yellow

Knitting needles:

Size 2 and 3 mm  

Tension:

Pattern II, 3 mm needles: 22 sts = 

10 cm wide. 36 rows = 10 cm long.

Pattern I: 2 mm needles: 1 edge 

st, * p1, k2, p1 *, rep from * to *, 

ending with 1 edge st (= p2, 

k2). On subsequent rows knit the 

sts as they appeart.

Pattern II: 3 mm needles: lace 

pattern, according to chart. The 

chart show the RS rows. On WS 

rows purl all sts. 

Repeat rows 1 – 4.

Decreases

At beg of r: edge st, k2tog.

At end of r: work to last 3 sts, sl1, 

k1, psso, edge st.

Back

Cast on 150 (158) 166 (178) sts with 

2 mm needles. Knit 5 rows in 

pattern I, decreasing 37 (36) 35 (38) 

sts evenly over the last row = 113 

(122) 131 (140) sts. Now change to 3 

mm needles and knit in pattern II: 

after the edge st begin at arrow A 

(B) A (B), rep pattern 18 (19) 21 (22) 

times across and finish at arrow a

before the edge st. 

Armholes: At 22 cm from the 

cast-on (measured hanging) cast off 

2 sts at each end of every other row 

1 (1) 2 (2) times, 1 st 7 (7) 8 (8) 

times, then 1 st at each end of every 

4th row 3 times (see decreases) = 

89 (98) 101 (110) sts. 

Shoulders: When armhole 

measures 20 (21) 22 (24) cm cast off 

at armhole edge on every other row, 

as foll: 3 sts 3 times + 4 sts twice (4 

sts 4 times + 5 sts once) 4 sts 4 

times + 6 sts once (5 sts 4 times + 6 

sts once). 

Neck: At the same time, as you 

begin shoulder shaping, cast off the 

middle 43 (44) 45 (46) sts, then at 

neck edge cast off as smoothly as 

possible on every other row, 

another 3 sts once, 2 sts once and 

1 st once (see decreases).

Front

Knit as for back.

Sleeves

Cast on 89 (95) 101 (107) sts with 3 

mm needles. Knit in pattern II: after 

the edge st begin at arrow A, rep 

pattern 14 (15) 16 (17) times across 

and finish at arrow a, before the 

edge st. For shaping, dec 1 st at 

each end of every 6th row 9 times = 

71 (77) 83 (89) sts. 

Sleeve cap: When sleeve measures 

40 cm cast off 2 sts at each end of 

every other row 1 (1) 2 (2) times and 

dec 1 st 7 (7) 8 (8) times, dec 1 st at 

each end of every 4th row 4 times, 

then on every other row again dec 1 

st 7 times and cast off 2 sts 3 times 

and 3 sts once. Loosely cast off the 

rem sts when sleeve cap reaches a 

length of 15 (15) 16 (16) cm.

Finishing

Close seams. Set in sleeves.

Design: Langyarns

 = k1

 = 1 st in garter st (RS and WS k)

 = k2tog

8 = yo

 = sl 1, k1, psso

 = sl 1 p-wise, with yarn at back of work

 =  insert needle under the 5 cross-wise strands into the yo on the 

7th (17th) row of the pattern repeat, k1 and allow the st from the 

11th (21st) row to drop as you do so

ʆʆ

ʆ ʆ ʆ ʆ

repeat 14 sts

a b B A
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11

Top

• • • • •
From page 6

Size:

34-36 (38-40) 42-44 (46)

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 80 (88) 96 

(104) cm 

Length: 50 (51) 52 (54) cm 

Material:

Langyarns, Lotus. 

Content: 60 % cotton, 

40 % cashmere.

25 g = 200 m.

3 (4) 4 (5) balls – col 1071.0013 

yellow 

Knitting needles:

Size 3 mm  

Tension:

Pattern III, 3 mm needles: 28 sts = 

10 cm wide. 54 rows = 10 cm long.

Pattern I: 3 mm needles: k1, p1.

Pattern II: 3 mm needles: Row 1 

(RS): k. Row 2 (WS): p. Row 3: p. 

Row 4: k. 

Repeat rows 1 – 4. 

Slip the edge st at the beginning 

of each row, knit the edge st at 

the end of the row.

Pattern III: 3 mm needles: half 

brioche rib (odd no. of sts): 

Row 1 (RS): * p1, k1 below*, rep 

from * to *, ending with p1. 

Row 2 (WS): * k1, p1 *, rep from 

* to *, ending with k1. 

Repeat rows 1 + 2. 

Tip 1: Fully fashioned dec 1: Right 

edge = 1 edge st, 8 sts pattern II, 3 

sts pattern III, k3tog working into 

the row below. Left edge = 1 double 

dec (sl1, k2tog, psso), 3 sts pattern 

III, 8 sts pattern II, 1 edge st.

Tip 2: Fully fashioned dec 2: Right 

edge = 1 edge st, 8 sts pattern II, 3 

sts pattern I, k3tog. Left edge = 1 

double dec, 3 sts pattern I, 8 sts 

pattern II, 1 edge st.

Tip 3: Try the top on to determine 

the correct length for the straps.

Back

Cast on 115 (125) 135 (147) sts with 

3 mm needles. Knit in pattern I, 

beginning with a purl st. After 5 cm 

knit with foll distribution of pattern: 1 

edge st, 8 sts pattern II, 97 (107) 117 

(129) sts pattern III, 8 sts pattern II, 1 

edge st. 

Armholes: At 28 cm from the 

cast-on (measured hanging) dec 2 

sts at each end of every 4th row 7 

(8) 10 (12) times (see tip) = 87 (93) 

95 (99) sts. Now continue with foll 

distribution of pattern: 1 edge st, 8 

sts pattern II, 69 (75) 77 (81) sts 

pattern I, 8 sts pattern II, 1 edge st. 

At the same time, work fully 

fashioned dec on every 4th row, dec 

2 sts 3 times (see tip 2) = 75 (81) 83 

(87) sts. 

Neck: Loosely cast off the middle 

55 (61) 63 (67) sts when back 

measures 36 (37) 38 (40) cm. 

Straps: Continue on the rem 10 sts 

each side, knit in pattern II. When 

straps measure about 14 cm leave 

sts (see tip 3).

Front

Knit as for back. 

Finishing

Close seams. Join the sts left for the 

straps at shoulder using Kitchener 

stitch.

Design: Langyarns
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Diagonal striped shawl

• • • • •
From page 12

Size:

Approx. 137 cm x 150 cm 

Material:

ggh, Merinella.

Content: 100 % pure merino wool 

superwash.

100 g = 400 m.

3 balls – col 9 aqua- turquoise 

dégradé 

Knitting needles:

Circular needle size 4 mm 

(80-100 cm) 

08/2126
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Tension:

With needles size 4 mm st st: 25 sts 

and 30 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm.

Stockinette stitch (st st):

K RS rows, p WS rows.

Rib pattern:

On RS rows alternate between k1, p1. 

On WS rows work sts as they appear.

Increases: Work according to chart.

Both RS rows and WS rows are given.

On RS rows knit YO, on WS rows 

purl YO. 

Keep rep row 1-6 and inc the panel 

sts continuously. 

Inc on row 1, 2, 4 and 5 but not on 

row 3 and 6. 

Keep working st st between the 

panel sts. 

To emphasize the inc the sts 

between the panels are shown with 

a different symbol.

CO 9 sts with size 4 mm needles. 

Work left side row according to 

chart. Continue working according 

to chart on row 1. 

All sts are worked according to 

chart without selvage sts.

Keep rep row 1–6 Increasing 4 sts 

every 6 rows. 

Work inc sts in stockinette stitch.

After 148 cm measured at the right 

panel knit another 2 cm rib pattern 

starting and ending the first RS row 

with p1. 

After 150 cm BO all sts loosely while 

knitting the sts as they appear.

Finishing

Block shawl to measurement, cover 

with a damp cloth and let dry.

Design: ggh

13

Sweater in half 

fisherman’s rib

• • • • •
From page 9

Size:

34-38 (40-42) 44-48

Finished measurements:

Bust circumference: 104 (116) 

128 cm 

Length: 58 (59,5) 61,5 cm

Inner sleeve length: 44 (44) 44 cm

Material:

ggh, Tivoli

Content: 60 % modal, 40 % cotton.

50 g = 130 m.

8 (9) 10 balls – col 005 Mint 

Knitting needles:

Size 4 and 5 mm 

Circular needle size 4 mm (40 cm) 

Double-pointed needles (dpn) size 

4 mm 

Tension:

With size 5 mm and fisherman’s rib, 

stretched slightly in length or 

measured hanging 14 sts and 34 

rows to 10 cm. 

Rib pattern: * k1, p1, rep from *. 

Fisherman’s/Shaker rib: Odd no of 

sts. 

Row 1 (RS): selvage st, * sl1p with 

yo, k1, rep from *, sl1p with yo, 

selvage st. 

Row 2: selvage st, * k1 tog with yo, 

sl1p with yo, rep from *, k1 tog with 

yo, selvage st. 

Row 3: selvage st, * sl1p with yo, k1 

tog with yo, rep from *, sl1p with yo, 

selvage st. 

Row 4: selvage st, * k1 tog with yo, 

p1, rep from *, k1 tog with yo, 

selvage st. 

Work row 1, then rep rows 2 and 3 

throughout, end with row 4. 

Back

With size 4 mm CO 75 (83) 91 sts 

and work in rib patt; start 1st WS 

row with selvage st, k1. Cont in patt 

until work measures 3,5 cm. 

Change to size 5 mm and cont in 

fisherman’s rib. When work 

measures 47 cm dec for shoulder 

shaping at each end 2 sts once, 

then 2 sts in every 4th row 9 (10) 12 

times as foll: In RS rows work 

selvage st, then sl1p with yo, k3tog 

with yo, work to 5 sts from end of 

row, then sl1k with yo, k2tog with 

yo, psso with yo, then sl1p with yo, 

selvage st. After the last dec row 

work 4th patt row, then leave rem 

35 (39) 39 sts on a holder for neck. 

Front

Proceed as for back. 

Sleeves

With size 4 mm CO 47 (51) 55 sts 

and work in rib patt; start 1st WS 

row with selvage st, k1. Cont in patt 

until work measures 3,5 cm. 

Change to size 5 mm and cont with 

fisherman’s rib. When work 

measures 44 cm work 4th patt row, 

then BO all sts loosely. Work 2nd 

sleeve in the same manner. 

Finishing

Block pieces to measurements, 

cover with a damp cloth and allow 

to dry. 

For neck band pick up with the 

circular needle the sts on holders 

from back and front piece and work 

in rib patt, CO 3 sts each between 

the pieces = 76 (84) 84 sts. Cont in 

rnds until band measures 3 cm. BO 

all sts. 

Sew sleeves to upper 16 (17,5) 19 

cm below shoulder shaping of each 

front and back. 

Close sleeve and side seams. With 

the dpn pick up approx. 60 (66) 78 

sts across shoulder shaping and the 

3 newly CO sts of neck band and k 

1 rnd, binding off all sts.

Design: ggh

l = k1 (=k RS rows, p WS rows)

1 = k1 (= k RS rows, p WS rows)
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ABBREVIATIONS

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

STITCH PATTERNS

acc  =  according / 

 accordingly

alt  =  alternate

bef  =  before

beg  =  begin / beginning

BO  =  bind off

cm  =  centimeter

cn  =  cable needle

CO  =  cast on

cont  =  continue / continuing

dec  =  decrease / decreasing

dpns / DPN  =  double pointed  

 needles

foll  =  follows / following

g  =  grams

inc =  increase / increasing

k  =  knit

kw  =  knit wise

LN  =  left hand needle

m  =  marker

m  =  meter / meters

mm  =  millimeter /  

 millimeters

MC  =  main color

p  =  purl

pat(t)  =  pattern

pm  =  place marker

psso  =  pass slip stitch /  

 stitches over

pw  =  purl wise

rem  =  remain / remaining

rep  =  repeat

resp  =  respectively

rm  =  remove marker

RN  =  right hand needle

rnd(s)  =  round / rounds

rndm  =  round marker

RS  =  right side

sh-row  =  short row

sl  =  slip

sl st  =  slip stitch

sm  =  slip marker

s(rnd)m  =  slip (round) marker

sp(s)  =  space / spaces

ssm  =  set stitch marker. 

st(s)  =  stitch / stitches

St st  =  Stockinette stitch / 

 stocking stitch

tbl  =  through back loop

tog  =  together

work even  =  continue working in 

 the established 

 pattern over the same 

 number of stitches 

 without increasing or 

 decreasing

WS  = wrong side

wyib  =  with yarn at back  

 of work

wyif  =  with yarn in front

ybk  =  yarn to back

yfrt  =  yarn to front

yo  =  yarn over

yrh  =  yarn round hook

*  =  repeat from *

CROCHET ABBREVIATIONS

ch  =  chain

ch sp  =  chain space

ch st  =  chain stitch

dc  =  double crochet

htr  =  half treble crochet

sc  =  slip stitch

tr  =  treble crochet

C5F  = slip next 3 sts onto cn and 

hold at front of work, k2, then 

k3 from cn

k1^/p1^  =  knit / purl short row stitch: 

knit / purl through both legs 

of the short row 

k2tog  =  knit 2 stitches together (1 st 

decreased) – right leaning 

decrease

m1  =  make 1 stitch by picking up 

loop between stitches and 

knitting into the back of it

M1L  =  kw / pw make one left = 

increase slanted to the left 

knitwise / purlwise: lift loop 

between stitches from front, 

knit / purl into back loop.

M1R  =  kw / pw make one right = 

increase slanted to the right 

knitwise / purlwise: lift loop 

between stitches from back, 

knit / purl into front loop.

rib  =  work in ribbing pattern

skp  =  Slip one stitch knit wise, knit 

one stitch, pass slip stitch 

over knit stitch (1 st decrea-

sed) - left leaning decrease

Sl1^  =  Slip 1 st for German Short 

Row = With yarn in front, sl1 

pw, pull on yarn over and 

behind needle until both legs 

of st show

slk  =  slip 1 stitch knit wise with 

yarn in back

slp  =  slip 1 stitch purl wise with 

yarn in front

ssk  =  slip 1 knit wise, twice, insert 

tip of left hand needle from 

left to right st (Sl1^) from prev 

row as if it were a normal, 

single stitch through front of 

both sts and k2tog

s1  =  slip 1 stitch knitways

Colourwork pattern: 

Work stockinette st following the chart and 

the written instructions.

Garter stitch: Knit all rows.

Moss stitch: Row 1: *k1, p1*, repeat *–* to 

end. Row 2: knit the knit sts and purl the purl 

sts. Row 3: *p1, k1*, repeat *–* to end. Row 4: 

knit the knit sts and purl the purl sts. Repeat 

rows 1–4. 

Ribbing / k1, p1 ribbing: *k1, p1*, repeat *–*. 

On the wrong side rows, knit the knit sts and 

purl the purl sts. 

K1, p2 ribbing: *k1, p2*, repeat *–*.

K2, p2 ribbing: *k2, p2*, repeat *–*.

Ribbing in the round: *k1, p1*, repeat *–*.

Stockinette stitch: Right side rows: knit all 

stitches. Wrong side rows: purl all stitches. 

08/2128
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Back stitch

With right sides together, work a 

back stitch along the edges of the 

pieces.

Side seams This type of seam is also invisible 

and is worked with the right sides 

facing. Place the two pieces 

together with straight edges 

touching and work back and forth 

from one piece to the other picking 

up the bar of yarn of the first row at 

the side of the edge stitch of one 

side, then draw the pieces together 

by picking up the bar of the second 

row on the opposite side. Continue 

inserting the needle from one piece 

to the other as shown in the 

diagram.

Grafting

When a piece is finished and the 

stitches are not bound off, but left 

on hold on the needles. 

Thread a wool sewing needle and 

with the right sides facing you, sew 

the stitches together inserting the 

needle in the centre and alternating 

one stitch from one piece with one 

from the other and always inserting 

the needle through the previous 

stitch again so that the pieces are 

firmly joined. Release the stitches 

from the needle once they have been 

sewn as shown in the diagram.

These seams are flat and invisible 

from the right side.

Single bind/cast off

Slip first stitch on needle and knit 

the follow-ing stitch.

Tubular bind off

Used when an elastic edge  

is needed.

After completing the knitting, 

stitches remain on the needle. 

Leaving a length of yarn which 

equals twice the length of the edge 

you are finishing, cut yarn. 

Using the tip of the LH needle, pass 

the slipped stitch over the knitted 

stitch.

1) Thread yarn into a wool sewing 

needle and insert through the first  

2 sts.

Knit the next stitch and with the tip 

of the LH needle pick up the first 

stitch on the RH needle and pass it 

over the other knit stitch, so we are 

left with only one stitch is on the RH 

needle.

After all the stitches have been 

bound/cast off, cut yarn, pass end 

through the inside of the last stitch 

and pull firmly so that the stitches 

don’t come loose.

2) Insert the needle through the first 

stitch again and then through the 

third stitch.

5) After reaching the last stitch insert 

the nee-dle through the penultimate 

stitch again then into the last stitch.

Cut yarn and fasten off.4) Go back to the third stitch, then 

into the fifth stitch and continue 

working in this sequence.

3) Insert the needle through the 

second and fourth stitches. 

10 TIPS

w w w.          . com
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Jacquard

This stitch is used when working 

with more than one colour in the 

same row to form a picture or a 

border. It is normally worked in 

stockinette st following a graph 

whereby each square represents 1 

stitch and 1 row. With the two yarns behind the work, 

use the designated colour to work 

the number of stitches indicated on 

the graph.

When changing from one colour to 

another it is very important to twist 

one strand of yarn over the other 

strand to prevent a hole forming 

where there is a colour change.

All the ‘floating’ yarns will be on the 

back of the work, as can be seen on 

the drawing.

Decreasing at the  

beginning of a row

When forming an armhole or neck-

line shaping, binding/casting off is 

done at the beginning of the row.

Slip 1 stitch purlwise (as if to purl it) 

onto RH needle, knit the next stitch, 

with the tip of the LH needle pass 

the slipped stitch over the knitted 

stitch.

Knit 1 stitch, pass the second stitch 

on RH needle over the new stitch. 

Repeat for the required number of 

stitches to be bound/cast off, 

making sure that the tension is not 

too tight. Bind/cast off the stitches 

in the same manner at the begin-

ning of the next row = wrong side, 

but working them in purl.

On the following row, continue the 

shap-ing as indicated in the 

instructions until the rounded form 

of the armhole or neckline has been 

completed.

Decreasing at both 

edges of the same row

Often used for raglan sleeves or to 

highlight an armhole.

These are the decreases where you 

can see the sloping edges and are 

normally worked on the right side of 

the garment.

The decreases are always worked 

at a distance of x number of stitches 

from the edge. Here is an example 

of decreasing at a dis-tance of 1 

stitch in from the edge.

At the beginning of the row, always 

with the right side of work facing 

you; K1, slip stitch onto RH needle, 

K1, PSSO.

At the end of the row, always with 

the right side of work facing you, 

(the instructions indicate to 

decrease x number of sts in from 

the edge, and following an example 

of 1 st), work to the last 3 stitches, 

K2 tog, K1.

Increasing at the  

beginning of a row

When increasing more than one 

stitch.

At the beginning of the row, cast on 

the des-ignated number of stitches. 

At the end of the row do the same.

Knit or purl the additional stitches 

following the instructions.

Intarsia 

This technique is used when 

working with more than one colour 

in the same row and the distance

between colours is across multiple 

stitches. It is normally used because 

the design being worked is very 

large or the motifs are separated 

with a large distance between them. 

In this case, to avoid long floating 

yarns on the back, prepare a small 

ball of yarn in each one of the 

colours and work following the 

graph or the instructions. It is very 

important to cross one yarn over the 

other every time there is a colour 

change. If the yarns are not 

inter laced they tend to separate and 

form holes in the fabric.
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“Good things come to 

those who shop local” 
Melinda Lemay



05 England
From seaside towns to cityscapes, you’re never 

too far from an English yarn shop to explore

18 scotland
Be inspired to try beautiful, Scottish hand-dyed 

yarns when visiting one of their friendly shops

22  wales
The Welsh landscape is famed for its sheep so 

going to a yarn shop is a must for a woolly x

24  Ireland & Northern Ireland
When on the Emerald Isle, discover your new 

favourite yarn brand in a charming Irish shop

28 online
Can’t get to the shops? Grow your yarn stash 

wherever or whenever with our web selection

30 three cheers for yarn shops 
Read about the fantastic work that local yarn 

shops have been doing for their customers

28
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About 

UK Hand Knitting  

(UK HK)

UK Hand Knitting are delighted 

to sponsor the Yarn Shop 

Guide. We are a not-for-prot 

organisation founded more 

than 80 years ago to promote 

knitting and crochet to crafters 

across the country and that’s 

what we still do today. Our 

website has videos, patterns, 

maps of yarn shops and 

knitting groups, as well as 

information on charities that 

need knitted and crocheted 

items, and lots of patterns. One 

of our missions is to support 

independent yarn shops as we 

emerge from the current crisis 

with a revamped website and 

map, making it easier to locate 

your nearest shop and nd out 

what they can oer you. Read 

on to see who is near you or 

visit www.ukhandknitting.com

Printed in the UK.

Radiating positivity through what has been a very dicult year, 

it’s evident that the craft community has come together and 

shown solidarity through a love of making. However, it’s safe 

to say that those running an independent business have had it 

particularly tough. Therefore, it’s never been more important to 

support your local independent yarn shop – and, let’s be honest, 

there’s nothing quite like the feeling of popping into a bricks 

and mortar shop to browse, have a natter and treat yourself. 

That’s why we’ve brought you this updated guide to the best 

yarn shops in the UK and Ireland, 

supported by UK HK, so that you can 

seek out the nearest store, wherever 

you are this summer. Enjoy!

NOTE This little guide is not intended to be a comprehensive list of yarn shops around the United Kingdom 
– wherever your travels take you, seek out and support the local yarn shop! If you’re planning a special visit to 
shops or attractions, please contact them before you go, to check opening times and avoid disappointment.

CALLING ALL YARN SHOPS! 

Want to be included in future guides?

Contact Jessie Dolman on 0117 300 8133

Writing and research Colette Earley

Editors Sara Huntington, Kirstie McLeod

Art Editor Seth Singh 

Production Editor Sarah Newman

Publisher Charlotte Morgan

ADVERTISING

Call 0117 300 8206

Group Advertising Sales Manager Penny Stokes

Business Development Manager UK and 

International Rachael Hawkins 

MARKETING & SUBSCRIPTIONS

Senior Direct Marketing Executive Kate Jones

Call 03330 162 146 or subscribe online at 

www.buysubscriptions.com/craft

CIRCULATION

Head of Newstrade Marketing Martin Hoskins

Newstrade Marketing Manager Janine Smith

International Account Manager Richard Jefferies

PRODUCTION

Senior Production Co-ordinator Lizzie Ayre

Production Manager Rose Griffiths / Siân Rodgers

Group Production Manager Louisa Molter 

Production Director Sarah Powell 

PUBLISHING

Managing Director of Craft, Gardens & Homes

Marie Davies

Managing Director, Bristol Andy Marshall

Executive Chairman Tom Bureau 

HAVE A YARN 
HOLIDAY!
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england
Whether you’re having a trip to the beach, 
city break or visiting a countryside retreat, 

England’s yarn shops are within reach

Glastonbury Tor in SomersetP
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South East
Banbury Sewing Centre Limited

57 Parsons Street, Banbury, Oxfordshire OX16 5NB

www.banburysewingcentre.co.uk

Established for over 40 years, Banbury Sewing Centre is 

at the heart of Banbury Old Town. The knowledgeable, 

friendly and experienced sta are happy to show 

customers how to start their projects and provide 

hands-on assistance. 

Beaker Button

Studio 11, Fairground Craft Centre, Weyhill, 

Hampshire SP11 0QN

01264 748070

www.beakerbutton.co.uk

A small artisan wool shop stued full of British yarns, 

fair trade yarns and independent dyers, with gorgeous 

tools and accessories for all sorts of woolly craft projects. 

The Fibreworks 

10a Middle Row, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire  

OX7 5NH

01608 645970

www.thebreworks.co.uk

The Fibreworks sells a range of yarns, haberdashery and 

fabrics from well known brands such as Rowan, Lang, 

West Yorkshire Spinners and Rico, as well as a selection 

of local, handspun and hand-dyed yarns. 

The Gilliangladrag Flu-a-torium

The Cart Shed, Stoney Croft Farm, Chalkpit Lane 

Betchworth, Surrey RH3 7EY

01306 898144

www.gilliangladrag.co.uk

Run by crafting author Gillian Harris, stocking a large 

selection of yarns, including hand-dyed, and wool tops.  

Handmade Studios

4 The Green, Rowlands Castle, Hampshire PO9 6BN

023 9241 2901

www.handmadestudios.org

Independent, hand-dyed yarn from the likes of 

Riverknits, Easy Knits, Unbelieva-wool and Baa Ram Ewe 

line the shelves of Handmade Studios, along with Erika 

Knight, Patons, Rowan and others.

Liss Wools

38-40 Station Road, Liss, Hampshire GU33 7DP

01730 893941 

www.lisswools.co.uk

Liss Wools features a spacious, double-fronted shop 

with a workshop area and two comfy sofas that invite 

visitors to sit and knit or crochet, or browse through 

their extensive range of patterns and books. 

No.3 Royston

3 Melbourn Street, Royston, Hertfordshire SG8 7BP

01763 249670

www.no3royston.com

No.3 Royston has a wide range of knitting and crochet 

yarns, as well as a haberdashery section, kits and a 

lovely selection of handmade gifts. The shop also runs a 

variety of workshops when permitted.

Oxford Yarn Store

3 North Parade Avenue, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX2 6LX

01865 604112

www.oxfordyarnstore.co.uk

Oxford Yarn Store stocks natural bre yarns from Britain 

and beyond, including Rowan, Jamiesons, Isager and 

The Fibre Co.

The Pincushion 

1 St Marks Crescent, Maidenhead SL6 5DA 

01628 777266

The Pincushion stocks the full range of Stylecraft Special 

DK, with a friendly, personal service and over 26 years’ 

bre art experience.

Pins and Needles

Headley Road, Grayshott, Surrey GU26 6LG

01428 608817

www.pinsandneedlesgrayshott.co.uk

A small boutique fabric and yarn shop that sources 

produts from all over the world, based in the lovely 

village of Grayshott.

Seahorse Yarns and Crafts

Sammy Miller Motorcycle Museum, Bashley Cross 

Road, New Milton, Hampshire BH25 5SZ

01425 837310 

www.seahorseyarnsandcrafts.co.uk

Located in the courtyard of the Sammy Miller 

Motorcycle Museum. They own a shop with lots of yarn, 

crafts and gifts. There is free parking, a café and farm.

Stitch n’ B…h in Time

16 High Street, New Romney, Kent TN28 8BY

07958 427853
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www.knit1drop1.co.uk

The shop where you come as strangers and leave 

as friend. They speak the same language of crafting, 

knitting, crocheting and imagination as their customers.

YAK

16 Gloucester Road, Brighton BN1 4AD

01273 679726

www.yarnandknitting.com

The place to buy beautiful hand-dyed yarns, the latest 

patterns and the most innovative tools, sourced from 

independent companies.

The Yarn Dispensary 

6 Market Place, Faversham, Kent ME13 7AG

01795 597700

www.theyarndispensary.co.uk

The Yarn Dispensary is situated in a beautiful historic 

building in the heart of medieval Faversham. A 

selection of yarn can be found with a focus on natural 

bres – from Merino to BFL, alpaca to yak – and a 

selection of hand-dyed yarns.

LONDON
Knit with Attitude

127 Stoke Newington High Street, London N16 0PH

020 7998 3282

www.knitwithattitude.com

Knit With Attitude focuses on ethically, environmentally 

and sustainably produced yarns from around the world. 

The shop ensures that all their yarns can be traced back 

to good practices at all levels. Stoke Newington has a 

erce independent spirit and small village vibe. 

Loop 

15 Camden Passage, Islington, London N1 8EA

020 7288 1160 

www.loopknitting.com

Any seriously dedicated yarn enthusiast will eventually 

make the pilgrimage to Loop! The north London shop 

showcases the most beautiful and unique yarns and 

haberdashery – owner Susan Cropper attends vintage 

fairs looking for unusual things for the shop. 

Make Town

2a Chatham Place, London E9 6LL

020 898 56347

www.make.town

Make Town is a textile and craft studio, providing 

you with a creative space to engage with making, 

purchasing supplies and meeting new friends.

Sharp Works Yarn & Haberdashery

220 Railton Road, London, Greater London SE24 0JT

020 7738 7668

www.sharpworks.co.uk

Established in 2007, Sharp Works has been selling to 

local and London-wide makers for nearly fteen years. 

They are proud supporters of British wool suppliers. 

Their popular classes have introduced many people to 

knitting and crochet over the past decade.

Tribe Yarns

20B Richmond Hill, Richmond-upon-Thames, London 

TW10 6QX

020 8940 0999

www.tribeyarns.com

Tribe Yarns believes that “life is too short for bad yarn!” 

so the shop is lled with high-quality, non-commercial, 

ethically produced and very colourful yarns from 

around the world. Down the road is Richmond Park.

Wild and Woolly

116 Lower Clapton Road, London E5 0QR

020 8985 5231 

www.wildandwoollyshop.co.uk

A haven in the big city, Wild and Woolly contains an 

impressive range of natural bres from small-scale, 

independent producers in the UK and Europe. Brands 

include the beautiful, the unique and the quirky – WIld 

and Woolly is a must-visit for some amazing bre 

nds. Owner Anna Feldman says that her goal is to get 

people knitting and nishing what they knit, with the 

idea that she is selling them a sweater-to-be rather than 

just expanding their stash. 

soUTH WEST
CraftSisters

Unit 1, The Creedy Centre, 117 High Street, Crediton 

EX17 3LG

www.craftsisters.co.uk

CraftSisters stock as many dierent types of yarn that 

space will allow and always manage, somehow, to 

squeeze more in. Their mantra is, if you don’t see what 

you want, let them know and they’ll do everything they 

can to get it for you.
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1&2 Knit on the sofa in Sutton Coldeld’s Sitting Knitting 3 The Wool Cabin in 
Clacton- and Frinton-on-Sea has yarn galore 4 When in Norfolk go to quaint Laina 
Crafts & Wool 5 Sharp Works supplies London crafters with squishy yarn 6 Pretty 
MaD Handmade in Belper 7 Star Dancewear & Crafts serves Cambridgeshire locals

1

2

3

6 7

4

5
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Cross Patch Crafts

66 Meadow Street, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset 

BS23 1QN

01934 418005

www.crosspatchcrafts.webs.com

Cross Patch has been in the heart of the Orchard 

Meadows shopping district for more than 20 years. 

Knitting and crochet classes oered Monday to 

Saturday when permitted in the dedicated classroom.

Fabrics Plus Limited

13-19 Badminton Road, Downend, Bristol BS16 6BB

0117 329 3857

www.fabrics-plus.co.uk

Expect a large selection of yarns from Stylecraft, King 

Cole and West Yorkshire Spinners, as well as a fabulous 

haberdashery section covering many brands including 

Knit Pro. There is a large free car park behind the shop, 

so you can spend as long as you like in store, with 

independent cafés nearby.

John Arbon Textiles 

19 Queen Street, Lynton, North Devon EX35 6AA

01598 752490

www.jarbon.com

John Arbon Textiles shop is the retail outlet for the 

yarns produced at the company’s mill – a small-scale 

specialist worsted processing and spinning mill. John 

Arbon Textiles has made its name by using local, 

organically farmed, environmentally friendly natural 

bre whenever possible. 

Knit & Stitch

56 Fore Street, St Marychurch, Torquay, Devon  

TQ1 4LX

01803 411415 

www.knitstitchcraft.co.uk

Knit & Stitch is near family attractions and situated in 

the beautiful St Marychurch, in a precinct with a variety 

of independent retailers – why not make a day of it?

Mrs McGregors Magical Craft Emporium

10 Brunel Shopping precinct, Somerton, Somerset 

TA11 6QU

07599 025748

www.mrsmcgregors.com

The smallest craft shop in Somerset! With a strong ethos 

of make, do, mend and upcyle, new and preloved items 

are in this Aladdin’s cave. Yarns, fabrics, haberdashery 

and handmade gifts can all be found here.

Nanny B’s

Unit 5 The Archway, Newerne Street, Lydney, 

Gloucestershire GL15 5R

07817 172791

Nanny B’s is a small, boutique shop with a select range 

of products that opened during the pandemic, to ll a 

gap in the market in their town for a shop selling bre 

crafting essentials. With the support of customers, they 

have survived the lockdowns, and are looking towards 

a positive future in the town.

Purl A Row

9 Fore Street, Lostwithiel, Cornwall PL22 0BP

07788 240158 

www.purlarow.co.uk

Purl A Row is a boutique shop that supports British 

wool and small businesses. It features 15 hand-dyed 

yarn suppliers and champions yarns local to the area, 

including three brands of Cornish wool.

Spin A Yarn

26 Fore Street, Bovey Tracey, Devon TQ13 9AD

01626 836203

www.spinayarndevon.co.uk

Based on the edge of beautiful Dartmoor National Park, 

Spin A Yarn oers yarns from local Devon brands to 

unusual yarns like Touch Yarns of New Zealand, as well 

as Malabrigo, Opal Sock and Lang. There is also a wide 

range of patterns and books.

Tiverton Bead and Wool Shop

5 William Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BJ

07525 233996

www.beadandwoolshop.co.uk

Situated just ve minutes away from M5 junction 27 

in the lovely market town of Tiverton, the shop has a 

timeless selection of quality hand knitting yarns, beads, 

knitwear and accessories from selected British and 

European suppliers.

wool

19 Old Orchard Street, Bath BA1 1JU

01225 469144 

www.woolbath.co.uk

A visit to the scenic Roman Baths is even more 

appealing when you know there is a lovely little yarn 

shop just around the corner. wool carefully sources 

beautiful yarns from all over the UK and the world, and 

encourages visitors to squish the yarn and enjoy the 

friendly service they’ll nd inside. 
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The Woollery

6 Warminster Road, Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 3PB

07526 239038

www.thewoollery.com

Mainly stocking supplies for knitting, crochet and 

spinning, but the team are also able to source lots of 

other crafty items for you.

Wool on the Exe

2 Okehampton Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 1DW

01395 669015

www.woolontheexe.com

A community bre arts space designed to provide local 

people with a place to learn, be creative, make new 

friends and connect to their community. 

A Yarn Story

128 Walcot Street, Bath BA1 5BG

01225 429239

www.ayarnstory.co.uk

A Yarn Story focuses on high-quality, hand-dyed bres 

of wool, alpaca, silk and cashmere – including their 

own in-house brand, Walcot Yarns, available in a range 

of colours. It is in Bath’s Walcot Street Artisan Quarter, 

which is full of creative, independent shops.

central & MIDLANDS
Ewenited Yarns

79 Main street, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 1GW

0115 972 4965

www.ewenitedyarns.com 

The shelves of Ewenited Yarns are chock full of colourful 

balls and skeins from King Cole, Sirdar, DMC, Stylecraft, 

James C. Brett, Katia, Rowan and more. 

Friary Stitch

2-4 Bethlehem Street, Grimsby, Lincolnshire  

DN31 1JU

01472 357800

www.friarystitch.co.uk

Yarns to patterns, hooks to needles, and all the 

embellishments in between can be found in the Friary 

Stitch store in Grimsby. 

Horncastle Hobby House

25 North Street, Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 5DX

01507 522659

www.horncastlehobbyhouse.co.uk

This traditional wool shop stocks Katia, King Cole, 

Woolcraft and Wendy yarns. Other goodies include 

patterns, haberdashery and a large selection of ribbons.

Knit One 

11 Pocklingtons Walk, Leicester LE1 6BT

0116 2540650

www.knitone.uk.com

Alison and the team oer a fantastic variety of yarns, 

cherry-picked from the best suppliers such as Rico, 

Sirdar, Sublime, Rowan, Stylecraft, WYS, Fyberspates, 

Katia, Lang and plenty more. 

Knotty Knits & Kreative Krafts 

38 Baxter Gate, Loughborough LE11 1TQ

07934 570905

www.knotty-knits-kreative-krafts.business.site

The only wool shop in Loughborough and a family 

business run by Emma and Andy Kilby since 2016. As 

well as yarn they stock kits, patterns and accessories.

MaD Handmade Designs

Shop 3, The 1924 Building, Campbell Street, Belper, 

Derbyshire DE56 1DT

07871 392432

www.madhm.uk

MaD is a Mother and Daughter venture into all things 

yarn, based in the heart of historic Belper and Arkwright 

mill country. They are proud to stock homegrown spun 

and dyed yarns and felting wool.

Sew U Knit Crafts

2 Cotswold Court, Broadway, Worcestershire

WR12 7AA 

01386 853779

www.sewuknitcrafts.co.uk

Stocking a range of beautiful wools from major 

brands, as well as catering for all of your knitting and 

crochet needs, Sew U also has a wonderful selection of 

haberdashery items, accessories and craft kits to cater 

for your every need.

Sitting Knitting 

Table Gallery, to the rear of 7 Belwell Lane, Mere 

Green, Sutton Coldeld, West Midlands

Established in 2013, Sitting Knitting are stockists of 

knitting and crochet supplies and haberdashery. Brands 

include West Yorkshire Spinners, Rico, King Cole, Opal, 

their own hand-dyed brand Dyed and Gone to Heaven, 

Knit Pro and Clover.
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Stitch Witch

6 Union Street, Market Rasen, Lincolnshire LN8 3AA

01673 849051

www.stitchwitchshop.co.uk

Stitch Witch is a creative environment which is both 

welcoming and friendly, a place to meet friends, make 

friends and feel nurtured.

Threads

2C Main Street, Keyworth, Nottinghamshire  

NG12 5AD

0115 937 6010

www.threadsofkeyworth.com

Threads is a small family-run village shop with a 

big heart for their community. They have years of 

experience in crafting and can oer advice on their 

products or talk through ideas for your next project.

The Woolshop in Sherwood Forest

Unit 5, Sherwood Forest Art and Craft Centre, Forest 

Corner, Edwinstowe NG219RN

07580 132799 

This colourful and cosy wool shop is run by Ursula, 

who shares her lifetime knowledge of knitting and 

crocheting with her customers.

The Wool Cabin

Unit 9-10, Chestereld Market Hall, Chestereld, 

Derbyshire S40 1AR

07553 847483

Started in 2015, The Wool Cabin continues the long 

tradition of having huge variety and well stocked yarn 

shop for everyone. 

The Wool Shop

13 Broad Street, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1NG

01584 872988 

www.ludlow-woolshop.co.uk

A traditional cosy yarn shop, oering a huge selection 

of yarns, patterns and accessories along with helpful 

advice and, if you need it, inspiration for a project. 

Wotahoot

The Rainbow Hill Centre, 12 Astwood Road, 

Worcester, Worcestershire WR3 8ET

01905 330604

www.wotahoot.co.uk

Wotahoot is located in an old Baptist chapel which has 

been converted into a small community centre where 

they do various craft activities, as well as knit & natters. 

The team are particularly interested in helping people 

with various disabilities to craft and socialise. 

Yarn Loft

118 Hucknall Road, Nottingham, Nottinghamshire 

NG5 1AD

07825 702433

www.yarnloft.co.uk

Yarn Loft specialises in top quality products, specialising 

in UK based yarns. The shop is situated a mile north of 

Nottingham city centre with free on-street parking.

NORTH WEST
& Sew What

247 Eaves Lane, Chorley, Lancashire PR6 0AG

01257 237438 

Located on the outskirts of Chorley, the shop stocks a 

small selection of quality yarns. As experienced knitters 

and crocheters, they are more than happy to help with 

advice on choosing or substituting yarns, specialising in 

knitting from the top down. 

Black Sheep Wools Craft Barn

Warehouse Studios, Glaziers Lane, Culcheth, 

Warrington, Cheshire WA3 4AQ

01925 764231 

www.blacksheepwools.com

Black Sheep Wools is the largest independent yarn store 

in the UK. Set in the Cheshire countryside they stock 

favourite brands including Scheepjes, Rico, Stylecraft, 

Rowan and more. A family business established in 1983.

Cottontail Crafts

16 Duke Street, Settle BD24 9DN

07890 937022

Situated in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales, Cottontail 

Crafts has celebrated over 65 years in business. Read 

more about Cottontail Crafts in our feature on page 30.

Crafty Praxis Yarn Shop

7-8 Byram Arcade, Westgate, Hudderseld,  

West Yorkshire HD1 1ND 

07766 859934

www.craftypraxis.co.uk

Crafty Praxis Yarn Shop stocks local suppliers King Cole, 

Stylecraft and WYS along with independent hand 

dyers and spinners yarns. There are Woolly Wednesday 

Workshops to learn new skills, when permitted. 
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Ethel & Em

24 New Street, Lancaster, Lancashire LA1 1EG

01524 65344 

www.ethelandem.com

A super-friendly shop where even new customers are 

welcomed like long-lost friends. In non pandemic times 

they have Knit, Knot and Natter sessions weekly. Their 

new location is next door to a fabric shop and they’ve 

nicknamed their city “Lancrafter.” Read more about Ethel 

& Em in our feature on page 30.

Handmade by You

38 Curzon Street, Maryport, Cumbria CA15 6DA

07795 512689 

www.facebook.com/handmadebymaryport

Handmade by You is situated in a seaside town on the 

edge of the Lake District. Visitors can stock up on yarns 

including Stylecraft, King Cole, Rico, James C. Brett, 

Sirdar, DMC and WYS.

Knitters Corner

15 The Market, Halifax Borough Market, Halifax  

HX1 1DZ

07720 237641

www.knitterscorner.co.uk

Stockist of quality yarns, patterns, accessories and craft 

bags. Goods can be purchased online for collection in 

the shop, usually the following day. Shop before you 

travel to ensure they have what you need.

Mrs Johnson’s Emporium

29-31 Bond Street, South Shore, Blackpool  

FY4 1BQ

01253 404550

www.MrsJohnsonsEmporium.co.uk

Step back in time into a wool and haberdashery 

emporium like your grandmother shopped in. Mrs 

Johnson has lled her huge and beautiful old bank with 

lusciousness and colour. 

Rose’s Woolcrafts

32 Lapstone Road, Millom, Cumbria LA18 4BU

01229 773539 

www.koralilyrose.com 

Rose’s Woolcrafts is in a little town on the Western Lake 

District coastline and have lots of very talented local 

crafters as their customers. As well as stocking Rico, King 

Cole and Stylecraft, they also sell high quality baby and 

toddler clothes. Come and pay them a visit if you’re on 

holiday in Cumbria.

Sew-In 

www.myknittingyarnandwool.co.uk

Marple shop: 46 Market Street, Marple, Cheshire  

SK6 7AD

01614 272529 

Buxton shop: 1 Spring Gardens, Buxton, Derbyshire 

SK17 6BJ

01298 26636

The two Sew-In shops stock West Yorkshire Spinners, 

Sirdar, Sublime, Rowan, Rico and King Cole yarns. 

Sew-In Marple A traditional yarn, needlecraft and 

haberdashery shop within easy reach of Manchester.

Sew-In Buxton A little gem, catering for most knitter’s 

needs, on the main shopping street in this spa town.

Unravel

355 Wakeeld Road, Denby Dale, Hudderseld

West Yorkshire HD8 8RP

01484 767502 / 07979 293017

Stocking supplies for knitting and crochet, sewing, 

patchwork and quilting, embroidery and textile art. 

There are also fabrics, haberdashery, homewares, shawls  

and decorative goods from India and Nepal.

Wool n Stu Ltd

46 Kirkgate, Wakeeld, West Yorkshire WF1 1TQ

01924 565740 

www.woolnstu.co.uk

Wool n Stu is a large city centre yarn shop with a 

fantastic range of yarn for all budgets. They also sell 

fabric, haberdashery and loads of craft supplies. Read 

more about Wool n Stu in our feature on page 30.

NORTH EAST
Ann’s Wool Shop

8 The Square, Guide Post, Northumberland 

NE62 5DA

01670 843111

The shop is well established, having been running 15 

years, and stocks a wide selection of yarn and knitting 

accessories. It has ample free parking at the door.

Ewe & Yarn

18 Millgate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire YO7 1AA

01845 527978 

www.eweandyarn.co.uk

Ewe & Yarn is all about the squish, the quality and 

reliability of yarn from the UK and around the world. 
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1 The Woolshop in Sherwood Forest has a tempting outdoor 
display of goodies 2&3 If you’re in Cheshire, Black Sheep Wools 
is well worth the trip – make a day of it! 4&5 Make Town is the 
place for improving your skills where you are in Hackney, London

1
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4

2
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Fent Shop

41 Broads Street, King’s Lynn, Norfolk PE30 1DP

01553 768613

www.thefentshopkingslynn.co.uk

A small, independent, family-run business which has 

been in King’s Lynn for over 60 years. The shop is very 

proud to be a Royal Warrant holder to HM The Queen 

as a Purveyor of dress fabrics and haberdashery. When 

you visit the shop you will nd two oors with a huge 

variety of products. 

Fine Fettle Fibres 

Studio 6, Gallery 45, 45 Main Street, Felton, Morpeth, 

Northumberland NE65 9PP

01670 600001

www.nefettlebres.uk

Fine Fettle Fibres specialises in British, European and fair 

trade yarns in natural bres, and oer friendly, helpful 

service to customers.

Gert & Daisy

9 Market Place, Patrington, East Yorkshire HU12 0RA

07742 006085

www.etsy.com/uk/shop/yarnhookandneedles

A woolly oasis in a lovely rural village location, stocking 

yarns by James C. Brett, Stylecraft, Wendy, King Cole and 

Woolcraft at prices to suit all budgets.

A Good Yarn 

50 Oole Road, Cleethorpes, NE Lincolnshire  

DN35 8LR

01472 508707

www.agoodyarn.co.uk

A Good Yarn is more than just a wool shop, it is a special 

place where you can enjoy being in an environment 

with like-minded people. They know their products 

and are skilled at what they do, so are always happy to 

spend time helping customers.

Kraft Work Yarns

The Arches, 79 Park Road, Hartlepool TS24 7PW

07773 222002

www.kraftworkhartlepool.co.uk

A warm welcome awaits you at Kraft Work Yarns. The 

shop holds regular knit and natter social groups as well 

as knitting and crochet workshops led by local, highly 

talented artisans, suitable for all levels of ability. Their 

customers are key to everything Kraft Work Yarns do, 

and they love nothing more than a chat with  

like-minded yarn lovers. 

Leven Crafts

7-8 Chaloner Mews, Chaloner Street, Guisborough 

TS14 6SA

01287 610207

www.levencrafts.co.uk

A specialist needlecrafts shop on the edge of the North 

Yorkshire Moors. Expect a wide range of Stylecraft, 

King Cole, Sirdar and Rico yarns and patterns as well as 

embroidery supplies and notions. 

The Needle Works

54 Hide Hill, Berwick-upon-Tweed, Northumberland 

TD15 1AB

01289 330503

The little shop with lots inside. For knitting, crochet, 

sewing, needle felting and much more. They stock yarn, 

patterns, notions and haberdashery for all skill levels. 

Wensleydale Longwool Sheep Shop

2 Kelberdale Court, Market Place, Leyburn,  

North Yorkshire DL8 5AW

01969 623558

www.wensleydalelongwool.co.uk

Nestled in Leyburn in the heart of the Yorkshire Dales, 

the Sheep Shop sells their own brand of Wensleydale 

Wool in Aran, DK and 4ply and their new 4ply Tweed 

Yarn. With exclusive Sheep Shop patterns and 

garments, Wensleydale Tops, locks and notions.

Woolaballoo

The Dartmoor Suite, The Courtyard, Langley Park, 

Durham DH7 9XE

0191 5800103 

www.woolaballoo.com

Woolaballoo oers predominantly British yarns and 

kits, as well as unique gifts and craft accessories. West 

Yorkshire Spinners, Stylecraft, Bergère de France, 

Zauberball and Rico yarns line the shelves alongside 

guest indie dyers. Located near historic Durham, 

travellers will nd independent shops nearby as well.

Wool Couture

The Old Robin Hood, Southmoor Road, Brierley, 

Barnsley S72 9HA

01226 414950

www.woolcouturecompany.com

Wool Couture sells their own-brand extreme yarns for 

giant knitting and crochet projects: Cheeky Chunky, 

Baby Beau, Gentle Giant, Epic Extreme. Wool Couture is 

near Newmillerdam Country Park. 
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Wooler Wool Shop

18 High Street, Wooler, Northumberland NE71 6BY

01668 281066

www.woolerwoolshop.co.uk

Located in the appropriately named Wooler, a 

market town in the foothills of  The Cheviots and 

Northumberland National Park, the shop stocks 

an extensive range of knitting yarn, patterns and 

accessories, plus lots more.

Yarn Etc

17 Knaresborough Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire 

HG2 7SR  

01423 885565

www.yarnetc.co.uk

Yarn Etc is a positive rainbow of a shop which stocks a 

wide range of yarns for knitters and crocheters, along 

with lots of patterns, kits, books and notions for the avid 

crafter. They will run workshops when permitted, and 

are located just o the beautiful Stray area of Harrogate.

EAST
The Barn Yarn

Old Grain Barn, Moss End Village, Maidenhead Road, 

Wareld, Bracknell, Berkshire RG42 6EJ

07767 476261

www.thebarnyarn.co.uk

A wide range of yarns, patterns and accessories situated 

upstairs in the Old Grain (Antique and Craft) Barn. 

Beginners knitting and crochet courses oered on a 

one-to-one basis. Open seven days a week. 

Crafty’s

27 High Street, Saron Walden, Essex CB10 1AT

01702 296103

www.craftys.uk

Crafty’s is a family-run haberdashery arts and craft 

shop with decades of experience. The shop also oers 

bespoke items of your own ideas and design with their 

in-store printing and laser cutting machines.

Craft Days

27 High Street, Saron Walden, Essex CB10 1AT

01799 218429

www.craft-days.co.uk

Craft Days is a haven of creativity, stocking a carefully 

curated range of yarns and fabrics. Situated in the 

ancient market town of Saron Walden, you will nd 

a very helpful, cheerful and warm welcome. As well as 

friendly and experienced advice, Craft Days also oers a 

programme of workshops.

ColorCraft

1 Emson Close, Saron Walden, Essex CB10 1HL  

01799 522607

www.colorcraftsw.com

Established since 1969, Colorcraft aims to help people 

create their own arts and crafts and learn new skills. 

They are bursting at the seams with useful products. 

Crates of Wool

8A East Street, Ware, Hertfordshire SG12 9HJ

01920 463436

www.cratesofwool.co.uk

Crates of Wool supplies yarn lovers with mainstream 

brands as well as locally-dyed natural bres. The shop 

hosts a range of drop-in sessions each week, including 

knitting and crochet clubs, which has built a cheerful 

and connected crafting community. Ware boasts a 

range of cafés and canal walks. 

HookedonStitching

The Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Sir Williams Lane, 

Aylsham, Norfolk NR11 6AW

07970 016961

www.facebook.com/jilly.hookedonstitching

At HookedonStitching, the team are passionate about 

crochet, knitting and all things woolly, and have a wide 

selection of wools and patterns available. They hold 

Chat ‘n’ Craft sessions too, when permitted.

Knitting Needle Lane

01223 561865

www.knittingneedlelane.co.uk

Knitting Needle Lane can be found at the Cambridge 

Market every Sunday as well as online. They test knit 

everything they sell, including yarns from indie dyers 

and larger brands. 

Laina Crafts & Wool

15 High Street, Downham Market, Norfolk PE38 9DA

01366 383096

www.lainacraftswool.uk

Laina Crafts & Wool are a friendly bunch, willing 

and able to help knitting and crochet projects get 

underway and happy to assist with any knotty road 

blocks too. They stock a plethora of yarns such as Sirdar, 

King Cole and West Yorkshire Spinners.
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The Lost Sheep Wool Shop

1 Main Road, Rollesby, Norfolk NR29 5EG

01493 748811

www.facebook.com/Thelostsheepwoolshop

Located 10 miles outside the seaside town of Great 

Yarmouth, The Lost Sheep Wool Shop is situated on 

the ground oor of a quirky cottage village property. 

Four rooms of the quaint cottage are stocked full of 

wool, knitting needles, knitting and crochet sundries, 

haberdashery and patterns and books. Visitors are 

welcome to sit at the table or at the outdoor seating 

area and peruse patterns. Yarns in store include local 

indie dyer Noodle Soup Yarns as well as King Cole, 

Sirdar, Stylecraft, Mondial, DMC, Katia, Rico Design,

Malabrigo, Ella Rae, Knitting Fever and Jody Long.

Purlwise

21a High Street, Kimbolton PE28 0HB

01480 861727

www.purlwise.co.uk

Purlwise is a hub for knitting, crocheting, spinning 

and weaving. The shop is located in Kimbolton, home 

to Kimbolton Castle and a church boasting a unique 

Tiany stained-glass window. 

Sconch

Unit 11, Blake House Craft Centre, Blake End, 

Nr Braintree, Essex CM77 6RA

01376 743123 

www.sconch.com

Sconch is a family-run business, stocking the likes 

of Rowan, King Cole, Cygnet, Town End Yarns and 

Easyknits. Notions include needles, hooks and 

accessories. The shop is situated in a craft centre with a 

restaurant and tea room.

Star Dancewear & Crafts

3 Crown Street, St Ives, Cambridgeshire PE27 5EB

01480 716014

www.stardancewear.co.uk

Star Dancewear & Crafts is an independent shop that 

serves the local community. Their craft section mainly 

includes wool and haberdashery and brands include 

Stylecraft, Sirdar, King Cole and Woolcraft. 

Tenaciously She  

15 High Street, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire WD4 8AB

07917 862448 

www.tenaciouslyshe.com

Tenaciously She, formerly The Fibre Lounge, has built up 

a creative community with crochet and sustainability at 

its core. Owner Louisa says the aim is to inject fun into 

bre crafts, keeping things modern and interesting. 

Tillys Wool Wagon

Bones Lane Antique and Craft Centre, Hawk Hill, 

Battlesbridge, Essex SS11 7RE

07519 884222

Set in the pretty location of Battlesbridge in South 

Essex, Tillys is a small but well-stocked shop. Their 

friendly and approachable sta have a good sound 

knowledge of yarn crafts for all your knitting and 

crochet needs.  

The Wool Cabin (Essex)

www.woolcabin.co.uk

Clacton shop: 28 High Street, Clacton-on-Sea,  

Essex CO15 1UQ

01255 428352 

Frinton shop: 71 Connaught Avenue, Frinton-on-Sea, 

Essex CO13 9PP

01255 674456

The Wool Cabin boasts that it’s the largest yarn retailer 

in the area, with more than 250 yarns in stock. Visitors 

will nd a wide range of crochet and knitting supplies.

Find the kit for you at  
Yarn Etc in Harrogate 
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1 An enticing wall of yarn at Ann’s Wool Shop, Northumberland 2 Wool on the 
Exe is Exeter’s yarn destination 3 Find independent spinner’s yarn at Crafty Praxis, 
Hudderseld 4&5 Gilliangladrag in Surrey is an experience! 6 Browse the yarn at 
Beaker Button, Weyhill 7 Stop o at Ewe & Yarn when visiting North Yorkshire
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After a day exploring Scotland’s rugged 

scenery, recharge your batteries in a 
shop full of tempting yarn

View of Loch Etive in Argyll and Bute P
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The Caledonian Wool Co.

68 High Street, Fort William PH33 6AD

07432 388903

www.caledonianwool.com

A friendly and squishy experience! The walls are stacked 

full of British yarn, bre, knitted samples and inspiration, 

with the owners always on hand for help and advice. 

Wool is spun in the shop, craft classes are taught (when 

permitted) and they have a range of their own patterns.

Cookston Crafts

Cookston, Ellon, Aberdeenshire AB418DE 

07982 068517

www.cookstoncrafts.com

Based in rural Aberdeenshire, Cookston Crafts is a haven 

for craft lovers. Owner Claire creates luxury hand-dyed 

yarns inspired by the beautiful Scottish landscape. She 

teaches workshops from a beautiful converted steading 

(when permited) and will give you a warm welcome 

whether you are there for a class or to browse the yarn. 

Craic’n’Yarn

15A Main Street, Drymen, Stirlingshire G63 0BQ

01360 661476 

www.craicnyarn.com

Craic means gossip/chatter/news and Craic’n’Yarn love 

to share that with their visitors. The shop might be one 

of the smallest wool shops ever visited but it is packed 

with goodies. They have a large selection of sock 

yarns, wools from Scottish eece including hand dyed, 

Bluefaced Leicester from local farms, wools from the 

Borders and the Shetland Islands.

Fankle Yarns

20A The Cross, Prestwick, South Ayrshire KA9 1AJ

01292 478922 / 07818 232354 

www.fankleyarns.co.uk

Fankle Yarns is tucked down a close at The Cross in 

Prestwick and is home to a jewel box of colour. They 

specialise in Scottish dyers, spinners and crafters.

Ginger Twist Studio

11 London Road, Edinburgh EH7 5AP

07599 479445 

www.gingertwiststudio.com

The adorable aqua exterior beckons knitters and 

crocheters to pop inside this petite shop. Owner Jessica 

James-Thomson carefully curates a range of yarns 

squeezed into the tiny space, including her own range 

of luxury hand-dyed yarns, Ginger’s Hand Dyed. 

The Hidden Wool Shop 

17 Canal Street, Renfrew, Renfrewshire PA4 8OE

0141 8864445 

At The Hidden Wool Shop, the small dedicated team 

aims to continually improve their oering of yarn, 

patterns, tools, notions and other accessories. They 

really try to cover all bases – asking loyal and new 

customers what they need and oering the best 

service in return. 

Jayne’s Wool & Buttons 

1 Edison House, Fullerton Road, Glenrothes KY7 5QR

07722 388124

www.jayneswool.co.uk

Jayne’s sell a variety of colourful buttons and yarns, 

including beautifully soft 4ply sock and baby yarns. As 

well as new equipment in their haberdashery section, 

they also stock preloved needles and hooks, as well as 

preloved knitting and crochet patterns. They have a 

very popular knitting and crochet club.

Jinty and Baa Needlecrafts

27 Marine Parade, Kirn, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 8HF

01369 707756 

www.jintyandbaa.co.uk

Jinty and Baa Needlecrafts sits right on the waterfront in 

the beautiful surroundings of the Cowal Peninsula. They 

oer a great selection of wool, fabric and haberdashery 

products, are enthusiastic and passionate about what 

they do and the quality products they sell. 

New Lanark Mill Shop

New Lanark Mills, New Lanark, South Lanarkshire 

ML11 9DB (M11 9BY for sat navs)

01555 661345 

www.newlanarkshop.co.uk

The village of New Lanark is a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site. The only yarn the Mill Shop stocks is its own New 

Lanark Yarn. While the village was originally a cotton 

spinning mill village, visitors can now see this yarn 

being spun on the historic textile machinery.

The Thread Counter

75 The Vennel, Linlithgow, West Lothian EH49 6QA

01506 842013

www.thethreadcounter.co.uk

Situated in the heart of historic Linlithgow, The Thread 

Counter specialises in yarns, fabrics and haberdashery. 

The Thread Counter is a family-run business with a wide 

selection of products at aordable prices.



The Wee Crafty Owl

2b Jamaica Street, Greenock, Inverclyde PA15 1CU

01475 648686

www.facebook.com/theweecraftyowl

The Wee Crafty Owl has been open two years on the 

lovely west coast of Scotland and stocks a wide range 

of yarns, haberdashery and craft and hobby supplies. 

There is a workshop area for classes and knit and natter 

once guidelines allow them to restart and the coee 

machine will be ready and waiting. 

Wool and Creations

13 Bank Street, Irvine, Ayrshire KA12 0AJ

07713 754199

www.facebook.com/woolandcreations

Wool and Creations are the sole supplier of quality 

yarn, patterns, buttons and accessories within their 

local town and as they are located at The Cross, they 

are central for shoppers who travel to Irvine by public 

transport or car. 

Wool for Ewe

83-85 Rosemount Place, Aberdeen AB25 2YE

01224 643738 

www.woolforewe.com

With the promise of “yarn for every budget, patterns for 

every style’”, visitors are unlikely to walk away from Wool 

for Ewe empty-handed! Run by a mother and daughter 

team, they stock wide range of brands including 

Lopi, Jamieson’s of Shetland, Rowan, Sublime, Sirdar, 

Woolcraft, Stylecraft, DMC, Baa Ram Ewe, Erika Knight, 

Wool & The Gang, Regia, Viridian Yarns and Zauberball. 

In addition, the shop supports local indie dyers such 

as Cookston Crafts, a local dyer based within 20 miles 

of Wool for Ewe, and Accidental Shepherd, which 

produces yarn from sheep surrounding Aberdeen. 

The Wool Haven

21 Langside Place, Glasgow G41 3DL

07401 594385 

www.thewoolhaven.com

The Wool Haven is a warm, welcoming creative 

haven that is part of a vibrant knitting and crochet 

community. It has a great range of yarns from acrylics, 

cottons to pure wools in many dierent weights and 

lots of lovely buttons, bags, patterns and needles. All 

are welcome to their Knit2gether classes and help is 

given any time. The shop is next to the Queen’s Park. 

Unwind Yarns

10 Channel Street, Galashiels, The Scottish Borders 

TD1 1BA

01896 754189

www.unwindyarns.co.uk

Formerly The Wool Shop, Unwind Yarns is a fantastic 

yarn store that stocks a wide range of craft supplies and 

yarn as well as oering workshops and helpful advice. 

Their yarn ranges from budget-friendly brands such as 

King Cole and Stylecraft, to more luxurious ranges such 

as Rowan and independent yarns. 

20

The Thread Counter oers friendly advice 
and great service to their customers
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1 Fankle Yarns’ homely display in Prestwick 2 Jinty and Baa Needlecrafts in 
Dunoon is popping with colour 3 The Thread Counter, Linlithgow 4 The Hidden 
Wool Shop, Renfrew is a hidden gem 5 The Wool Haven in Glasgow is full of the 
joys of yarn 6&7 Greenock’s The Wee Crafty Owl is a welcoming place for crafters

1 2

3

5 7

4

6



   
       

 
 

 

wales
With a rich history in wool be sure to pop 

into one of Wales’ yarn shops to buy a 
sheepy souvenir you’ll treasure

New Quay in Ceredigion P
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wales

Clare Wools

13 Great Darkgate Street, Aberystwyth SY23 1DE

01970 617786

www.clarewools.co.uk

Established in 1967, Clare Wools is a shop full of 

beautiful yarns situated in the university seaside town 

of Aberystwyth. They stock natural bres, pure wool, 

and fashion yarns from Sirdar, Rowan, and many more.

Debs Wool Shop

Rhosmaen Street, Llandeilo, Carmarthenshire

SA19 6HA

01558 328493

www.debswoolshop.com

A lovely yarn shop with a range of everyday to luxury 

yarn. Based in the beautiful market town of Llandeilo, 

it sits amongst independently-run businesses and 

eateries, including a shop that sells delicious chocolate.

Knit one…

Maes Gwyn, Cader Road, Dolgellau, Gwynedd  

LL40 1RB

01341 422194

www.knitonedolgellau.com

Local yarns from Llanfachreth and Abersoch will give 

visitors to Knit one… a proper Welsh yarn keepsake. 

In addition to local producers, the shop oers Rowan, 

Erika Knight, Sirdar, Hayeld, Sublime, Katia, Stylecraft, 

Wendy, Adrial, Baa Ram Ewe and West Yorkshire 

Spinners. The shop is situated in the historic wool town 

of Dolgellau, nestled in the foothills of Cader Idris. 

Neath Valley Wools

75 High Street, Glynneath, Neath SA11 5TB

01639 720774 / 07981 206258  

www.smallscrafts.co.uk 

Based in the beautiful Vale of Neath, on the edge of 

the Brecon National Park. Glynneath is the ‘Gateway to 

Waterfall Country’. It’s also a short drive to tourist stops 

like the National Showcaves Centre at Dan-yr-Ogof or 

to the Brecon Mountain Railway near Merthyr Tydl. The 

shop oers quality products including locally sourced 

wools and accessories. 

Rosemary’s Wool Shop

Birmingham House, 22 Alban Square, Aberaeron 

SA46 0AH

01545 905051 / 07967 570911

www.rosemaryswoolshop.co.uk

A shop full of colour established back in 1973 in a 

gorgeous part of the world, just a short walk away 

from the coastal path selling a wide range of yarns and 

accessories for knitters of all abilities.

Swansea Bay Yarns  

88 St Helens Avenue, Swansea SA1 4NN

01792 469171

www.swanseabayyarns.co.uk

Swansea Bay Yarns is a ‘sweetie shop’ for yarn lovers with 

a variety of luxury and aordable yarns, including a local 

Welsh yarn, Rowan, Scheepjes, Rico, Adrial, Sublime, 

Sirdar, Katia, Bergère de France, Regia and others. With 

a wide range of haberdashery and buttons, there are 

also plenty of patterns that visitors are invited to sit and 

browse through to nd the perfect project. 

The Wool Croft & The Make House

14 Nevill Street, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire  

NP7 5AD

07397 779931 / 01873 851551

www.thewoolcroft.co.uk

This spacious shop is in the bustling Abergavenny town 

centre, overlooked by the beautiful Brecon Beacons 

mountains. There is always a welcome for you at The 

Wool Croft, with plenty of yarns and beautiful Welsh 

wool, fabric and stitching inspiration, as well as great 

craft workshops and chats.

Yarn O’Clock

2 Earl Road, Mold, Flintshire CH7 1AJ

01352 218082 

www.yarnoclock.co.uk

Yarn O’Clock is an independent yarn shop in North 

Wales, supplying natural yarns from British companies, 

with an emphasis on British bres too. With a range of 

needles, hooks and other notions that you didn’t know 

you were missing, the team aims to provide a warm 

environment for all abilities to explore their skills.

Rosemary’s Wool Shop is in the town of 
Aberaeron and near the coastal path 



ireland & 
northern ireland

You can sample some of the famous 
Irish hospitality in one of their 

welcoming yarn shops

The Dark Hedges in County Antrim P
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ireland & Northern Ireland

Crafty Wishes 

2 The Mall, Newry Street, Banbridge, Co. Down

BT32 3DZ

028 4066 2296 

www.craftywishes.co.uk

Crafty Wishes is a small wool and craft shop based in 

the town of Banbridge in the heart of County Down, 

Northern Ireland. It is a family-run business that takes 

pride in being able to oer the highest levels of service 

to their customers.

EweMomma

Unit 12, The Buttermarket, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh 

BT74 7DU

07813 731713

www.ewemomma.co.uk

Luxury hand-dyed yarns and handmade accessories for 

knitting and crochet based in Enniskillen’s Buttermarket 

Arts Centre. 

JenniMac & The Crafty Shed

15 Agnew Street, Larne, Co. Antrim BT40 1RF

07869 154087

JenniMac & The Crafty Shed are located in Larne and 

oer a selection of yarn and yarn-inspired accessories. 

The shop oers crafting items from the world of felting, 

sewing and many more. They are also stockists of local 

handmade crafts ranging from local turned wood to 

beautiful artist prints, recognising their local NI talent. 

Jolly Yarn Co

33 South Street, Newtownards, Co. Down BT23 4JT

028 912 29434

www.facebook.com/jollyyarnco

Jolly Yarn Co oers a rainbow selection of yarns from 

Drops, Stylecraft, Cygnet, Studio Donegal and others, 

as well as a comprehensive selection of needles and 

accessories. With easy access for wheelchairs and 

prams, and with the beautiful Ards Peninsula nearby, 

the Jolly Yarn Co ensures visitors to Newtownards will 

feel… jolly!

The Knitting Room

99 Malahide Road, Donnycarney, Dublin D03 DY27

01 831 4464

www.theknittingroom.ie

Visitors taking in the sights of Dublin should not miss 

The Knitting Room to add some craft-related memories 

to the holiday. The Knitting Room prides itself on being 

“not just a wool shop, but a community of crafters”, with 

knitting and crochet classes for all levels, and a kids’ 

club as well. Yarns include Rico, Stylecraft, Noro, King 

Cole, Rosarios4 and Mondial. Located on the road from 

Dublin city to the coastal village of Malahide, the shop 

is also near the historic William Chambers house. 

Love Wool

16 Church Street, Portadown, Co. Armagh BT62 3LN

07927 764416

www.lovewool.co.uk

Love Wool is a warm and inviting haven of woolly 

loveliness for lovers of wool to indulge their passion. All 

your knitting and crochet needs will be fullled in this 

award-winning shop. The team passionately share their 

love of wool with the local community and beyond. 

The Patchwork Goose

253 Antrim Road, Belfast, Co. Antrim BT15 2GZ

028 9035 1465

The Patchwork Goose is a one-stop, family-run 

craft shop, stocked with all things wool, fabric 

and haberdashery. Located at the foot of Cavehill, 

overlooking the majestic Waterworks Park. 

Row by Roe 

28 Main Street, Limavady, Co. Londonderry BT49 0FJ

028 7727 7396 

www.rowbyroe.co.uk

Row by Roe is a quirky and modern yarn shop in 

Limavady in the scenic Roe Valley. Stop by to pick up 

some gorgeous, local, hand-dyed yarn from Woolly 

Adventures and DyeCandy. Also on oer are Manos 

del Uruguay, Rico Creative, Viridian sock yarn, West 

Yorkshire Spinners, Studio Donegal, Stylecraft Yarns, 

Cygnet Yarns and Noro, as well as knitting and crochet 

accessories and gifts. Of special tourist interest is the 

location of Row by Roe – the shop is situated on the 

same street where the famous song Oh Danny Boy, the 

Londonderry Air, was composed. Limavady is a small 

market town steeped in history and is only a few miles 

from the Giant’s Causeway. Much of the surrounding 

scenery along the north coast even features in the 

highly popular fantasy series, Game of Thrones.

Special Occasions 

18 Mountain Road, Kilkeel, Co. Down BT34 4BB

079 6687 3892

Special Occasions is a large wool, haberdashery and 

craft shop in an old church building with disability 

access. As well as yarn and patterns, they also oer 
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alterations. The location is in the pretty town of Kilkeel 

with a large, working harbour and the stunning 

Mourne mountains as their backdrop. Greencastle 

Royal Castle is in the area too.

The Woolworx

34 North Street, Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim

BT38 7AQ

028 9336 7977 / 078 0183 6434

www.facebook.com/thewoolworx

The Woolworx is not just a shop, their aim is to build 

a community for fellow yarn lovers, with a large area 

with a free tea and coee station, comfy chairs by a 

re, and a large seated table for teaching classes, when 

permitted. They host knit and natter groups too.

Wool and Things 

8 Society Street, Coleraine, Co. Londonderry 

BT52 1LA

028 7035 1784

www.woolandthings.com

Wool and Things is a family-run wool shop based in the 

busy town of Coleraine on the beautiful north coast. 

Trading for almost 20 years, Wool and Things stocks all 

the leading brands, with years of experience oering 

everything a knitter and crocheter needs. 

The Wool Den

3 Chilton Drive, Ballynahinch, Co Down BT24 8EF 

078 3337 1000

The Wool Den is a stockist for Stylecraft, King Cole, 

James C Brett and Sirdar. Expect fabulous patterns, 

knitting needles, crochet hooks, ribbons and buttons, 

all available under one lovely roof. 

The Wool Nook

2 Bridge Street, Lisburn, Co. Antrim BT28 1XY

028 9210 6446 / 07936 041273 

The Wool Nook is a wool and craft shop situated in the 

heart of Lisburn city centre. They stock a large range 

of wool and wool accessories from James C. Brett, 

Stylecraft, Knit Pro and many more, for all your knitting 

and crochet needs. Drop in and see for yourself! 

The Yarn Patch

Merville House, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim &  

118 Holywood High Street, Co. Down BT37 9TH

07946 355681

www.theyarnpatch.co.uk

This craft studio and yarn shop on both sides of Belfast 

Lough are the best places to shop for yarn, join a craft 

workshop, meet new people, enjoy coee and cake, 

and celebrate all things creative. 

The Yarn Patch shops in County Antrim 
and County Down are a creative hub
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ireland & Northern Ireland

1 “Drop in for a yarn” at The Wool Nook, Lisburn 2 So much wool at Belfast’s The 
Patchwork Goose 3 The Wool Den, Ballynahinch, is ready for you to browse 4&5 

Patterns galore at Coleraine’s Wool and Things 6 Pretty pastels at Crafty Wishes in 
Banbridge 7 Enticing colour-coordinated shelves at The Woolworx, Carrickfergus

1

4

2

6 7

3

5
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Artisan Alley UK

www.artisanalleyuk.com

Find all your favourite yarn brands, including Scheepjes, 

Stylecraft, Three Bears and West Yorkshire Spinners. 

Cambrian Mountains Wool

www.cambrianwool.co.uk

Cambrian Mountains Wool has rekindled the historic 

links between local sheep farmers, wool processors, 

designers, makers and retailers, and sells a range of 

original wool products from eece farmed in Wales. 

Cat and Sparrow 

www.catandsparrow.co.uk

Cat and Sparrow sell a range of bres and yarns that are 

hand-dyed using non-toxic acid dyes, creating beautiful 

colour mixes and blends that makers love to look at, 

touch and transform. 

Cotton Pod

07951 440196

www.cottonpod.co.uk

Cotton Pod was created because founder Sharon 

Oldeld loves crocheting with cotton-based yarns, with 

their soft textures and amazing stitch denition. Drops 

and Bobbiny feature in the online shop, with yarns and 

haberdashery chosen based on their natural materials. 

Sharon also oers her own crochet kits, teaches crochet 

courses and hosts a crochet group at the Stitch Studio 

in Bury (visit www.makeitstitch.com for information). 

Frangipani

White Cross, Cury, Helston, Cornwall TR12 7BG

01326 240367

www.guernseywool.co.uk

Frangipani is home to 100% British worsted 5ply 

Guernsey wool. Jan and Russ have been supplying 

knitters for over 20 years, and have built their range 

up to a huge 28 colours. The yarn is spun and dyed in 

Yorkshire mills, and supplied on 500g cones as this is 

both great value and ensures fewer joins. 

Gorgeous Yarns

www.gorgeousyarns.co.uk

Specialists in natural bres, hand-dyed, luxury yarns 

that are gorgeous to knit or crochet with, and to wear. 

Owner Caroline has knitted with all the yarns stocked 

so can honestly recommend them to customers.

Hawkshaw Sheep

Fingland, Tweedsmuir, Biggar, Lanarkshire  

ML12 6QS

01899 636983

www.hawkshaw-sheep-yarn.co.uk

Hawkshaw Sheep produces yarns and tweed cloth 

using the eeces from owner Sue Horn’s sheep and 

friends’ ocks to produce the Tweed Valley Yarn brand, 

ensuring everything is produced with the highest level 

of animal husbandry. In addition, Hawkshaw Sheep 

oers a range of natural undyed colours as well as a 

selection of Sue’s own hand-dyed yarn.

If you’re having a staycation or are not able 
to get out and about, hop online to these 

suppliers to get your yarn x 

online
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online

Jackie’s Knitwear and Wool Shop

www.jackiesknitwearandwoolshop.com

Find a selection of quality hand-knitted and crocheted 

items, yarn, buttons, patterns and lots more.  

Jacko’s Crafty Corner

www.jackoscraftycorner.com

This one-woman yarn business creates beautiful, 

high-quality yarns, hand dyed in small batches. 

Knit Knacks

01892 785035 

www.theknitknacks.co.uk

Monica Russel designs and supplies knitting kits and 

patterns. She regularly designs for magazines and has 

written seven knitting pattern books, as well as creating 

several designs for yarn companies such as Rooster, UK 

Alpaca and Jamieson’s.

Seaside Yarns

www.seasideyarns.co.uk

Knitter Gill Hemingway runs her own website from her 

seaside home to sell yarns and patterns from designers 

such as Stylecraft, WYS, Louise Harding and Noro. 

Sheepfold Cumbria

Cliburn Mill, Cliburn, Penrith, Cumbria CA10 3AW

07940 907738  

www.sheepfold.co.uk

Alice Underwood specialises in British grown and 

processed wool, often from specic native breeds living 

in or around the beautiful Cumbrian fells. She sells this 

as scoured and carded eece, spun yarn and includes 

the yarn in her own design knitting kits.

Susie Button

07305975338

www.susiebutton.com

Susie Button supplies online yarn shoppers with 

Stylecraft, Sirdar, Hayeld, Cygnet, James C. Brett, 

Wendy, Peter Pan, Robin and Viridian yarns. She 

welcomes visitors to her Balderton location, just outside 

the market town of Newark, on appointment. 

Unbelieva-Wool

www.unbelievawool.com

This one-woman, home-based business stocks a range 

of specialist yarn boxes, hand-dyed yarns and is a 

HiyaHiya stockist. Check out the monthly yarn clubs! 

Watercolours & Lace

www.watercoloursandlace.co.uk

Watercolours & Lace hand-paint yarn in a variety of 

natural bres, from cobweb lace to 4ply, many of which 

come from British ocks and/or are spun in the UK. 

They also design and produce kits and high-quality 

hand-crafted accessories, such as project bags, needle 

rolls and stitch markers – all from their studio in Norfolk.  

Willow Knits

020 8363 2884

www.willowknits.com

The folk at Willow Knits dye their own ranges of silk 

yarns for knitters and crocheters, as well as oer 

nished products, from cushions to scarves. They pide 

themselves on their high customer service. Visit them at  

St Albans Farmers Markets and festivals, and see their 

website for upcoming events.

Wool Warehouse

www.woolwarehouse.co.uk

0800 5053300 / 01926 882818

12 Longeld Road, Sydenham Industrial Estate, 

Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV31 1XB

Wool Warehouse is a family-owned and family-run 

company with an impressive product range. The 

company operates under one roof, with no external 

call centres or warehousing, just one dedicated group 

working together. The huge range of yarn includes 

Stylecraft, King Cole, Sirdar and Rowan, as well as 

Malabrigo, Cascade and Scheepjes. Wool Warehouse 

is a DROPS Superstore, meaning every type of DROPS 

yarn is in stock. The showroom is located just outside 

Leamington Spa, with Warwick Castle nearby.

Woolly Wormhead 

www.woollywormhead.com

For ingenious patterns, books and tutorials for every 

kind of knitted hat you could desire, and for all ages, 

head to “hat architect” Woolly’s website.

The Yarn Café

www.theyarncafe.com

They oer yarn, needles, bags, patterns and notions 

such as stitch markers, DPN holders, row counters and 

pattern markers. They stock hard-to-nd luxury yarns 

such as Eden Cottage Yarns and ne patterns from 

British suppliers and designers such as West Yorkshire 

Spinners, Karen Butler Designs and Winwick Mum.
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I
ndependent yarn shops 

have worked hard since the 

pandemic hit, with many 

moving out of their comfort 

zone and into the virtual realm; 

building websites, running 

Zoom meet-ups and learning 

how to use social media. But 

this has enabled them to sell 

smarter and look outside their 

locality to nd customers from 

further aeld, connecting with 

yarn crafters all over the UK.

FLEXIBLE WORKING

Vickie from Wool n Stu traded 

through lockdown, doing all 

she could to provide for her 

customers – taking internet and 

phone orders, having video calls 

to show people yarn, operating 

a click-and-collect service, and 

hand-delivering local parcels. 

“In the rst lockdown we also 

oered free delivery on all orders,” 

says Vickie. “We were certainly 

kept busy and I would like to 

think we did our bit in helping 

people keep sane.”

Similarly, Melanie, of Ethel & 

Em, exed her creative muscles 

to nd new ways to interact 

with her customers, launching 

personal shopping video 

consultation calls for people 

further aeld, to help them with 

upcoming projects and review 

colours and bre choices. As 

well as this, she launched a new 

website, a Facebook page for 

their community to chat, and 

held regular MALs. The team also 

decided to host their Knit, Knot 

and Natter via Zoom, which is 

still going strong, with members 

in Devon, Cambridgeshire, 

Humberside, Bolton, London and 

beyond. “Lancaster is a university 

town and the pandemic has 

seen graduates carry on with the 

Zoom sessions when we would 

Yarn shops have been through the mill this past year, but have come 

back bigger and better than ever. We shine a light on their hard work 

YARN SHOP HEROES

Melanie showing yarn 
options to a customer on 
a video call
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normally have lost them – and 

we have now gained some of 

their mums and siblings to the 

group!” Melanie tells us. 

CUSTOMERS FIRST

A clear support through the 

tough times and a source 

of inspiration when life felt 

somewhat lacklustre, our yarn 

shops have been there with 

us through thick and thin. Sue 

from Cottontail Crafts – which 

is celebrating an amazing 65 

years in the business – would 

deliver orders to those isolating. 

Using social media as a means 

of staying in touch with her 

loyal customer base has been 

invaluable for Sue, with people 

leaving lovely reviews like this 

one from a shopper who tells of 

her experience with Cottontail: 

“Once again, incredible service. 

Nothing was too much trouble 

for Sue. I needed help matching 

a knitting pattern with suitable 

wool and Sue’s advice was really 

helpful. It’s the personal touches 

that make all the dierence.  

I didn’t feel I was just another 

customer, I felt Sue really wanted 

to help. I’ll be back.”

Positive feedback, although 

seemingly small, is actually 

invaluable to the shops. Melanie 

says: “The nicest thing anyone has 

said about my shop was, ‘If I ever 

get back to Lancaster, I’ll be sure 

to pop in – all local yarn shops are 

friendly, but yours felt like home.’”

Stronger than ever before, 

local yarn shops are now better 

able to serve and are tuned 

into customer’s needs. They’ve 

learned what customers really 

need, and that the personal 

touch is not always lost when 

we can’t be face-to-face. Their 

always-helpful personalities 

still shine through, building 

relationships with customers that 

will stand the test of time. It’s the 

teams’ friendly faces, along with 

the deliciously squishy yarn, that 

means we’ll be visiting as many 

shops as we can this summer. 

Written by Colette Earley

Visit their Facebook pages at:

woolwakeeld  

ethelandemshop 

cottontailcrafts

A CLEAR SUPPORT THROUGH THE TOUGH TIMES AND A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION WHEN LIFE  

FELT LACKLUSTRE, OUR YARN SHOPS HAVE BEEN THERE WITH US THROUGH THICK AND THIN

Cottontail Crafts is full  
of crafting delights

Mystery family craft box from 
Wool n Stu, ready to post

Ethel & Em’s virtual Knit, Knot 
and Natter group in action
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Things may have changed. There’s social distancing, hand sanitisers and face masks. But rest 
assured your local yarn shop will be working hard to keep you safe and still provide the 
personal service that you’ve always loved.

You can chat about a project. Pick up some useful advice. Join your shops virtual craft 
group. Invest in a stash for the future and much, much more.

Visit www.ukhandknitting.comQG \RXU ORFDO VKRS DQG HQMR\ D UHDO JRRG \DUQ

YOUR LOCAL YARN SHOP IS STILL HERE FOR YOU.

And things you just can’t 
put a price on

Always helpful and 
expert advice

Some things may have changed 
at your local yarn shop. 

With thanks to: Emma Varnam for the welcoming rabbit from Cute Crocheted Animals. The listening ear shell is from a crochet pattern by Anna Sakhno. 
The wise owl is by Marken of The Hat & I and the heart is by Tatyana Grigoryan.

There’ll always be a 
warm welcome

someone who listens 


